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ABSTRACT 

From the early days of programming, the dependability of software has been a 

concern. The development of distributed systems that must respond in real-time and 

continue to function correctly in spite of hardware failure have increased the concern 

while making the task of ensuring dependability more complex. This dissertation 

presents a technique for improving confidence in software designed to execute on a 

distributed system of fail-stop processors. 

The methodology presented is based on a temporal logic augmented with time 

intervals and probability distributions. A temporal logic augmented with time intervals, 

Bounded Time Temporal Logic (BTTL), supports the specification and verification of 

real-time properties such as, "The program will poll the sensor every t to T time 

units." Analogously, a temporal logic augmented with probability distributions, 

Probabilistic Bounded Time Temporal Logic (PBTTL), supports reasoning about fault

tolerant properties such as, "The program will complete with probability less than or 

equal to p", and a combination of these properties such as, "The program will 

complete within t and T time units with probability less than or equal to p." 

The syntax and semantics of the two logics, BTTL and PBTTL, are carefully 

developed. This includes development of a program state model, state transition 

model, message passing system model and failure system model. An axiomatic 

program model is then presented and used for the development of a set of inference 

rules. The inferenr.e rules are designed to simplify use of the logic for reasoning about 
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typical programming language constructs and commonly occuring programming 

scenarios. In addition to offering a systematic approach for verifying typical behaviors, 

the inference rules are intended to support the derivation of formulas expressing timing 

and probabilistic relationships between the execution times and probabilities of 

individual statements, groups of statements, message passing and failure recovery. Use 

of the methodolgy is demonstrated in examples of varying complexity, including five 

real-time examples and four combined real-time and fault-tolerant examples. 



CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 
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From the early days of programming, the dependability of programs has been a 

concern. Initially, a dependable program was defined as a program that performed the 

desired actions. Within the early programming environments, where sequential 

programs were submitted to operators of large mainframes, this was an adequate 

definition for dependability. Attributes of dependability such as a vailability (readiness 

of usage), reliability (continuity of service) and security (prevention of unauthorized 

access and/or handling of information) [Laprie92] were invisible and of little interest 

to the user. Thus, at first, methods to encourage dependability focused on ensuring 

safety (avoidance of catastrophic consequences on the environment). 

As operator-submitted batch processing gave way to user-submitted, 

mUlti-programming, availability, reliability and security became of greater concern. 

Accordingly, methods for encouraging and confirming dependability shifted focus. 

Greater attention was paid to the need for consistent availability of access to services, 
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reliability in the face of failures, and the need to restrict system access. 

While users were gaining more direct access to computer services, their 

programs were becoming ever more complex. Sequential programs became larger and 

more involved. Concurrent programs, in which two or more sequences of code are 

seen to execute simultaneously, were introduced. These types of programs posed 

previously unknown threats to dependability. Imprudent concurrent programs can 

severely tie up resources, threatening availability and reliability. In addition, 

concurrent programs potentially threaten safety by making dangerously unpredictable 

access to resources a possibility. 

Computer programs are now being used to monitor and control real world 

events. The actions of such programs are frequently required to occur within some 

real time interval. For example, programs used to monitor components within a 

nuclear reactor or patients in an intensive care unit must react to potentially life 

threatening changes in a timely manner (e.g. within hundredths of a second to prevent 

a nuclear accident, within minutes to restore vital functions). Accordingly, the 

definition of dependability now requires that a program perform the desired actions 

and do so within a specific time interval. Software that must interact with real-world 

events in real time is often known as real-time soBware. 

Additionally, programs that are used to monitor and control critical processes 

usually need to continue providing service despite failures in the underlying computing 

platform. A timely, efficient program is of little value if the system upon which it 
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executes supports a low probability of uninterrupted execution. Techniques for 

increasing the dependability of such systems include failure masking and recovery. 

Failure masking involves executing multiple copies of critical software on mUltiple 

processors, which guarantees that the system continues to provide service assuming 

some minimum number of processors are still functioning. Failure recovery provides 

dependable service by maintaining essential portions of the program state in stable 

storage, where information is not lost when failure occurs [Lamps81]. After failure, 

execution can be resumed by restoring the program state from stable storage. Software 

that must continue to provide service in this way despite failures is often known as 

fault-tolerant soflware. 

Complex programs of today arc often large, concurrent, execute on distributed 

systems, interact with real-world events and are required to provide service in spite of 

failures. Such programs must safely perfonn the desired actions, in a timely manner, 

in spite of failures. 

1.1 BACKGROUND 

The desire to increase confidence in software dependability has yielded a large 

number of techniques. The techniques are based on a variety of foundations, including 

formal languages, fonnal logic, testing and debugging, and models. Early techniques 

were extended and modified to meet the increasing demands. 

The earliest attempts to demonstrate dependability relied upon testing. Ever 



larger test suites were submitted to programs under consideration. While testing can 

increase confidence, and is still in widespread use, it suffers from a major weakness. 

For a large number of programs a test suite that would indeed test all possible 

executions of a program would be of infinite size. Thus, for most programs, 

verification by testing does not rule out the possibility of catastrophic failure. 
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Two other early methods developed for increasing confidence in computer 

systems approached the challenge from opposite angles. One method, managed design 

and development, strives to improve dependability by reducing the introduction of 

hardware, algorithm and code errors during system development. Such methods 

encompass formal specification of programs, architectures and system protocols, 

structured programming languages (e.g. Pascal, Modula), abstract data types, design 

methodologies and program and system modelling. The other method, program 

verification, strives to represent the behavior of an existing program. This method 

encompasses the use of formal languages (e.g. operational semantics), formal logic 

(e.g. firsH>rder logic) and models (e.g. Petri-nets). Proof of program properties is 

then reduced to proofs involving the language, logic or model. 

Both of the aforementioned methods have been expanded and are in widespread 

use today. The first method, managed design and development, has been used 

extensively in attempts to ensure the reliability of system hardware. Recall that a 

system is reliable if it demonstrates continuity of service. The development of highly 

reliable hardware helps ensure this property. Methods for increasing hardware 
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reliability include self checking components, coding techniques and standby sparing 

[MelRan77, CristiSO, AndLeeSl, SieSw92]. However, complete prevention of 

hardware failure is impossible. As a result, continuity of service needs to be ensured 

by offering seamless recovery from failure using processor architectures with 

well-defined failure-mode operating characteristics [PradhS6, SchSchS3]. Such 

architectures shift the need for ensuring reliability to the software level. The programs 

that run on these architectures must therefore be shown to execute .reliably, given the 

well-defined behaviors of the architecture. 

Managed development and design techniques have also been used extensively to 

ensure the reliability of software. Contributions include, program design tools [IDES9, 

McCabe92], highly structured exception handling paradigms [MelRan77, CristiSO, 

AndLeeSl], error detection and correction codes [Pet72], and fault tolerance based 

algorithms [HuaAbrS2]. 

The second method, program verification, concentrates on increasing 

confidence in the dependability of programs. Program verification techniques involve 

representing program behavior with fonnallanguage specifications, fonnal models or 

formal logic axioms. The application of models and formal logic have perhaps been 

more successful than the use of fonnal languages. Program behavior has been 

represented by many formal models, including petri-nets, finite automata, and Markov 

chains. For example, [SchliS5] and [HanBenS9] illustrate the use of Markov chains as 

models for the probabilistic behavior of programs that execute on hardware that may 



fail. Programs are modelled as Markov chains, which are then shown to satisfy a 

particular probabilistic fonnula. Similarly, the behavior of programs has been 

modelled by a large assortment of fonnal logic axiom systems. 

17 

The earliest significant work in program verification using fonnal logic 

included the inductive assertions method of Floyd [Floyd67]. the axiomatic method of 

Hoare [Hoare69] and Scott's fixpoint induction [Scott70]. The contributions of Floyd 

and Hoare are commonly combined and known as Floyd-Hoare logic. Floyd-Hoare 

logic manipulates assertions of the fonn, P {S} Q, where P and Q are assertions in 

some first-order logic, and S is a program statement. The assertions maintain that if 

execution of S begins in some program state in which P is true, then Q is true in the 

state in which execution of S terminates (if indeed S does tenninate). 

Notice that this method does not prove that S will tenninate. Rather, it proves 

properties of the resulting state when and if S tenninates. One of the first in a long 

line of extensions and adaptations of Floyd-Hoare logic corrected this shortcoming. 

Manna and Pnueli [ManPnu74] included tennination in a Floyd-Hoare logic by 

embedding a tennination argument in the proof rules of the logic. 

Other extensions and adaptations were motivated by the increasing complexity 

of programs and the increased demands placed upon software. Of particular interest 

were programs consisting of concurrent processes that might run on distributed 

processors. Owicki and Gries [OwiGri76] and Lamport [Lamp77] suggested 

Floyd-Hoare type proof rules for concurrent programs that use shared variables. Levin 
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and Gries [LevGri81] and Apt et.al. [AptFR80] provided some of the earliest work on 

the application of Floyd-Hoare type reasoning within message passing based 

environments. 

Extensions for reasoning about real time and the behavior of programs in faulty 

environments have also been suggested and demonstrated. Extensions to allow 

reasoning about real time properties of programs were suggested by Emerson, Mok, 

Sistla and Srinivasan [EMSS89]. In their work, a special predicate representing time is 

introduced and manipulated to support reasoning about time. [Cristi85] presents a 

method for specifying fault hypotheses axiomatically. Design correctness is then 

proven using a Floyd-Hoare type logic extended with fault axioms. [SchSch83] provide 

Floyd-Hoare type proof rules for special code constructs designed for execution on 

fail-stop processors (i.e. processors whose only failure is halting and this failure is 

detectable). 

The extensive research in Floyd-Hoare logic has resulted in a deeper 

understanding of program properties. For example, properties have been grouped into 

categories such as liveness, safety and fairness. Certain important and useful 

properties have also been identified and investigated, e.g. non-intetference. Useful 

assumptions have been proposed and tested, e.g. maximal parnllelism. And, proofs 

and frameworks for proofs indicative of the expressiveness and limitations of the many 

techniques have arisen. 

One obvious drawback to the many extensions to the Floyd-Hoare method is 
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the ever-increasing complexity of the assertions. As the task of ensuring dependability 

becomes more complex, the complexity of Floyd-Hoare assertions needed to reason 

effectively about such properties increases. This drawback, it has been argued, is due 

to the use of first-order logic to express the assertions. First order logic does not 

include simple, intuitive constructs for reasoning about time, which is needed when 

considering real-time, or probability, which is needed when considering fault

tolerance. Accordingly, special predicates representing time and probability must be 

introduced and carefully manipulated. 

1.2 TEMPORAL LOGIC AND REAL TIME 

Another dramatic development in the use of Floyd-Hoare logics occurred with 

the introduction of temporal logic. Temporal logic is a branch of modal logic, which is 

similar to standard first order logic with the addition of modal operators. A particular 

set of modal operators, temporal operators, express the relationship between time and 

the truth of a predicate. Proponents of temporal logic argued that allowing 

Floyd-Hoare assertions to be written in temporal logic made reasoning about timing 

properties of programs more intuitive and significantly reduced the complexity of the 

assertions. 

Essentially, temporal logic is first order logic augmented with operators that 

allow reasoning about sequences of execution states. Each state in a sequence 

represents a snap shot of the system at a certain time. The concept of a current state 
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and current time are essential. States preceding the current state within a sequence are 

seen as having occurred at a time prior to the current time. States following the 

current state within a sequence are seen as occurring at some time after the current 

time. 

First order assertions (i.e. an assertion with no temporal operators, known as 

immediate assertions) are interpreted as true or false in a current state. TemporaJ 

assertions, on. the other hand, are interpreted as true or false over the sequence of 

future states (the current state is usually included in the definition of future states). To 

reason about future states, temporal operators are used. The three most common are 

henceforth (C ), eventually (0) and next (0). Informal definitions for these operators 

are 

o P: P holds in the current state and in all future states. 
cP: P holds in the current state or in some future state. 
oP: P holds in the state immediately following the current state. 

Another commonly used temporal operator, until (U), has been shown to subsume 

henceforth and eventually. However, henceforth and eventually remain widely used. 

An informal definition for until follows. 

PUQ : P holds in the current state and all future states occurring before the first 
state in which Q holds. 

It is worth noting that the four temporal oPerators, c, 0, 0, and U, refer only to the 

current and future states. Some work has been done with modal operators that also 

refer to past states [Koym89J. 
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Seminal work in temporal logic was provided by Amir Pnueli [PnueI77] and 

Pratt [Pratt76J. A long and impressive list of researchers in temporal logic have 

followed [GabbSO, Karp 84 , KrogS7, OwicS2, Pnue179]. Today it is widely recognized 

that temporal logic is well-suited for reasoning about properties of programs. For 

example, today's basic temporal logic formalism supports straightforward expression 

of properties of the form: "The program will eventually (terminate/yield output/accept 

input/set x to 7/ ... )." However, the computational models used as the basis for most 

existing temporal logics abstract away speed of execution and the possibility of 

failures, limiting the usefulness of such logics for reasoning about real-time or fault

tolerant properties. A logic specifically designed for such reasoning is especially 

desirable given the increasing importance of computers in applications that are 

required to satisfy real-time or fault-tolerance constraints. 

A large amount of work has been done on extensions to temporal logic for 

specifying real-time properties of programs, including [AbLamp91, BernS1, EMSS89, 

HartS2, HenMP90, HenMP9l, HoomSS, JahaSS, KoymS9, ZhouHoo92]. In 

[PnueISS], extensions to temporal logic are grouped into two general categories: 

Global Clock Temporal Logic (GCTL) and Quantized Temporal Logic (QTL). Global 

Clock Temporal Logics (GCTLs) [HenMP90, HenMP91, JahaM88] extend standard 

temporal logic by including a special variable, T, representing the value of a 

conceptual global clock. The introduction of the special variable T in temporal logic is 

analogous to the augmentation of first-order logic with a special timing predicate. The 
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domain of T may be either discrete or dense. Temporal formulas within GCTL use 

relations involving T to express a variety of timing behaviors. A systematic 

presentation of GCTL type logics is included in [Ostr90]. Quantized Temporal Logics 

(QTLs) [AbLamp91, Bem81, Hart82, HenMP91, Hoom88, Koym89, ZhouHoo92], on 

the other hand, extend standard temporal logic by adding a timing component to the 

henceforth and eventually operators; the timing component limits the amount of time 

during which the operators hold. A mapping from states to times is used to yield 

absolute timing behavior. 

1.3 REASONING ABOUT FAULT TOLERANCE 

Significantly less work has been done on reasoning about fault-tolerance 

properties of programs [Christi85, Coehoo88, HanJon89, HarSha84, Schli85]. Recall 

that fault-tolerant software is defined as software that continues to provide service in 

spite of hardware failures. Although failure may occur at any time during execution, 

successful execution is significantly more likely to occur than failure. Accordingly, the 

likelihood of continued system operation is frequently represented by a probability. 

For example, t~le probability may represent the percentage of executions that are 

successful when a test program is executed repeatedly. Alternatively, the probability 

may represent the percentage of total time in which the system executes without 

failure. 

Clearly, when the possibility of failure is considered, it is no longer sufficient 



to reason about properties of the form: "The program will perform A." Instead, it 

needs to be shown that the property, "With probability p, the program will perform 

A", holds. The probability indicates the likelihood of failure during execution of the 

program, and the effect such failure may have on correct execution. 
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Probabilistic behaviors include those behaviors that mayor may not occur, and 

in which the likelihood of occurrence can be reasonably modelled with probability. 

Probabilistic behaviors include those resulting from execution of non-deterministic 

conditionals, possible hardware failure and failure recovery. As such, fault-tolerance 

behavior is a subcategory of probabilistic behavior. 

Extensions to temporal logic have been proposed for reasoning about 

probabilistic properties of programs. [HarSha84] offer two propositional probabilistic 

temporal logics. The logics allow specification of probabilistic properties such as, 

"The program will almost-surely terminate in finite time." The logics are intended for 

reasoning about sequential and concurrent probabilistic programs. [HanJon89] specify 

program behavior using probabilistic formula expressed using a temporal logic 

extended with time and probabilities, PCTL. The logic presented in [HanJon89] is 

somewhat similar to the logic used in this work. Significant differences include the 

nature of time, the definition of state transition, the manner in which the temporal 

operators are augmented and the manner in which the resulting logic is used. First, 

time is considered to be discrete. State transitions parallel the "ticks" of the discrete 

clock. Each time the clock "ticks", a state transition occurs. Only a maximum time 



value is used to augment the temporal operators, making reasoning about minimum 

execution times more cumbersome. Finally, PCTL is used to specify properties, 

interpretation and verification of the PCTL formulas depends upon the construction 

and analysis of a Markov chain model. 
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Most methods for reasoning about probabilistic properties of programs do not 

include reasoning about timing properties, so reasoning about both time and 

probability typically involves the application of two methodologies. Frequently the 

correctness of a program (e.g. the timing behavior) is proven using one methodology, 

then the probabilistic behavior is verified using another. Alternatively, a program is 

modelled by Markov chains, Petri-nets, or some other transition model. The model is 

then shown to satisfy a property expressed using a formal logic or language 

[HanJon89]. Neither of these approaches is very satisfactory. 

More and more programs must simultaneously satisfy real-time and 

probabilistic behavior, so a united methodology for verifying such behavior is clearly 

called for. Such a methodology should be theoretically sound, straightforward to use 

and based on familiar techniques. Temporal logic has been shown to be intuitive and 

expressive, and sound. Additionally, it is a familiar logic within the field of program 

verification. Temporal logic has also been shown to be a useful methodology for 

reasoning about real time properties of programs, and to a lesser extent to reason 

about probabilistic properties of programs. Accordingly, it is an excellent candidate 

for the foundation of a united methodology that supports specification and verification 
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of real-time and probabilistic properties of programs. 

1.4 BTTL and PBTTL 

The research presented in this dissertation aims to contribute to the current 

methodologies for specifying and validating real-time and fault-tolerant properties of 

programs. Two methods previously used in similar tasks will be applied in a· unique 

manner. Temporal logic, first-order logic augmented with operators that allow 

straightforward reasoning over time, has been applied successfully to the task of 

proving properties of sequential and concurrent programs (e.g. non-interference, 

tennination). Probability. in various fonns and within various models, has been used 

to yield a distribution of possible behaviors in an environment that may experience 

hardware failures. 

The primary goal is to present a powerful extended temporal logic for 

reasoning about real-time and fault-tolerant properties of distributed programs. The 

logic will be used to develop a set of derived rules and procedures to allow systematic 

analysis of programs. 

The task of developing the requisite logic is divided into two subtasks. First, an 

extended temporal logic, Bounded Time Temporal Logic (BITL), is introduced for 

reasoning about real-time properties. The extension augments standard temporal 

operators with a timing interval within which the referenced predicate is expected to 

hold. Second, the logic is again extended for reasoning about fault-tolerant properties. 
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This logic, Probabilistic Bounded Time Temporal Logic (PBTTL), includes a 

probabilistic component, which is prepended to time-bounded temporal formulas. Such 

a formula indicates that a property will hold during the indicated time interval with a 

certain probability. 

BTTL and PBTTL have been developed with particular goals in mind. First, 

BTTL needs to be simple and clear, so a minimal amount of new notation is used. 

Nonetheless, to aid in ensuring the soundness of a BTTL based proof methodology, 

care is taken to thoroughly and formally develop and present the syntax and semantics 

of BTTL. The formal semantics serve to substantiate the validity of BTTL. 

BTTL falls into the category of Quantized Temporal Logics (QTLs) mentioned 

above. However, BTTL does differ from typical QTLs in one notable way: the model 

of a system state. A BTTL system state is represented by a megastate, which consists 

of a collection of process states, a message passing system state and an environment 

state. Process states consist of a location counter (indicating the next statement to be 

executed), and a variable assignment (indicating the current values assigned to process 

variables). The message passing state indicates messages that have been sent, but not 

yet received. The environment state records the output of the program. A transition 

between megastates occurs whenever any process state or message passing system 

transition occurs. Subsequently, some processes can be actively performing 

computations (i.e. not involved in a process transition), while a system transition is 

seen to occur. The concept of a megastate and megastate transitions allows BTTL to 



model processors and processes that execute at varied rates. 

Specific extensions to standard temporal logic for reasoning about real-time 

properties of programs are as follows. A timing interval [tl,Tl] is added to the 

standard temporal operators, eventually and henceforth as follows. 

<> Ill.TlI P - predicate P will hold at least once during the time interval [tl,Tl] 
D(ll.Tl)P - predicate P will hold at all times within the time interval [tl,TI] 

A notational simplification, called inrange, is introduced to support reasoning about 

minimum and maximum execution times. 

PBTIL is intended to support reasoning about probabilistic behavior of 

programs. There is, of course, a very large set of causes for probabilistic program 

behaviors (e.g. software failure, hardware failure, non-deterministic programming 

language constructs, interrupts). Development of PBTTL concentrates on supporting 

reasoning about probabilistic behavior that result when failures can occur in the 
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underlying computing platform. In order to reason about how programs behave when 

such failures occur, the failure mode characteristics of the hardware must be clearly 

specified. Here, processors that behave according to the fail-stop model have been 

selected for consideration [SchSch83]. The only failure possible on a fail-stop 

processor is halting in a detectable fashion: that is, the processor never performs an 

erroneous state transformation due to failure. Additionally, a portion of storage within 

the fail-stop model is considered to be stable. As noted above, stable storage is 



unaffected by failure and therefore the contents of stable storage are available for 

reconstructing a state as part of failure recovery. 

Specific extensions to BTIL for reasoning about fault-tolerance properties of 

programs include a probability, which is prepended to BTIL based fonnulae as 

follows: 

[p]Q - predicate Q will hold with probability p. 

Properties such as "Program Q will complete execution within T time units with 

probability pIt can then be expressed. 

D(at Q - [p][O, T] after Q) 
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Development of BTIL and PBTIL share an important goal of supporting 

development of a set of powerful inference rules . The rules are intended to simplify 

the reasoning about compound statements, message passing, the effect of failure, and 

recovery from failure. In particular, the rules have been designed to support a 

systematic approach to verifying the behavior of programs executing on a distributed 

system that must satisfy real time constraints with a certain measure of reliability. 

1.5 DISSERTATION OUTLINE 

This dissertation is organized as follows. Chapters 2 through 4 are dedicated to 

the presentation and development of a BTIL based methodology for reasoning about 

real-time properties. Chapter 2 outlines the program environment including 

architecture, communication, input/output and assumptions about the nature of time. 
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Fonnal BTTL syntax and semantics are presented in the latter half of Chapter 2. 

Chapter 3 outlines the proof methodology. Specifically, the syntax and 

semantics of the programming language that is used in example programs are 

described first. The programming model, including axioms and derived rules, is then 

presented. A substantial amount of effort is also directed to the development and 

presentation of derived rules used to support reasoning about message passing 

scenarios typical in real-time programming. 

Five examples of varying complexity are analyzed in Chapter 4. Several of the 

examples require verification of simple, specific timing behaviors. Analysis of other 

examples yield fonnulas expressing timing relationships between timing variables 

rather than timing values, which help emphasize the relationship between the timing 

behaviors of distinct pieces of code, processes and the environment. For instance, such 

fonnulas could be used to consider the overall effects of minimizing or maximizing 

some subset of timing values. Some of the examples include analysis that reveals 

patterns representing values of the timing variables appropriate for use in inductive 

proofs. A discussion of the examples concludes the chapter. 

Chapters 5 through 7 describe PBTIL in an organization that parallels chapters 

2 through 4. Chapter 5 outlines the program environment including architecture, 

communication, input/output, time and probabilities. The environment differs only 

slightly from that presented in Chapter 2, with changes being introduced to support the 

possibility of failure and recovery. The syntax. and semantics of PBTTL are also 
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presented in this chapter. Of particular interest is the introduction and development of 

a probability based valuation, which formalizes the incremental calculation of 

probabilities applicable to PBTTL formulas. 

Chapter 6 introduces additional programming notation for writing fault-tolerant 

software. In particular, syntactical constructs representing recoverable execution and 

the modified programming model is presented. Axioms and derived rules needed to 

support reasoning about unrecoverable and recoverable failures within a general 

distributed environment are developed. In Chapter 7, several examples of reasoning 

about fault-tolerant software are considered in various scenarios. 

The dissertation concludes with Chapter 8. Experience gained from the 

research and directions for future work are discussed. 
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CHAPTER 2 

BOUNDED TIME TEMPORAL WGIC (BTTL) 

In this chapter the details of a real time temporal logic are presented. The logic 

is designed to express the occurrence of events within a specific bounded time period 

simply and clearly. For example, the logic may need to express that execution will 

proceed from one statement to the next in no fewer than t time units and not more 

than T time units. 

Initially, the program environment is outlined. Types of architecture best suited 

to application of the program methodology to be presented are indicated. Certain 

architectural characteristics are assumed, which are intended to focus development on 

useful message passing BTIL rules. Other architectures (e.g. those using shared 

variables, multiprocessing) would yield a different set of BTTL rules. A simple model 

of a message passing system is detailed. The message passing system is designed to 

allow the majority of its characteristics to be expressed by BTIL axioms. Such a 

minimally defined message passing system model allows adjustment of the BTTL 
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proof methodology to reflect a variety of different message passing system behaviors 

(e.g. reliable, bounded buffers, FIFO). 

Like the message passing system model, the methods for modelling input and 

output are rudimentary. Behavior of input is not directly modelled in BTTL; rather, 

the behavior of input sensors is specified by BTIL axioms. Thus, as with message 

passing, a variety of different input behaviors can be modelled. Output is explicitly 

modelled. but has been intentionally kept simple. This is due in part to our foclls on 

message passing. 

When developing a formal system for reasoning about real time properties of 

programs, the nature of time itself must be considered. Accordingly, the manner in 

which time is viewed is discussed. Following clarification of the program environment 

and the manner in which time is modelled, the syntax. and semantics of BTTL is 

presented. 

2.1 ARCHITECTURE AND COMMUNICATION 

BTTL is intended for use in reasoning about properties of distributed programs, 

so an underlying distributed architecture is assumed. The primary means of 

interprocess communication is message passing. Accordingly, development of 

inference rules using BTIL emphasizes message passing. Other forms of interprocess 

communication are beyond the scope of this dissertation. Each processor has local 

memory, but there is no shared memory. As stated in the Introduction, BTIL belongs 
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to the group of Quantized Temporal Logics (QTLs). However, unlike the QTLs 

considered by Pnueli [PnueI88], the relative speed of different processors is not 

limited, so that different processors may run at different speeds. Finally, for simplicity 

of presentation and to limit the scope of this dissertation, the following are assumed. 

i) Each processor runs exactly one process. 

ii) All the processes are statically predetermined and start at the same time. 

It is possible to use BTTL to model systems in which more than one process runs on 

each processor, interleaving of computation occurs, some memory is shared, processes 

are created and destroyed dynamically, and processors are introduced and released 

dynamically. However, the essential properties of a useful model can be demonstrated 

using a much simpler system. Therefore, extensions to the basic model are relegated 

to the discussion in Section 4.6. 

As previously stated, processes communicate via message passing. The 

message passing system is seen as a black box with simple input and output interfaces. 

An extensive discussion of such a message passing system model can be found in 

[Koym89]. The internal behavior of the message passing system is not specified. Such 

an approach allows modelling of a large set of network characteristics. 

Messages are given to the system by a source and the system delivers the 

messages to their destination. Two propositions, in(m) and out(m), model the interface 

between the message passing system and the computer program. The atomic 

proposition in(s. m.d) indicates that message m has been given to the message passing 
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system by source s .• The atomic proposition out(s.m.d) indicates that message m has 

been delivered to destination d by the message passing system. When the source and 

destination are obvious from context, in(s.m.d) and out(s.m.d) will be written in(m) 

and out(m). As stated earlier, it is assumed that all messages are unique. If necessary, 

unique numbers can be appended to the message variables to distinguish different 

messages. 

Using the atomic proposition in(m) and out(m) the external behavior of the 

message passing system can be expressed by temporal logic fonnulae. Below is a 

partial list of desirable message passing behaviors. 

The message passing system introduce messages into the system either by 
i) creating new messages. 
ii) delivering duplicates of a message. 

The speed of the message passing system is finite, i.e. there is a positive delay 
between the acceptance of a message and its delivery. 

The message passing system is reliable. 

Messages are delivered in the order that they are sent. 

Examples of specification of some of these properties can be found in Section 3.2.2. 

2.2 INPUT/OUTPUT 

Real-time programs use programming techniques that make economical use of 

time. Accordingly, simple, low-level input and output methods are employed. 

Typically, input is performed by reading sensors, and output is performed by writing 
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actuators. 

The model of the external environment is rudimentary. Output is modelled by 

an array of values. Each entry in the array represents the values output by all actuators 

at a particular time. The nth entry of the array includes a value for each actuator that 

produced output at time n. A program generates output values whenever an output 

statement (write_actuator) completes execution. Output begins as an empty array. 

To limit the complexity of the system model and yet still encourage 

expressiveness, input from the environment to the program will not be included in the 

system model. Instead, temporal logic formulas are used to model input, where a 

formula or set of formulas express the behavior of each input sensor. A sensor could 

behave predictably (e.g. receive input every t time units), or unpredictably (e.g. 

receive input at random times). Both extremes of input behavior can be specified with 

BTTL formulas. Examples of such BTTL formulas will be presented and discussed in 

section 3.2.2. 

This general method for representing environment values allows for a sensor to 

have more than one value during any given computer system state. To avoid 

ambiguity, system state variable assignments are determined at the time that execution 

leaves the system state. This implies that the value of a sensor is held to be the final 

value of the sensor within the state (i.e. only one value per sensor per state). Specific, 

examples of input formulas will be shown in Section 3.2.2. 
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2.3 TIME 

When developing a formal system for reasoning about real time properties of 

programs, the nature of time itself must be considered. Does time consist of a 

sequence of discrete points, or a continuum? There is a difference between time in the 

real world and time as measured by a clock within a computer system. Are both of 

these concepts of time needed for reasoning about real time properties? What is the 

relationship between time and the state of program computation? 

Decisions concerning the nature of time when constructing a useful formalism 

depend upon the desired properties of the formalism. It is desirable that the formalism 

to be developed be reasunably flexible but also easy to use. Thus, the concept of time 

should be uncomplicated, even intuitive where possible, but flexible enough to be 

expressive. 

In the following, a time domain, TIME, is used. The domain is a non-negative, 

continuous number domain. This models the belief that time is better represented as a 

continuum. This allows specification of a larger set of properties (both environmental 

and computer program properties) than a discrete time domain, adding flexibility to 

the formalism. Moreover, a previous incarnation of BTTL used a discrete time domain 

[HaySM89], which was found to be potentially limiting. 

While there is a difference between time in the real world and time as 

measured by a clock within a computer system, only one of these concepts is modelled 

with the TIME domain. A global real world clock with values taken from TIME is 
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assumed and used to express timing constraints of events both within the real world 

(external environment) and within the computer program. References to a number of 

time units always refer to time as measured by the real world clock. 

A single, real-world model of time reduces potential confusion between two 

different concepts of time. Simultaneously the single concept does not limit 

expressiveness. A concept of computer system time (i.e. an internal clock) can be 

modelled as a sequence of values approximating values in TIME (i.e. a mapping from 

TIME to CLOCK_TIME could be specified). 

The times at which real world actions occur can be modelled directly. The 

time(s) of each event is specified as a value of TIME. The times at which program 

actions occur are specified as intervals of the domain TIME. A program statement, s, 

is constrained to complete execution within an interval [t, T] of TIME, where t is the 

minimum amount of real time necessary for s to complete execution and T is the 

maximum. Such timing constraints can be determined from hardware specifications, 

averages of trials or from estimates. Various techniques for determining t and T for 

existing systems have been proposed by [Harmon92, Mok89, ParSh89, and PusK089]. 

Clearly, constraints for the same type of statement may differ according to the 

hardware upon which the statement is executed. Thus, similar statements executing on 

different processors could complete execution at different rates. Additionally the level 

of the set of program statements (machine code, assembly code, high-level code) can 

be chosen to best suit the goals of the analysis. 
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As presented above, the times at which program actions occur are specified as 

intervals on the domain TIME. This implies that a particular state of the program 

computation is viewed as holding for an interval of TIME. Time related functions will 

be introduced to formalize the relationship between program states and intervals of 

TIME. 

2.4 SYNTAX 

A standard temporal logic incorporates the syntax of first-order logic. In tum, 

BTTL (Bounded Time Temporal Logic) is based on the syntax of standard temporal 

logic. BTTL augments the standard temporal logic operator 0 (eventually), by 

subscripting the operator with a pair of time values-, 0 [I.T). The time values signify the 

time interval within which a predicate can or must hold. The augmented eventually, 

o [I.T)' and its dual, IJ[I.T)' are called the bounded eventually and bounded henceforth 

operators, respectively. 

A finite set A of atomic propositions and the time domain TIME are used 

within the syntax definitions. The time domain may be any number domain. The 

syntax for BTTL formulas is defined inductively as follows. 



each atomic proposition pEA is a wff. 

if fl is a wff, and t and T are elements of time domain TIME, and 0 ~ t ~ T, 
then 0 It, 11fl is a wff. 

iff1 and f2 are wffs, then so are ...,fl, (f1 V f2), Oft, Of1, and f1Uf2. 

if fl is a wff and x is a free variable in fl, then vxfl and 3xfl are wffs. 

In addition, the following notational equivalences are used. 

2.5 SEMANTICS 

Standard temporal logic formulas are interpreted over a set of system state 
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sequences. The nature of the system states and the state sequences differs according to 

the nature of the programs to be modelled. 

When modelling sequential programs, a system state typically includes a 

variable assignment and a control component. The variable assignment assigns values 

to program variables, while the control component indicates the currently executing 

statement. A state sequence consists of a series of system states. The set of sequences 

is made up of all state sequences that represent a valid program execution. 

When modelling concurrent and distributed programs, usually one of two 

approaches is used: 1) the interleaving model, or 2) the megastate model. The model 
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of system state and state sequence in the interleaving approach remains similar to those 

used when modelling sequential programs. The difference between the sequential 

model and the interleaving model is apparent when the set of sequences that represent 

a valid program execution are considered. The set of sequences in the interleaving 

model is made up of all valid system state interJea vings. An interleaving of system 

states models the concurrent execution of statements sl, s2 and s3 by considering their 

sequential execution in all possible orders (i.e. sl ;s2;s3, sl ;s3;s2, s2;sl ;s3, s2;s3;sl, 

s3;sl;s2 and s3;s2;sl). In this approach at most one statement (concurrent or 

otherwise) is viewed as executing at any given time. 

Another approach, and the one chosen for BTTL, is the megastate model. The 

megastate approach incorporates a new system state model. In this approach, the 

variable assignment encompasses variables within all processes, and the control 

component indicates the currently executing statement within eJilch process. As many 

as one statement per process can be viewed as executing at any given time. 

Completion of statement execution within any process results in a system state 

transition. Note that one processor can complete some statement execution, causing a 

system state change, while other processors are still executing other statements (i.e. 

lock-step statement execution is not implied). As when modelling sequential programs, 

the set of state sequences consists of all state sequences that represent a valid program 

execution. 

A BTTL system state s is represented by a five-tuple s =(V, active, inbag, 
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outbag, output). Such a state can be seen as being made up of three subsystem states, 

the program state, the message passing system state, and the environment state. The 

program state includes the variable assignment, V, and the control component, active. 

The message passing system state includes inbag and outbag. The environment state 

includes an array, output. To define the five-tuple let: 

D be a domain of values. D includes the special value .1, which 
is used to represent an undetermined value. 

B be a domain of truth values. 
L be the set of program statement labels. 
Msg be a message domain. 

For simplicity we assume that variables, statement labels, and messages are 

unique. Then, the BTTL system state five-tuple is defined below: 

V is an assignment. It assigns a value from D to each program variable, and a 
truth value from B to each local proposition. 

active is a control component. active consists of a set of statement labels, and 
indicates the statement currently executing for each process. 

inbag is a bag of messages from Msg. The messages in inbag have been input 
to the message passing system but have not yet been output by that 
system. 

outbag is a bag of messages from Msg. The messages in outbag have been 
output by the message passing system but have not yet been accepted by 
the program. 

output is an array of values from D. Each entry of output includes a value for 
each actuator. 

Specific parts of a state five-tuple, s, can be referenced using a dot notation. For 

example, s. V references the variable assignment of state s. Thus, s. V(a) yields the 
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value of variable a in state s. 

The particular system state that holds at a given time t is important to the 

presentation of BTTL semantics. A time related function, state(t), is used for .this 

purpose. 

state(t): TIME ~ S, yields the state that is in effect at time t. 

A formal definition of the set of BTTL sequences, a model for BTTL and the notion 

of BTTL satisfiability can now be presented. 

BTTL system state sequences consist of a series of system states. The set of all 

sequences E is defined by a triple (S, So, R), where: 

S is a finite set of system states. 
So is a unique initial state, So E S. 
R is a state relation R: S X S. 

E is the set of all sequences sO,sl,s2, ... such that R(si,si+ 1) vi~O. 

Model: A model for BTTL is given by a triple (1, (1, a), where: 

I is an interpretation that assigns values, functions, and relations over the 
domain D to the constant, function and predicate symbols, respectively. 

(1 E E, is an infinite sequence of system states. 

a is a variable assignment over 0 for the global variables. 

Interpretation: The interpretation of a term t in a model M = (I, (1, a) is denoted as 

M(t), and is defined as follows: 

For a local variable or proposition ai' M(al) = So.V(al) 
For a global variable x, M(x) = a(x) 

For a constant c, M(c) = I(c) 

For a functional term f(tl, ... ,tj, M(f(tl,. .. ,tj) = 1(t)(M(tl), ... ,M(tj) 
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Given a model M = (I, u, a) and a BTIL formula P, U F Pta] denotes the fact 

that M satisfies P (or M makes P true) . The truth of Pin M is defined inductively as 

follows, where interpretation 1 is implicitly understood. 

Satisfiability: Let p(tl,. .. ,tJ be a proposition with terms tl,. .. ,t,.. P and Q are BITL 

wffs. For a sequence of system states u = So, Sl, ~, ... , let the i-truncated suffix of u: 

s;. S;+I,"" be denoted as if. Let S; ~ ~ indicate that Si occurs at an earlier time than 

~. 

U F p(t1, t2, ••• ,tJ iff l(p)(M(tl), ... M(tJ). 

U F (P V Q) [a] iff U F Pta] or U F Q[a]. 

U F ,P[aJ iff U {: P[a]. 

U F OP[a] iff u1F p[aJ. 

UF <> Pfal iff there exists a state, ~, such that So~ ~ and d' F pral. 

U F <> [1.11P[a] iff there exists a state, ~, such that, state(t) ~ ~ ~ state(T) and 
d' F Pta]. 

U F (P'UQ)[a] iff (for some state Sk~ sO. d'F Q[aJ and for all s;. so~ S; < Sk' 
ifF Pta],) or (for every ~~ so, if F Pta]). 

U F VxP[a] iff for every dE D, U ..., Pta'], where a' =a 0 [x+-d] is the 
assignment obtained from a by assigning d to x. 

The above satisfiability definitions are standard temporal logic definitions 

except for one. The eventually operator, <>, has been modified to refer to a specific 

interval of time. <> [1.11 and its dual 0[1.11 are bounded temporal operators. Informally, 

<> [1.11P states that P will hold at some time between times t and T. Similarly,o[I.11 states 

that P holds over the entire time interval [t,T]. 
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2.6 TIMING INTERVALS 

Interesting real time properties often involve the specification and verification 

of minimum and maximum execution times. BTIL can express that P will not hold in 

any state occurring before a minimum number of time units has passed, say t, as 

• 0 [O,t-l)P' Analogously, BTTL can express that P will hold in at least one state before 

a maximum number of time units has passed, say T, as 0 [O,T]P' The conjunction of the 

two formulas states that P will hold before T time units has passed and not before t 

time units has passed: • 0 [O,t-ljP A 0 [t.T]P' 

Formulas similar in form to the above occur frequently when reasoning about 

real time properties of programs. For this reason a notational abbreviation [t,T] is 

defined. 

[t,T] P == (.0 [O,t-ljP A 0 [t,T]P) 

The definition for this inrange operator holds for any values of t and T E TIME, 0 =::; t 

=::; T. inrange is read informally as follows. 

[t,T] P == P will not hold before t-1 time units has passed. Then P will hold in 
at least one state occurring within the next t and T time units. 
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CHAPTER 3 

VERIFYING TJl\tllNG PROPERTIES OF PROGRAMS 

In this chapter a proof methodology based on BTfL is presented. The syntax 

and semantics of a simple, structured programming notation are presented in the first 

Section. The notation supports multiple processes, message passing, primitive I/O and 

a selection of simple and compound statements. After the programming notation is 

clarified, various BTfL based axioms and derived rules are presented. BTfL axioms 

expressing properties of the program environment and enforcing program statement 

behavior are presented. The axioms, in tum, are used in the construction of powerful 

and useful derived rules. 

The derived rules are designed to simplify application of the logic to proofs 

involving distributed programs that must satisfy real time constraints. For example, 

reasoning about minimum and maximum execution times of statements is reduced to 

applying derived rules requiring use of simple additive procedures. Further, it is 

recognized that the behavior, particularly the timing behavior, of distributed systems is 
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largely determined by the behavior of the message passing system. Accordingly, 

formalization of message passing behavior through the derivation of rules receives 

substantial attention. In particular, rules are developed to simplify reasoning about 

programs in which message passing statements (i.e. send, receive) are employed in an 

interrelated and predictable manner. For example, in many such systems, send 

statements are executed at a regular intervals. 

3.1 PROGRAM SEMANTICS 

Program examples are written in a simple but flexible sequential programming 

notation. A high level language style is used here, although, as stated earlier, other 

options (e.g. assembly code) are possible; the only requirements are useful minimum 

and maximum execution times. The complexity of the notation has been kept to a 

minimum to allow focus to remain on the development and application of BTTL 

formulas. The notation is, nevertheless, extensive enough to allow modelling of a large 

set of programs. The inclusion of other programming constructs is considered in 

Section 4.6. 

3.1.1 SYNTAX AND INFORMAL SEMANTICS 

Formal presentation of the programming notation syntax can be found in 
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Appendix A. The program statements are grouped into three different categories: 

1) primitive statements 
2) synchronization statements 
3) compound statements. 

Primitive statements are statements with execution times that are independent of 

the execution of other statements. The primitive statements, shown in Table 1, include 

assignment, input, output, delay and send statements, and boolean evaluation. 

Statement Type 

assignment statement 

boolean evaluation 

input statement 

output statement 

delay statement 

send statement 

Primitive Sta.tements 

Statement Form 

x:= e 

b 

write_actuator(A, V) 

send(P; M) 

Informal Semantics 

Value of e is assigned to x 

b is evaluated, result is true 
or false 

Sensor S is consulted and its 
value is assigned to 
variable V 

Actuator A is set to the 
value of V 

Execution is delayed for T 
time units 

A copy of message M is 
sent to each process listed in 
p 

Table 1 - Primitive Statements 

Synchronization statements have no a priori time bounds. Rather, the execution 

time of these statements depends upon some synchronization precondition that depends 
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upon the execution of other statements. Synchronization preconditions will be 

discussed further in Section 3.1.3. Synchronization statements used here are the 

receive and bounded receive statements, shown in Table 2. 

Statement Type 

receive statement 

bounded receive 

Synchronization Statements 

Statement Form 

receive(M; *) 

receive(M;T) 

Informal Semantics 

Execution is delayed until a 
message becomes available, 
then the value of the 
message is assigned to M 

Execution is delayed for a 
maximum of T time units. If 
a message is available by 
this time its value is 
assigned to M. If no 
message is available the 
special value J.. is assigned 
to M 

Table 2 - Synchronization Statements 

Compound statements are composed of primitive and synchronization 

statements. These include the sequential, conditional and iterative statements, which 

are depicted in Table 3. 



Compound Statements 

Statement Type Statement Form 

sequential statement 

conditional statement if b then s 

iterative statement loop b - send 
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Informal Semantics 

S:! is executed after execution 
of s, completes 

The boolean b is evaluated. 
If b evaluates to true then 
execution proceeds to s. 
Otherwise execution 
proceeds to the statement 
following the conditional 
statement 

The boolean is evaluated. If 
b evaluates to true then s is 
executed and the boolean is 
evaluated again. Otherwise 
execution proceeds to the 
statement following the 
iterative statement 

Table 3 - Compound Statements 

It is necessary to distinguish between a statement and an exe.cution instance of 

the statement. For example, consider a statement, s, within a loop. s represents a 

single syntactic entity, but potentially any number of execution instances. Each time 

execution returns to s a new execution instance of s occurs. When referring to a 

statement execution a particular execution instance is intended. 

3.1.2 SYSTEM TRANSITION FUNCTION 

To use BTTL for analyzing programs, the set of all possible state sequences E 
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is restricted to those that represent possible executions of a given program. Sequences 

that represent possible executions of programs have successive states that are related 

by a system transition function, f. The following rigorously constructs f. 

A system state consists of five parts V, active, inbag, outbag, and output. A 

system transition is caused by one or more process transitions or message passing 

system transitions. A process transition occurs when execution of a statement 

tenninates, while a message passing system transition occurs when the message 

passing system delivers a message to the destination processor (i.e. out(m». At most 

one transition per process may occur within one system transition. Similarly, at most 

one message per processor may be delivered within one system transition. 

The effects of execution completion of a statement or message passing system 

action C in state s may be summarized by associating it with a change function 

cf(C,s). First, however, some additional notation that appears in the definition of the 

change function is described. The component parts of system state s (V, active, inbag, 

outbag, output) are denoted s.V, s.active, s.inbag, s.outbag, and s.output, 

respectively. The set of all statements and mesage passing system actions is denoted 

Stmt. Proc is the set of all processes. Two functions succ(C) and sel(outbag,P) are 
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also used in the definition. These functions, and two functions used in the definition of 

sel(outbag,P), are defined below. 

succ(C): Slmt - Stmt, yields the statement to be executed immediately after 
completion of execution of statement C. 

destination(m): Msg - Proc, yields the destination process name of message m. 

given(m): Msg - TIME, yields the time at which message m was given to the 
message passing system. (i.e. the time at which the associated send 
statement was executed). 

sel(outbag,P): outbag XProc - Msg, yields msg such that msg E outbag, 
destination (msg) = P and (vxmsg (destination(xmsg) = P- given(msg) 
=:; given(xmsg». Sel(outbag,P) returns the next message available for 
receipt by process P. 

The change function, cf(C,s), for some statement or message passing system 

action C and state s, can now be defined. 

Change Function: 

If C is an assignment statement x : = e in process Pj 
cf(C,s) = (s. V 0 [x+- e], s.active - C + succ(C), s.inbag, s.outbag, 

s.output) 

If C is a boolean evaluation B in process Pj 
cf(C,s) = (s. V,s.active - C + succ(C), s.inbag, s.outbag, s.output) 

If C is an output statement write_actuator(A_Name, Var) in process Pj 
cf(C,s) = (s. V, s.active - C + succ(C), s.inbag, s.outbag,s.outputO 

s.output[A_Name] +- s.V(Var» 

If C is an input statement read_sensor(S_Name, Var) in process Pj 
cf(C,s) = (s. V 0 [x+-s. V(S_Name)], s.active - C + succ(C), s.inbag, 

s.outbag, s.output) 

If C is a relative delay statement rel_delay(t) in process Pj 
cf(C,s) = (s.V, s.active - C + succ(C), s.inbag, s.outbag, s.output) 



If C is a send statement send(PI, ... ,Pi; Msg) in process Pj 
cf(C,s) = (s.V, s.active-C + succ(C), s.inbag + S.msg.PI + ... + 

S. msg. Pi, s.outbag, s.output) 
where msg = s.V(Msg) 

If C is a receive statement receive(Msg; *) on Pj 
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cf(C,s) = (s. V 0 [Msg+-sel(outbag)], s.active - C + succ(C), s.inbag, 
s.outbag - sel(outbag,Pj), s.output) 

If C is a bounded receive statement receive(Msg;t) on Pj 
if no message is available for receipt 

cf(C,s) = (s. V 0 [Msg-.L], s.active -C + succ(C), s.inbag, 
s.outbag, s.output) 

otherwise 
cf(C,s) = (s. V 0 [Msg-sel(outbag,Pj)], s.active - C + succ(C), 

s.inbag, s.outbag - sel(outbag,Pj), s.output) 

If C is a message passing' system action out(m) 
cf(C,s) = (s.V, s.active - C + SUCC(c), s.inbag - m, s.outbag +m, 

output) 

The effects of a system transition are the composition of the effects of one or 

more process transitions or message passing system transitions. f is the system 

transition function, where f(Cl,. .. ,Ci,s) is the transition caused by completing the 

execution of process statements and message passing system transitions C 1, ... , Ci. 

f(Cl, ... ,Ci,s) = cf(CI,s) 0 ... 0 cf(Ci,s) 

Composition of the system change functions is achieved by performing all of the 

changes caused by the individual functions in any order. 

3.1.3 FORMALIZATION 

The set of BTTL sequences that represent valid program executions can now be 
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formally specified. Sequences that represent distributed real-time program executions 

must satisfy three major criteria. First, a valid sequence must begin with an acceptable 

initial state. Second, one state may only follow another in a sequence if there exists a 

transition between the two states. Finally, the sequence must reflect progress. 

Before the three criteria for a valid execution sequence can be formally 

presented, the notion of a state transition must be further defined. It is not sufficient 

for a state transition to conform to the behavior indicated by the system transition 

function. In addition, all the primitive statement executions, message passing system 

actions and synchronization statement actions that comprise the state transition must 

occur in a timely manner. 

To support formal presentation of the timing requirements for valid state 

transition, notation representing the minimum and maximum execution times of 

message passing actions and program statements is first defined. Presentation of the 

notation for execution times is followed by further consideration of synchronization 

statement preconditions. Then, valid state transition can be formally defined and used 

in specification of the three criteria for sequences that represent valid program 

executions. 

Minimum and maximum transmission delay times, mT and MT, are associated 

with the message passing system. The transmission delay times indicate the minimum 

and maximum amount of time that must pass before a message can be delivered to its 

destination processor. 
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Associated with each primitive atomic statement C assigned to processor P is a 

minimum execution time mT(C,P) and a maximum execution time MT(C,P). mT(C,P) 

represents the minimum amount of time that must pass- after execution of a statement 

of type C begins before C terminates when executed on processor P. Similarly, 

MT(C,P) represents the maximum amount of time that can pass after execution of a 

statement of type C begins before C terminates when executed on processor P. In the 

case of a delay statement, rel_delay(t), mT(C,P) and MT(C,P) should vary only 

slightly and mT(C,P) :s; t :s; MT(C,P). The degree to which variance occurs depends 

on the manner in which these statements are implemented by the system and on each 

processor. For a synchronization statement C executing on processor P, mT(C,P) and 

MT(C,P) are interpreted as the minimum and maximum dequeue times, respectively. 

Dequeue times indicate the amount of time required for a synchronization statement to 

complete execution once the synchronization precondition has been met. In analysis 

using these values, mT, MT, mT(C,P) and MT(C,P) can be treated as either constants 

or variables, with the choice depending upon the goals of the analysis. 

In order for a synchronization statement to execute in a timely manner, two 

requirements must be met. A synchronization precondition must hold and a message 

must be dequeued within the specified amount of time. A synchronization precondition 

is a predicate on the system state that must hold in order for the synchronization 

statement to execute. For example, the synchronization precondition for a blocking 

receive statement requires that some message destined for the process in which the 
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receive occurs is currently in the outbag. In other words, a message must be available 

for receipt. The predicate avail(m,P) is used to indicate that message m is available 

for receipt on processor P. 

avail(m,P) == «mE s.outbag) 1\ destination(m) = P) 

The process argument, P, is omitted from avail(m,P) when clear from context. 

Using avail(m,P), the synchronization precondition for a receive statement 

executing in process P, denoted SP(receive, P), is defined. 

SP(receive, P) == 3.n,.g E M.~vail(msg) 

The synchronization precondition for a bounded receive statement, 

receive(pl, ... ,Pn;Msg;t), requires that some message is available for receipt or that t 

time units have passed. To determine the number of time units that have passed, the 

time at which execution reaches the bounded receive and the time at which execution 

entered the current state must be referenced. A time related function start(s), is used 

for reference to the time at which execution enters state s. 

start(s): S - TIME, yields the time at which program execution entered state s. 

Using start(s) and avail(m,P), the synchronization precondition for a bounded receive 

executed in process P, denoted SP(bounded receive, P), is defined .. 

SP(bounded receive, P) = 3.n,.g E Mog 

avail(m) V «start(curr_state) - start(bounded receive» > t) 

Finally, the timing notation, synchronization preconditions and time related 
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functions defined above allow the notion of a state transition to be defined. There is a 

transition between system states sand t iff the following conditions hold. 

1. Primitive Statement Execution: 
For some set of statements and message passing actions {Cl, ... ,Cn}, 

t=f(Cl, ... ,Cn,s). 

2. Timely Statement Execution: 
a. For all non-synchronization statements Ci, ~i E active(s) and Ci ft 
active(t), , 

mT(Ci) :S; start(t) - start(Ci) :S; MT(Ci) 
b. For all non-synchronization statements Ci, Ci E active(s) and Ci E 
active(t), 

start(t) - start(Ci) < MT(Ci) 

3. Timely Message Delivery: 
a. For all msg, msg E inbag(s) and msg ft inbag(t) 

mT :S; start(t) - given(msg) :S; MT 
b. For all msg, msg E inbag(s) and msg E inbag(t) 

start(t) - given(msg) < MT 

4. Fair Blocking: 
a. For all synchronization statements Ci, Ci E active(s) and Ci fE. 
active(t), 

s 1= SP(Ci) 
b. For all synchronization statements Ci, Ci E active(s) and Ci E 
active(t), 

s tb SP(Ci) 

The first condition allows only those state transitions defined by the system 

change function (i.e. those state changes that would occur as the result of statement 

execution or a message passing action). The second condition allows only those state 

transitions defined by the system change function and occurring within the minimum 

and maximum execution times of the statements that caused the transition. Similarly, 

the third condition allows only those transitions that ensure all messages are delivered 
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within the minimum and maximum message transmission delay. The fourth condition 

ensures that synchronization statements are not executed unless the synchronization 

precondition holds. It also ensures that all synchronization statements that can proceed 

(i.e. the synchronization precondition holds) do indeed proceed. 

The definition of state transition is now used within the formal specification of 

BTTL sequences that represent program executions. A sequence of program states, a 

= So, SI' ••• in the programming model is a legal execution sequence if the following 

hold. 

Initialization: In state So 
(a) all variables in V are initialized to their input or default values. 
(b) inbag and outbag are empty. 
(c) the active set is initialized with one label, 1", for each process, Pb 

where lit is the label of the first statement in Pit. 
Transition: 

There is a transition from state Sj to state Sj+ 1. 

Progress: 
If Sj has a non-tenninallabel in its active set, then there exists a 
succeeding state Sj+ 1. 

3.2 AXIOMATIC PROGRAMMING MODEL 

The behavior of a program is modelled by a set of state sequences. The state 

sequences must be legal execution sequences as outlined in the previous Section. 

BTTL can be used to axiomatically specify these characteristics of legal execution. In 

addition to proper initialization, legal transitions, and logical progress, the set of state 

sequences can be further restricted using BTTL axioms. For example, a BTTL axiom 
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could be used to enforce message passing system restrictions such as reliable message 

delivery and FIFO ordering. 

3.2.1 IMMEDIATE ASSERTIONS AND THEOREMS 

Before BITL axioms for specifying the characteristics of legal execution can 

be presented, a method for simply and clearly referring to the control component (i.e. 

the set of active process statements) of a program will be introduced. Local 

propositions in a temporal logic are evaluated with respect to the state in which they 

occur, (i.e. the current or immediate state). Accordingly, they are commonly referred 

to as immediate assertions. In addition to standard familiar propositions, we follow 

[Owicki82] and use propositions of the form at S and after S, where S is a statement 

or statement label. Such propositions are used to indicate the contents of the control 

component. Specifically, at S indicates that statement S has just begun execution, 

while after S indicates that statement S has just completed execution. 
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Formal definition of the immediate assertion at A follows. For an atomic 

statement A and a state s, Sl= at A iff the label of A was placed in the active set when 

the transition into state s occurred. 

ATl: 1fT is SI;S2, then D(at T .... at SI) 

A T2: If T is if B then S end, then D(at T .... at B) 

AT3: If T is loop B .... S end, then D(at T .... at B) 

AT4: If Tis P::Pl i P2 1 ... 1 Pn, then D(at T .... (at PI A at P2 A ••• A at Pn» 

The immediate assertion aBer A is defined analogously. For an atomic 

statement A and a state s, SI= aBer A iff A was removed from the active set when the 

transition into s occurred. 

AFl: If T is SI ;S2, then D(after S2 - after T), D(after SI .... at S2), and 
'after TUafter S2. 

AF2: If T is if B then S end, then D(after S .... after T), D(after B .... (at S V 
after T», D«after B A B) .... at S), and D«after B A ,B) .... after T) 

AF3: If T is loop B .... S end, then D(after S .... at B), D(after B .... (at S V after 
T», D«after B A B) .... at S), and D«after B A ,B) .... after T) 

AF4: If Tis P::Pl ~ P2 ~ ... ~ Pn, then D«after PI A after P2 A ••• A after 
Pn) .... after T) 

BTTL semantics, combined with inference rules borrowed from first-order 

logic and standard temporal logic, allow many theorems involving the bounded 

eventually (0 [I:f) and the bounded henceforth (Dlt.n ) to be proven. Some theorems that 

will be used in later proofs, and the proofs of these theorems appear in Appendix B. 
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3.2.2 PROGRAM AXIOMS 

A number of axioms are needed to formalize the assumptions of our semantic 

model. The axioms enforce correct execution behavior, time, and order of program 

statements. Axioms are also used to enforce the observable behavior of the message 

passing system. 

The variable assignment is explicit only in those axioms that directly alter V. 

Changes to the variable assignment are expressed in a Hoare-like manner. That is, the 

premise of a variable assignment altering axiom includes a conjunct that expresses the 

state of V. The conclusion of the axiom also includes a conjunct expressing the state 

of V. Standard substitution notation is used to illustrate changes to the variable 

assignment. V[e/x] denotes the assignment V with e substituted for x. 

The first axiom specifies the initial state of variables and the message passing 

system. y represents the set of all variables, while g is a vector of initial values for all 

variables in y (e.g. Output = empty array). Initially, the message passing system 

contains no messages (i.e. inbag and outbag are empty). 

Program Initialization Axiom (PIA): for a program P 

D(at P ... «y = g) A inbag = {} A outbag = {}) 

The succeeding seven Execution Order Axioms rigorously enforce statement 

execution order. The axioms formalize assumptions about the order in which events 

occur, which prove to be essential to the development of useful minimum timing 

bounds. For example, the minimum time before execution reaches s is intuitively the 
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sum of the minimum execution times of all statements preceding s. If execution order 

was not axiomatically enforced, the additive method for determining minimum 

execution times would be invalid. In particular, if it could not be formally shown that 

some statement s could only execute after certain other statements, the minimum start 

time for s would need to be the start time for the program (i.e. 0). 

Although the axioms are an integral part of the development of all the derived 

rules, once the rules have been derived, the order axioms are no longer evident (i.e. 

the effect of the axioms is not immediately apparent within the derived rules). The 

development and application of the order axioms allows simple, apparently intuitive, 

derived rules to be systematically used in program analysis with reduced concern for 

the smaller, often annoying details. Informally, the execution order axioms enforce the 

following requirements. 

1) Execution must reach statement s before execution of s can complete. 

2) Execution of statement s must complete before execution can return to statement s. 

3) Execution cannot simultaneously reach statement s and complete execution of s. 

4) For sequential statements sl;s2, execution of sl must complete before execution can 
reach s2. 

5) For conditional statement if B then s end, evaluation of B must complete before 
execution can reach s. 

6) For iterative statement loop b -+ S end, evaluation of b must complete before 
execution can reach s. 

7) For program P::Plll ... 11 Pn, execution must reach P before execution can reach 
Pl, ... ,or Pn. 

Formally, these requirements are specified in axiom EOAI-EOA7. 



Execution Order Axiom (EOAl-3): For non-null statement s 

i) (.after sUat s) " D(after s -+ O(.after sUat s) 
ii) D(at s -+ O(-'at sUafter s» 

iii) D. (at s " after s) 

Execution Order Axiom (EOA4): For sequential statements sl ;s2 

iv) (.at s2Uafter sl) " (at s2 -+ O(.at s2Uafter sl) 

Execution Order Axiom (EOA5): For conditional statement if B then s 

v) (.at sUafter B) " (at s -+ O(.at sUafter B) 

Execution Order Axiom (EOA6): For iterative statement loop B -+ send 

vi) (.at sUafter B) " (at- s -+ 0( 'at sl UafterB) 

Execution Order Axiom (EOA7): For program P::Plll ... ~ Pn 

vii) vPi E Proc «.at PiUat P) " (at Pi -+ O(.at PiUat P») 

The Primitive Statement Axiom formalizes the minimum and maximum 

execution time assumptions, making it the basis for all real time analysis. 
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Primitive Statement Axiom (PSA): For any primitive statement s on processor p, t = 
mT(s,p), and T = MT(s,p) 

D(at s -+ [t,T] after s) 

The assignment statement and the input statement are primitive statements that 

alter the variable assignment. The Assignment Statement Axiom and the Input 

Statement Axiom formally reflect the changes in the variable assignment as well as 

expressing the timing constraints for the primitive statements. 



Assignment Statement Axiom (ASA): For any assignment statement a: x: =e on 
processor p, t = mT(a,p), and T = MT(a,p) 

o«at a 1\ V[e/x]) -J> [t,T](after a 1\ V» 
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Input Statement Axiom (lSA): For any input statement r:read_sensor(S_Name, X) on 
processor p, t = mT(r,p), and T = MT(r,p) 

O«at r 1\ o[t,TlVIV(S_Name)/X]) ~ [t,T](after r 1\ V» 

As stated earlier, input is modelled by a BTTL formula. For example, consider 

a sensor tracking a clock. IN! shows a possible BTTL formula to represent the 

sensor's values through time: 

INl: 0 Vt (start_time :5 t) (at P ~ [t-start-e,t-start+e] CLOCK = t) where e 
represents the accuracy of the clock. 

IN! states that at any time t, the value of the clock sensor will be within e of t. A 

similar formula could be used to model an internal clock, which would be seen as a 

sensor with values expressed as a function of values from TIME. Of course, some 

sensors are not so well behaved. For example, consider a sensor monitoring some 

physical process, where the only thing known is that its possible values are x and y. 

Such a general input formula could be expressed by IN2. 

IN2: O(at P -J> [0,00 ]«PHYS_value = x) V (PHYS_value = y») 

Many other input behaviors can be represented in this manner. The formula(s) 

representing the behavior of the program input sensors are then included with the set 

of axioms used for reasoning about the particular program under consideration. 

Recall that the message passing system has been modelled as a black box with 
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simple interfaces, in(m) and out(m). This approach allows BTIL to be used for 

reasoning about different message passing systems demonstrating a variety of 

behaviors. Further specification of the behavior of a particular message passing system 

must be supplied by axioms. The exact nature and form of the BTIL axioms needed 

depends upon the message passing behavior within the distributed system being 

modelled. The message passing axioms presented below represent just a small subset 

of all the possible message passing system axioms. The axioms presented specify 

common message passing behavior, many of which will be used later in the examples. 

The No Message Creation Axiom states that only those messages that were 

actually submitted to the message passing system will be delivered by the message 

passing system. 

No Message Creation Axiom (NMCA): Dvm('Iout(m)Uin(m» 

The Message liveness Axiom states that if an infinite number of messages are 

sent, at least some messages will be delivered. 

Message liveness Axiom (MLA): DO 3m in(m) - 0 3m out(m) 

A significantly stronger axiom that subsumes the MLA can also be defined. 

The Message Reliability Axiom guarantees that the message passing system is reliable 

(i.e. no messages are lost). 

Message Reliability Axiom (MRA): DVm (in(m) - oOout(m» 

The MRA guarantees that messages will be delivered to the destination 

processor. The next operator within the MRA also ensures that a single message can 
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not be submitted and delivered simultaneously. The MRA does not state that the 

messages will be delivered within some real time period. The Message Transmission 

Axiom enforces the finite delay assumption stated earlier. 

Message Transmission Axiom (MTA): DVm (in(m) - [mr,MTJ out(m» 

Examples given in the later Sections will rely on the MT A. The MT A clearly 

subsumes the MLA and MRA. The choice of MLA, MRA or MT A depends upon the 

type of system and behaviors to be considered. 

Although the MT A spe.cifies minimum and maximum message transmission 

delays, this does not limit our analysis to real time systems with known minimum and 

maximum message transmission delays. As stated earlier mT and MT can be 

represented by variables. If mT and MT are represented as variables, then, for 

example, the analysis of a proposed system could be used to determine the speed of 

the needed network hardware. 

One scenario that will not be addressed here or in the examples is a limitation 

on the number of messages that can be held at a processor. The formalism is, 

however, flexible enough to express such constraints. Specifying buffer restrictions 

axiomatically is considered further in Section 4.6. 

For simplicity, labels for variables, messages and statements are assumed to be 

unique across processors. The Message Uniqueness Axiom enforces a similar 

assumption about the uniqueness of messages. 

Message Uniqueness Axiom (MUA): D Vm (in(m) - oo-.in(m» 
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The contents of a received message can effect future program execution. To 

reason about such effects, the order in which messages are delivered should be 

expressed. Any number of message .ordering paradigms could be specified. For 

example, a common ordering of messages is FIFO (first-in-first-out), in which 

messages are received in the same order in which they were sent. Two axioms are 

used to express FIFO ordering. The Sent Message Order Axiom requires that messages 

arrive at the destination processor in the same order in which they were sent. 

Sent Message Order Axiom(SMOA): 

DVs,d,m,m' «in(s.m.d) A OOin(s.m'.d» - «'out(s.m'.d)'Uout(s.m.d» 

The Available Message Order Axiom requires that messages become available in the 

same order in which they were delivered to the destination processor (i.e. the order in 

which the message passing system perfonns out(m». 

Available Message Order Axiom (AMOA): 

Dvd,m,m' «avail(m.d) A 00 avail(m' .d» - (avail(m'.d)U 'avail(m.d») 

Notice that the SMOA does not restrict the order in which messages sent at the same 

time are delivered. Likewise, the AMOA does not restrict the order in which 

messages delivered at the same time are received. 

The predicate avail(m) has been used to indicate the availability of a message 

m. In particular, a message is available if it is no longer in the message passing 

system, but has not yet been accepted by the destination process. Hence, a message m 

becomes available as soon as an out(m) is perfonned by the message passing system, 
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and remains available until a receive statement is executed by the destination process 

and no other messages are available that became available prior to m. The Message 

Availability Axiom expresses the condition under which a message becomes available. 

Message Availability Axiom (MAA): DVs,m,d (out(s.m.d) -+ avail(s.m.d» 

Each message is sent by some specific execution of a send statement. Similarly, 

each message is received by some unique execution of a receive statement. Recall that 

it is necessary to carefully distinguish between a statement as a syntactic entity and as 

an execution instance. When referring to a statement execution a particular execution 

instance is intended. 

The correct execution order of the program depends upon rigorous specification 

of corresponding send and receive statements. To guarantee correct execution order, 

Message Execution Order Axiom 1 specifies that each sent message must have some 

corresponding send statement execution instance. 

Message Execution Order Axiom (MEOAl): Let Send be the set of all execution 
instances of all send statements 

Vm, in(m) -+ (3 s E Send A -,in(m)'Uafter s) 

The Message Execution Order Axiom 2 similarly specifies that each available 

message has a corresponding receive statement instance. 
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Message Execution Order Axiom (MEOA2): Let Rec(Pi) be the set of all execution 
instances of all receive statements occurring in process Pi. 

Vm, avail(m) .... (3 r E Rec(desrinarion(m»" «at r " ,3 m', mt =#=m, 
(avail(m') " avail(m)U 'avail(m'» .... (avail(m)Uafter r» " (after r .... 
D,avail(m» 

Four axioms express the relationship between the processes and the message 

passing system. Two of the axioms illustrate the manner in which a process submits a 

message to the message passing system. 

Send Message Axiom I (SMAI): For the statement s:send(Pl, ... ,Pn;Msg) executing 
on processor p, t = mT(s,p) and T = MT(s,p) 

D 3 m (at s .... [t,T](after s " in(m.Pl) " in(p.m.P2) " ... " in(p.m.Pn))) 

Notice that SMAl is very general. It states that whenever execution reaches the send 

statement, some message will be submitted to the message passing system within t and 

T time units. When the contents of the message are at least as critical as the timing 

behavior, a more specific axiom is needed. The second axiom, Send Message Axiom 

2, illustrates the results of executing a particular instance of the send, where the 

particular instance is indicated by binding the value of the message variable, Msg. 

Send Message Axiom 2 (SMA2): For the statement s:send(Pl, ... ,Pn;Msg) executing 
on processor p, t = mT(s,p) and T = MT(s,p) 

D«at s " Msg = mOl .... [t,T](after s " in(mO.Pl) " ... " in(mO.Pn») 

The Receive Message Axiom governs the manner in which a blocking receive 

instance receives a message. Two things must hold before a message can be received: 

execution must reach the appropriate receive statement within the message destination 
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process, and the message must be available for receipt. If more than one message is 

available, the process must receive the message that was sent the earliest. 

Receive Message Axiom (RMA): For the statement r:receive(X;*) on processor p, t 
= mT(r,p) and T = MT(r,p) 

O«[tl,Tl] at r A [t2,T2](3 m avail(m) A -'3 m/, m' =Fm (avail(m/) A 
avail(m)U-,avail(m/») A V[m/X]) - Lmax(tl,t2)+t,max(Tl,T2)+T] 
(after r A D -,avail(m) A V» 

There are two possible outcomes when a bounded receive statement is 

executed: a message will either be received or the receive statement will time out and 

execution will continue without a message being received. The two parts of the 

Bounded Receive Message Axiom address these two possibilities. 

Bounded Receive Message Axiom (BRMA): For the statement r:receive(X;bt) on 
processor p, t = mT(r,p) and T = MT(r,p) 

a) O«[tl,Tl] at r A [t2,T2](3 m avail(s.m.p) A -'3 m/, m' 4=m (avail(m/) A 
avail(m)U-'avail(m/»)A (T2::;; tl+bt) A V[m/X]) - [max(tl,t2)+t, 
max(Tl,T2)+T] (after r A O-,avail(m) A V» 

b) O«[tl,Tl]at r A [t2,T2](3 m avail(s.m.p) A -'3 m/, m' 4=m (avail(m/) A 
avail(m)U -'avail(m '))) A (t2 > Tl + bt) A V[.l IX]) -
[tl +bt+t,Tl +bt+T](after r A V» 

The first part of the BRMA is just an instance of the RMA; the second part illustrates 

the effects of a time out. 

3.2.3 DERIVED RULES 

Although the axiomatic model presented above can be used directly to prove 

interesting program properties, it is often easier to use higher level derived rules. In 
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this Section we present several such rules. The rules are designed to aid in reasoning 

about compound statements within a process. Included are a Sequencing Rule, 

Conditional Rule and Loop Rule. Proofs for the rules can be found in Appendix C. 

When base timing behavior for statements sl and s2 is known, the Sequencing 

Rule can be used to combine these times to arrive at the timing behavior for the 

compound statement s1;s2. 

Sequencing Rule (SR): For statement s1 ;s2 

O(at s1 -+[t1,T1] after s1) 
O(at s2 """!lt2. T2] after s2) 
O(at s1 -+[tl +t2,T1 +T2] after s2) 

Reasoning about conditional execution requires lrnowledge of the time required 

to evaluate the control boolean B and its truth value. The Conditional Rule 

incorporates these aspects of a conditional statement. 

Conditional Rule (CR): For the statement c: if B then Send 

O(at B -+ [t.T] after B) 
O«at c A B) -+ [t,T] at S) A O«at c A -,B) -+ [t,T] after c) 

Iterative execution, like conditional execution, requires knowledge of the time 

required to evaluate the control boolean B and its truth value. 

Iterative Rule (IR): For the statement 1:loop B -+ Send 

O(at B -+ [to T] after B) 
O«at I A B) -+ [t,T] at S) A O«at I A -,B) -+ (t,T] after 1) 

Typically, this rule is used to determine the maximum execution time for a 

loop. Two timing constraints are needed to make such a determination: the amount of 
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time required to execute the loop body (e.g. D (at S - [t,T] after S») and the behavior 

of the control boolean through time (e.g. D[O.k]B /\ <> [O.k+ljD.B). These two constraints 

indicate the number of times the loop body can execute before the control boolean no 

longer holds. The rule can also be used to show that a loop never terminates. This is 

done by first showing that whenever execution is at the top of the loop the boolean 

holds (e.g. D(at I - B», and then using IR to conclude D(at I - [t, T] at S). 

3.2.4 TIME BOUNDS FOR MESSAGE PASSING 

Reasoning about the behavior of a distributed program requires careful 

consideration of the message passing system. In this Sections rules for reasoning about 

message sending behavior are systematically derived. Rules for reasoning about 

message receiving behavior are presented in Section 3.2.5. 

The timing behavior resulting from executing a single send statement within 

sequential code is easily expressed. In such a case the timing bounds necessary for the 

successful input and delivery of the message are represented by the functions presented 

earlier: mT(s), MT(s), mT, and MT. Simple summing of these quantities yields the 

time required before the sent message becomes available on the destination processor. 

The SR is sufficiently powerful for this purpose. 

A send statement may occur within a conditional statement. In such a case the 

message will only be sent if the control boolean holds at the time execution reaches 

the conditional. Additionally, the time required to evaluate the boolean must be 
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considered. The CR is designed for this purpose. When little is known about the 

behavior of the control boolean, continued analysis must look at both the case in which 

a message is sent and in which a message is not sent. 

In many message passing systems, send and receive statements appear within 

loops, indicating that they may be executed m:rny times. A common fonn of iterative 

message passing consists of a send statement within an infinite loop (i.e. the control 

boolean can be shown to hold at all times). In such cases, it would be convenient if a 

single, straightforward theorem could be derived to express the iterative nature in 

which messages become available. 

Consider a process consisting of a single loop containing a send statement. 

p.. loop LO: true -
Ll: send(Pi;M); 

end 

In a real application, of course, some initialization code and statements within the 

loop body would be needed. For the following discussion, assume that the time bounds 

listed below apply. 

statement 
LO 
Ll 

minimum (mT(s)) 
to 
t1 

maxImum (MT(s) 
TO 
Tl 

To develop a general message sending rule, several timing intervals must be 

considered and combined. First, the time that must pass before the first send execution 

instance is reached is calculated. This interval is combined with the time necessary for 

execution to proceed from one instance of the send to the next. Repeatedly summing 
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these intervals yields the times at which successive send execution instances occur. 

To calculate the first interval formally using BTTL, we proceed as follows. 

First, since execution begins at the top of the loop, AF3 implies that execution is 

therefore at LO. The timing bounds listed above and the PSA imply that execution will 

proceed from at LO to aBer LO within to and TO time units. Again, AF3 shows that 

aBer LO implies at L1. 1 through 4 below formalize the determination of the time that 

must pass before the first send execution instance is reached. 

1. D(at P - at LO) 
2. D(at LO - [to,TO] after LO) 
3. D(after LO - at L1) 
4. D(at P - [to,TO] at Ll) 

AF3 
PSA 
AF3 
1, 2, 3, SR 

The second needed timing interval, the time necessary for execution to proceed 

from one send instance to the next, is now calculated. Application of the PSA, using 

the timing bounds listed above, formalizes that execution proceeds from at L1 to aBer 

Ll within tl and Tl time units. Next, according to AF3, aBer Ll implies at LO. 

Finally, referring to 2 above, it is known that once execution reaches LO it takes 

between to and TO time units for execution to proceed to aBer LO, thus at Lt. 

Combining these timing bounds shows that subsequent receives are reached within 

to+tl and TO+Tl time units. 5 through 9 below formalize this analysis. 

5. D(at L1 - [tl,T1] after Ll) 
6. D(after L1 - at LO) 
7. D(at LO - [to,TO] after LO) 
8. D(after LO - at Ll) 
9. D(at Ll - [to+tl,TO+T1] at L1) 

SMA, PSA 
AF3 
2 above 
AF3 
5, 6, 7, 8, SR 
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Consideration of 4 and 9 reveals the times at which successive send execution 

instances occur. In particular, note that 4 states that the first send instance is reached 

within to and TO time units, while 9 states that once execution reaches a send instance, 

the next send instance is reached within to+t1 and TO+Tl time units. Thus, the 

second send instance is reached within 2*tO+t1 and 2*TO+TI time units, the third 

send instance is reached within 3*tO+ 2t1 and 3*TO+ 2*T1 time units, the fourth send 

instance is reached within 4*tO+ 3*t1 and 4*TO+ 3*TI time units, etc. Continued 

reasoning in this manner reveals that the nth send instance is reached within n*tO+(n-

1)t1 and n*TO+(n-l)Tl time units. The inference shown below formalizes this 

reasoning. 

4. O(at p ... [to,TO] at Ll) 
9. O(at Ll ... ltO+t1.TO+Tl] at Ll) 
11. OVn (n~O) (at p ... [to+n*(tO+t1),TO+n*(TO+Tl)] at LI) 

The conclusion, 11, can be easily extended to indicate the time at which the ntii 

sent message is delivered to the destination processor. First the time neede.d for a 

message to be sent across the message passing system after execution reaches a send 

instance is determined. The SMAi, applied using the timing constraints listed above, 

states that a send instance will complete executing within tl and Tl time units. 

Additionally, the MT A states that once a message is submitted to the message passing 

system (in(m» delivery requires between mT and MT time units. The MEOA's and the 

SR allow these times to be summed. Thus, the time for a message to be submitted to 

and transmitted across the message passing system is between tl + mT and Tl + MT 
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12. 03 m (at Ll - [tl,Tl](after L1 A in(m») 
13. 0 vm(in(m) - [mT.MT] out(m)) 
14.03 m (at Ll -to [tl+mT,Tl+MT] out(m» 

SMA 
MTA 
13, 14, SR 
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Finally 14 is combined with 11 to yield an iterative message sending rule. 

11. OVn (n~O) (at P - [to+n*(tO+tl),TO+n*(TO+Tl)] at Ll) 
14. 03 m (at Ll - [tl +mT.TI + MT] out(m)) 
15. OVn (n~O) 3 m (at P - [to+n*(tO+tl)+(t1+mT),TO+n*(TO+Tl)+(Tl+MT] 

out(m» 

The time necessary for the nth message to be sent across the message passing 

system consists of the sum of four quantities; 1) the time to reach the first send 

instance, 2) the time for execution to return to the send n-l times (i.e. to reach the nth 

send instance), 3) the time for the nth instance to submit the message to the message 

passing system, and 4) the message transmission delay. Using these timing intervals, 

15 can be generalized in Iterative Send Rule 1. 

Iterative Send Rule I(1SR1): For some infinitely iterating send statement 
s:send(Pl, ... ,Pn;m) executing in P. 

OVn (n~O)(at P - [x+n*y,X+n*Y] at s) 
03 m (at s - [z,Z] out(m» 
OVn (n~O) 3 m (at P - [x+n*y+z,X+n*Y +Z] out(m» 

where the following timing intervals are used 

x = minimum time to reach first send instance 
X = maximum time to reach first send instance 
y = minimum time between successive sends 
Y = maximum time between successive sends 
z = message submission time plus message transmission delay (minimum) 
Z = message submission time plus message transmission delay (maximum) 
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Not all loop control booleans hold all the time. The following two cases refer 

to a simple process consisting of a single loop controlled by some boolean B that has 

known behavior. Once again, the loop body consists of a single send statement. 

p.. loop LO: B -
LI: send(P,M); 

end 

When the loop control boolean is known to hold for some exact number of 

iterations i, the conclusion of the ISRI can be modified. The modification is presented 

in Iterative Send Rule 2 and places the upper bound of i-Ion n. 

Iterative Send Rule 2 (ISRl): For some bounded iterating send statement 
s:send(Pl, ... ,Pn;m) executing in P. 
OYn (O~n~i-I) (at P - [x+n*y,X+n*Y] at s) 
03 m (at s - [z.Z] out(m» 
OYn (O~n~i-I) 3 m (at P - [x+n*y+z,X+n*Y+Z] out(m» 

Consider a situation in which the loop control boolean B is known to hold for a 

certain number of time units, say between a and T2 time units (e.g. the loop control 

boolean tests a sensor that monitors some external event that has some predictable 

behavior). AF3 states that execution will proceed to the beginning of a loop whenever 

the boolean evaluates to true. In the given situation, execution is guaranteed to proceed 

to the beginning of the loop during the time interval [a,T2]. The inference shown in I 

through 3 below formalizes this notion. 

1. o[t2.T2]B 

2. O«after LO A. B) -10 at Ll) 
3. 01t:.!.Tl](after LO - at Ll) 

premise 
AF3 
1,2, T5 

To determine whether an iteration of the loop body occurs, two timing intervals 
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must be compared. Specifically, the time for execution to reach and evaluate the loop 

boolean for the nth iteration must be compared with the time within which the boolean 

is known to ho!d. 

Consider the first couple of iterations. According to earlier analysis, execution 

of process P requires between to and TO time units to reach aBer LO the first time. 

Comparing the timing interval [to, TO] with the interval [t2,T2] (i.e. the time within 

which the boolean is known to hold), indicates whether the loop body will be executed . 

the first time. If [to,TO] occurs within [t2,T2] (t2:r::;tO and TO:r::;T2) then the loop body 

will execute. Also, if [to, TO] is distinct from [t2,T2] the loop body will not execute. If 

[to, TO] intersects with [t2,T2] the loop body mayor may not execute. 

In order for execution to proceed through the loop body a second time, the 

body must first be executed once. Thus, t2:r::; to and TO:r::; T2. Additionally, the time 

necessary for execution to reach the top of the loop body the second time must be 

compared with the time within which the boolean is known to hold. According to 

earlier analysis, execution of process P requires between 2*1O+t1 and 2*TO+Tl time 

units to reach after LO the second time. Thus, if [2*tO+t1,2*TO+Tl] occurs within 

[t2,T2] (t2~2*tO+t1 and 2*TO+Tl :r::;T2) then the loop body will execute. 

Now the timing requirements for execution to proceed through the first two 

iterations are combined. The first iteration requires (t2 ~ to and TO:r::; T2), and the 

second requires (t2~2*tO+tl and 2*TO+Tl :r::;T2). Since to:r::;2*tO+tl, these timing 

constraints combine to yield (t2~tO and 2*TO+Tl ~T2). Therefore, execution will 
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reach and proceed through the loop body if t2:s; to and 2*TO+ TI :s; T2. 

Continued reasoning in this manner shows that execution will proceed through 

the third iteration of the loop body if t2:s; to and 3*TO + 2 *Tl :s; T2. In general, 

execution will proceed through the nth iteration of the loop body if t2:s; to and 

n*TO+(n-I)*TI :s;T2. Using these observed timing constraints and translating them to 

the x, y and z timing variables used earlier, the conclusion of the Iterative Send Rule 

can again be modified, as shown in Iterative Send Rule 3. 

Iterative Send Rule (ISR3): For some iterating send s:send(PI, ... ,Pn;m) 
executing in P, in which the number of iterations is bounded by the 
boolean B 

C1 rt2•T21B 
Vn (O:S;n) C1«at P 1\ B)- [x+n*y,X+n*Y] at s) 
CI 3 m (at s -+ [z,Z] out(m)) 
C1Vn (t2:s;x and X+n*Y :s;T2) 3 m (at P-+ 

[x+n*y+z,X+n*Y+Z] out(m» 

3.2.5 RECEIVING MESSAGES 

In this Section message receiving behavior is considered and higher level rules 

are derived. In particular, two rules for reasoning about message receiving behavior 

are developed. The first rule supports reasoning involving predicates of the form, 

"The third message will be received at some time between t and T time units". The 

second rule supports reasoning involving predicates of the form, "The fourth message 

will be received between t and T time units after the third message has been 

received." The first rule considers message reception times relative to the starting time 
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of the program, while the second rule considers message reception times relative to 

the reception of the previous message. In other words, the first rule is concerned with 

message reception time and the second rule is concerned with message reception 

frequency. 

3.2.5.1 MESSAGE RECEIVING TIMES 

As when sending messages, the simplest manner in which a message can be 

received occurs when a single receive statement is executed within sequential code. In 

this case, the timing bounds required for execution to reach the receive statement are 

compared to the timing bounds required before a message becomes available. 

If the minimum time for the message to become available is less than the 

minimum time for execution to reach the receive statement, the minimum time for 

execution of the receive statement would simply be the minimum ·dequeueing time. On 

the other hand, if the minimum time for the message to become available is greater 

than the minimum time for execution to reach the receive statement, the minimum 

time for execution of the receive statement depends upon whether the message 

becomes available before the allowable waiting time passes. In one case, in which a 

message does not become available before the allowable waiting time passes, the 

minimum is then the allowable waiting time (waiting time is infinite for a blocking 

receive) added to the minimum dequeueing time. In the other case, in which a 

message becomes available within the allowable waiting time, the minimum is t..lten the 
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minimum time for a message to become available added to the minimum dequeueing 

time. Maximum execution times for the receive statement are calculated analogously. 

This discussion is now presented formally. 

Consider a simple two process program, P. One process contains a receive 

statement, the other a send statement. 

p .. 

P1: LO: *construct message* 
LI: send(P2; M); 
L2: *etc.* 

II P2: L3: *initialization* 
lA: receive(Pn;M;bt); 
L5: *etc* 

Detail of the remaining code is deliberately left vague. In the current simple example, 

it is assumed that LO, L2, L3 and L5 are simple sequential statements. In this discus-

sion, the following time bounds apply. 

statement 
LO 
Ll 
L2 
L3 
lA 
L5 

minimum (mT(s) 
to 
t1 
t2 
t3 
t4 
t5 

maXImum (MT(s) 
TO 
Tl 
T2 
T3 
T4 
T5 

As shown in the previous Section, it is possible to derive a formula 

representing the behavior of the send statement. The simplest type of such a formula 

indicates the time that must pass before execution of PI results in the first message 

becoming available. 

1. D(at PI -. [t,T] avail(mO» 

A formula to express the time that must pass before execution of P2 reaches 
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the receive statement, between t3 and T3 time units, can be derived by using the 

PSA, SR and AF 1. 

2. D(at P2 ~ [t3,T3] at lA) 

The combination of 1 and 2 reveals the times required, since program P began, 

before a message is delivered and the receive statement is reached. To combine 1 and 

2, AT4 and the SR are applied. Recall that AT4 states that all processes comprising a 

concurrents statement are seen to begin execution simultaneously. 

1. D(at PI ~ [t, T] avail(mO» 
2. D(at P2 - [t3,T3] at lA) 
3. D(at P - (at PI 1\ at P2)l 
4. D(at P ~ ([t,T] avail(mO) 1\ {t3,T3] at lA» 

At this point, the PIA, message passing system axioms and the receive message 

axioms can be applied. The PIA and the message passing system axioms state that no 

message will become available until the message passing system executes an out(m). 

From the analysis so far, only one out(m) has been executed, thus only one message, 

mO, could be available for receipt. According to step 4, mO becomes available 

between time t and time T. If T is less than or equal to the minimum time it takes to 

reach the receive, T3, plus the allowable blocking time, bt, a message will be 

successfully received. Similarly, if t is greater than or equal to the maximum time it 

takes to reach the receive, T3, plus the allowable blocking time, bt, a message will not 

be received. When neither of these conditions hold (i.e. t < T3+bt and T > T3+bt) 

a message mayor may not be received (i.e. there is no way to determine which way 



the receive will execute without further timing infonnation). The result of these 

conditions is summarized in 5a, 5b and 5c. 

5a. C1«at P " (T < (t3+bt» - [max(t3,t)+t4, max(T3,T)+T4](after L4 " 
C1-'avail(mO) " X=mO» 

5b. C1«at P " (t >T3+bt» - [t3+t4+bt,T3+T4+bt](after L4" X=.L» 
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5c. C1{(at P - ([max(t3,t)+t4,max(T3,T)+T41(afier L4 " C1-,avail(mO) " X=mO» V 
([t3+t4+bt,T3+T4+bt](after L4" X=.L ») 

Notice that the conclusions in 5a and 5b restate the requirements for execution 

of a bounded receive statement as first expressed in the Bounded Receive Message 

Axiom (BRMA). 5c merely states that when the known timing behavior does not meet 

the criteria of 5a or 5b, either outcome is possible. 

The execution of a receive statement may also be conditional. For example, in 

the above code, statement L3 may be a conditional statement. When nothing is known 

about the truth value of the control boolean, complete analysis must be done as two 

cases. In the first case, in which the control boolean holds, the time to execute the 

conditional would include the time necessary to attempt to receive a message. In the 

other case, the time to execute the conditional would include the time needed to 

evaluate the control boolean but not the time required to attempt to receive a message. 

The first case could be perfonned in the same manner as the simple example above. 

The second case merely requires careful applications of the Sequencing Rule. 

Frequently, messages are received iteratively by a process. For the remainder 

of this discussion only standard receives (i.e. maximum blocking time is *) are 
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considered. For the cases in which some receives time out before successful message 

receipt (i.e. bounded receive), analysis needs to be performed step by step. Due to the 

many possible execution behaviors allowable when each receive may either succeed or 

fail, a simple general rule is not feasible. 

The most straightforward case occurs when messages are sent iteratively for an 

infinite amount of time. For discussion of such a case, it is assumed that LO and L3, 

in the code of PI and n, are the first lines of infinite iterative statements (e.g. loop 

true -). L2 and LS consist of the closing line of the iterative statements (e.g. end). 

Infinite iterative message passing is formally expressed in the conclusion of the 

Iterative Send Rule. 

D\fz (n~O) 3m (at P - [x+n*y+z,X+n*Y +Z] out(m» 

where x = to 
X = TO 
y = to+tl+t2 
Y = TO+TI+T2 
z = t1 + m., 
Z = Tl + M., 

minimum time to reach first send 
maximum time to reach first send 
minimum time between sends 
maximum time between sends 
minimum message delivery time 
maximum message delivery time 

This formula can be used to develop a similar general formula for iterative 

message reception. Using the ISR and RMA the timing behavior of the first message 

reception can be determined. 

1. D(at P - [x+z,X+Z] out(mO» 
2. D(at P - [t3.T3] at fA) 

3. D(at P - [max(x+z,t3)+t4,max(X+Z,T3)+T4] (after fA 
1\ D 'avail(mO) 1\ X=mO» 

ISR (n=O) 
4 above 

1,2, RMA 

As when the general formula for iterative sends was developed, subsequent 



receives are now considered. For this purpose, the time required to reach the next 

receive must be compared with the time necessary for the next message to become 

available. The time required to reach the next receive is made up of the time to 

complete the first receive plus the time for execution to return to the receive. 3 

through 5 formalize this. 

3. D(at P - [max(y,t3) + t4,max(Y,T3) + T41(after lA 
" o-,avail(mO) " X=mO» 

4. O(after lA - ltr.TRl at lA) 
5. O(at P - [max(x+z,t3)+t4+tr,max(X+Z,T3)+T4+TR] at lA) 
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The general iterative send formula yields the time necessary for the second message to 

become available. 

6. O(at P- [x+y+z,X+Y+ZJ out(ml» 

The timing intervals indicated in 5 and 6 can be compared to show the time that must 

pass before execution completes the second receive. 

5. o(at P - [max(x+z,t3)+t4+tr,max(X+Z,T3)+T4+TR] at lA) 
6. o(at P - lx+y+z.X+ Y+Zl out(ml» 
7. o(at P - [max(rnax(x+z,t3)+t4+tr,x+y+z)+t4, 

max(max(X+Z,T3)+T4+TR,X+ Y +Z)+T4] (after lA " o-,avail(ml) " 
M=ml» 

These steps can be repeated indefinitely resulting in a general iterative receive 

formula: 
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8. Vn (n ;::= 0) 3 m lJ(at P - [prev(n), Prev(n)] (after IA 1\ IJ .avail(m))) 

where prey (Prev) is defined 
prev(O) = max(x+z,t3) + t4 
prev(i) = max(prev(i-l)+tr, x+iy+z) + t4 

Prev(O) = max(X+Z,T3) + T4 
Prev(i) = max(Prev(i-l)+TR, X+iY+Z] + T4 

The Iterative Receive Rule summarizes the reasoning process. 

Iterative Receive Rule (lRR): for some receive statement r:receive(M; *) 

lJ(after r - rtr, TR] at r) 
IJVn (n > 0) 3 m (at P - [x+n*y+z.X+n*Y +Zl avail(ml) 
IJVn (n ;::= 0) 3 meat P - [prev(n),Prev(n)] after IA 1\ IJ 'avail(m) 1\ M = m) 

In some situations, the iterative receive or send statement is executed a finite 

number of times. For such cases, the domain of n in the IRR can be restricted in a 

manner analogous to that illustrated in the sending messages Section. 

3.2.5.2 MESSAGE RECEIPT FREQUENCY 

Calculating the time before the kth receive executes requires calculation of the 

timing constraints for the first k-l receives. This can be very cumbersome, and 

sometimes the time to reach each receive is not needed. It is often desirable to know 

the timing constraints between successive receives without necessarily wanting the 

times to reach each receive. Consider a process P that updates its view of the rest of 

the network according to messages it receives (e.g. updating message routing tables). 

If the time between successive receives is too long the network could change 
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drastically before P would have any knowledge of such changes. This could result in 

the loss of messages, sluggish response, and other performance problems. The IRR 

does not clearly indicate the minimum and maximum time between two receives. In 

this section the IRR will be manipulated using reasoning analogous to that used in 

interval arithmetic [Moore66] to yield another rule that will quickly and simply reveal 

this timing behavior. 

The rate at which messages become available for receipt is important for 

developing a useful formula for successive receives. Consider a send statement that is 

executed iteratively an infinite number of times. The conclusion of the Iterative Send 

Rule formalizes this. 

IJVn (n ~ 0) 3 m (at s - [x+n*y+z,X+n*Y+Z] avail(m» 

Careful consideration of the ISR premises and conclusion reveals the minimum 

time between two messages. A message becomes available during each 

[x+n*y+z,X+n*Y +Z] interval. Recall that x expresses the minimum time before 

execution reaches the first send, y expresses the minimum execution time between 

successive sends, and z expresses the minimum message delivery time (i.e. time to 

execute the send statement plus the time to transmit the message across the system). 

The minimum time between two actions occurring within successive intervals 

[x+n*y+z,X+n*Y +Z] and [x+(n+ l)*y+z,X+(n+ l)*Y +Z] will occur when the 

second action occurs as soon after the first action as possible. Let the first action occur 

by reaching the appropriate send in time x + n *y 1 (y 1 E [y, Y)) and by delivering the 
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message in time zl (zl E [z,Z]). This implies that the total time for the first message 

of the pair to become available is x+n*yl +zl. At least y more time units must pass 

after the first send is reached before the second send can be reached. Therefore, the 

second send is reached in no less than x+n*yl +y time units (i.e. reach first send in 

x+n*yl time units, then reach second send in y time units). The least amount of time 

required for a message to be delivered is z. Combining these quantities indicates that 

the second action will occur in no fewer than x+n*yl +y+z time units. The time 

between the two is then (x+n*yl +y+z) - (x+n*yl +zl), which equals y+z-zl. In 

order to minimize this equation, zl must be maximized. zl must occur within the 

interval [z,Z], therefore its maximum value is Z. If Z is greater than y+z (i.e. the 

message transmission delay is significant) the result of minimizing y+z-zl yields a 

negative number. Thus, the minimum time that must pass before the next message 

arrives is the maximum of the two values, 0 and y + z-Z. The maximum time can be 

revealed analogously. The Availability Frequency Rule summarizes. 

Availability Frequency Rule (AFR): For some send statement s:send(P _List;m) 

DVn (0 ~ n) 3 m (at P- [x+n*y+z,X+n*Y+Z] avail(m» 
D(at s - Ly,Y] at s) 
D3 m (at s -+ [z.Z] avail(m» 
DVm 3 m' m 4=m' (avail(m) - [max(O,y+z-Z),Y+Z-z] avail(m') 

Now consider a situation in which a receiving process receives messages sent 

iteratively from two or more sending processes. The sending behavior of each sending 

process could be expressed in the form of the conclusion of the AFR. It would be 
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helpful if these formula could be combined into one formula representing the availabil-

ity of messages overall. 

Two cases need to be considered. In the first case, the interval between 

successive available messages differs between senders. If each sender sends infinitely 

many messages, then eventually a pair of senders will simultaneously yield an 

available message. Accordingly, the minimum overall message interval is O. The 

maximum overall message interval would then be the minimum of the individual 

maximum message intervals. The Multiple Availability Frequency Rule summarizes. 

Multiple Availability Frequency Rule (MAFR): 
Let SI, ... ,Sn E Proc, DE Proc 

DVm3 m' m~m' (avail(S1.m.D) - [tl,Tl] avail(Sl.m' .D) 
DVm3 m' m~m' (avail(S2.m.D) - [t2,T2] avail(S2.m' .D) 

DVm3 m' m~m' (avail(Sn.m.D) - [tnoTn] avail(Sn.m' .D) 
DVm3 mt m4=m' (avail(m.D) - [0, rnin(Tl, ... ,Tn)] avail(m' .D) 

In the second case, the interval between successive available messages is the 

same for all senders. The interval between available messages overall is therefore 

constant. In such a case, tighter bounds for the MAFR are possible. The improvement 

in time bounds for most cases will be minimal, particularly when the effect of the 

individual minimum and maximum bounds on the interval between successive available 

messages is considered. Therefore, no alternate Message Availability Frequency Rule 

will be developed for this case. 

The conclusion of the AFR or MAFR can now be used in determining the time 
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constraints between successive receives. The iterative rec.eives contribute two useful 

timing values; 1) the time necessary for a message to be accepted (dequeued) by the 

receive, and 2) the time for execution to proceed from after message acceptance to the 

next receive. The first is expressed by the minimum and maximum execution times for 

a receive, r. The second must be derived through the use of the derived rules as 

demonstrated earlier. For this discussion it is assumed that the time for execution to 

proceed to the next receive is within the time interval [tr,TR]. 

A receive attempting to accept a message will either block waiting for a . 

message to become available or proceed immediately when a message is already 

available. The minimum time between successive receives will occur only when the 

receive does not block. Once a message is available, the minimum time for the 

message to be accepted is mT(r). Then the minimum time for execution to proceed to 

the next receive is tr. Thus, the minimum time between successive receives is 

mT(r)+tr. However, in some cases the receive will always block. Consider a case in 

which the interval between message deliveries, say t1, is greater than the sum of the 

dequeue time and the execution return time. Clearly, the receive will always block 

(except perhaps the first time). The minimum blocking time in this case is t1 -

(MT(r)+TR), and the minimum blocking time for both cases is max(O,tl

(MT(r)+TR». Further, the minimum time between successive receives is the 

minimum blocking time plus the sum of the minimum dequeue time and the minimum 

execution return time, max(O, t1 - (MT(r)+TR» + mT(r)+ tr. 
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The maximum time between successive receives occurs when the receive 

blocks for as long as allowable (i.e. an appropriate message becomes available at the 

latest possible moment, Tl), accepts the message in the maximum permissible amount 

of time MT(r) and proceeds to the next receive also in the maximum time TR. Thus, 

the maximum time between successive receives would be Tl + MT(r)+TR. However, 

considering the behavior of the first receive within successive receives shows that this 

maximum can be improved. Recall that once a message is available for acceptance by 

the first receive, the first receive must accept the message (in at least mT(r) time 

units) and execution must proceed to the second receive (in at least tr time). 

Simultaneously, the next message is being made available (in at most Tl time). Since 

these actions occur simultaneously, the maximum time the second receive could block 

is max(O,Tl - (mT(r)+tr». This leads to the conclusion that the maximum time 

between successive receives is max(O, Tl - (mT(r) + tr) + MT(r) + TR) (i.e. 

maximum blocking time + maximum dequeueing time + maximum execution return). 

The RFR summarizes. 

Receive Frequency Rule (RFR): For some receive statement r:receive(M, *), 
dq = mT(r), DQ= MT(r). 

D(after r -. rtr, TR] at r) 
DVm3 m' m *m (avail(m) -. [tl,Tl] avail(m') 
DVm3 m' «at r 1\ M = m) -. [max(O,tl- (DQ+TR»+dq+tr, max(O,Tl

(dq+tr» +DQ+TR](at r 1\ M = m') 

Application of the ISR and the Frequency Rules allows analysis of systems that 

use an iterative message passing paradigm to be reduced to the task of finding four 
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intervals. To use the ISR, analysis only requires the time intervals [x,X], [y, Y] and 

[z,Z]. Recall that [x,X] is the time interval within which execution reaches the first 

instance of the iterated send statement, [y, Y] is the time interval between successive 

instances of the iterated send, and, [z,Z] is the message transmission delay interval 

plus the time interval within which a single send instance is executed. The intervals 

[x,X], [y, Y] and [z,Z] are sometimes immediately obvious from given timing 

constraints. When these intervals are not immediately obvious (e.g. when several 

message passing activities occur before an iterated send), the BTTL axioms and rules 

can be used to derive them. Once [x,X], [y, Y] and [z,Z] have been determined the 

values can be substituted into the ISR conclusion. The AFR also uses only these 

intervals. The RFR uses the results of the AFR (i.e. using [x,X], [y, Y] and [z,Z]), 

plus [tr,TR] and [dq,DQ], which represent the time interval required for execution to 

return to a receive after just completing execution of the receive and the message 

dequeue time, respectively. Like [x,X], [y, Y] and [z,Z], [tr,TR] and [dq,DQ] can 

usually be determined rather simply. If not, rigorous application of the BITL axioms 

and rules will yield the desired quantities. 

3.3 SUMMARY AND RELATED WORK 

In this Chapter, an axiomatic programming model was rigorously specified 

using BTTL. First, the syntax and semantics of the programming notation to be used 

to model programs was presented. A system transition function was developed and 
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used to model the effects of executing statements within the programming notation. In 

particular, the effect of executing each statement was modelled as a transition between 

states (i.e. a state change). Second, the fundamental formulas (i.e. special immediate 

assertions, two general BTTL theorems and a set of program axioms) of the 

programming model were presented. The special immediate assertions (at and afler), 

two general BTIL theorems (TI and T2) and the program axioms were used to 

axiomatically specify the characteristics of a legal program execution as presented in 

Section 3.1.3. Thirdly, the fundamental formulas were used to develop powerful 

derived rules 

Five characteristics of the Bounded Time Temporal Logic (BTIL) based 

methodology presented here distinguish BTIL from other proposed extensions to 

temporal logic for reasoning about timing properties of programs. First, BTIL uses a 

continuous time domain. This allows specification of a larger set of environmental and 

computer program properties than a discrete time domain [EMSS89]. 

Second, BTIL incorporates a megastate model. Within a megastate model, 

concurrent execution is modelled by including within the system state a process state 

(i.e. process variable assignment and process location counter) for each process. In 

contrast, an interJea ving model [BernSI, Hoom88, ZhouHoo92] models concurrent 

execution by combining the sequential executions of all processes in every possible 

order (or interleaving). The number of statement executions viewed as occurring at the 

same time distinguishes the two approaches. In the megastate model as many as 



one statement per process can be viewed as executing at any given time. In the 

interleaving model at most one statement is viewed as executing at any given time. 
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Third, BTTL supports reasoning about real-time properties of programs 

effected by the execution times of primitive statements and message passing. Other 

work [Bern8!, Hoom88] focuses extensively on the effect of message passing timing 

behaviors. While it is true that the majority of program execution time is spent in 

message passing activities, the effect of primitive statement execution timing behavior 

can be significant. 

Fourth, BTTL supports reasoning about minimum and maximum execution 

times. Other logics concentrate on reasoning about maximum execution times 

[Hoom88, Koym89]. 

Finally, BTTL has been used to develop a large set of derived rules. The rules 

have been designed to support a systematic approach to verifying the behavior of 

programs. The derived rules were designed to aid in reasoning about compound 

statements and message passing behavior, and to reduce the need to reason through 

direct use of the immediate assertions, theorems and axioms. Others focus on the 

development of the formal axiomatic system and properties of the axiomatic system 

rather than application of the model to aid reasoning about properties of the programs 

modelled. 



CHAPTER 4 

EXAMPLES 
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In this Chapter five examples are presented to illustrate the use of the BTTL 

axioms and rules. The examples can be grouped into two categories. In the first 

category, comprising the first two examples, BTTL axioms and rules are applied to 

verify specific overall timing behaviors. Explicit timing values for statements and 

message transmission delays are known and used to generate instances of the axioms 

needed for the analysis. In the second category, including the latter three examples, 

the analysis is designed to yield equations and inequalities that express timing 

constraints and relationships. Some timing values are explicit, others remain 

unspecified (i.e. are represented by variables). Formulas expressing timing constraints 

and relationships can be used in conjunction with other system specifications (i.e. cost 

and space constraints) as aids to determining some optimum system configuration. In 

addition, the methodical development of the timing relationships can reveal patterns 

that suggest invariants for use in inductive proofs. In the final two examples, such 
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patterns are revealed. A systematic approach for revealing invariants is a useful side-

effect of the application of this methodology. 

The first example, a simple watch dog system, illustrates the use of BTTL for 

confirming the timing adequacy of an implementation. It also gives a simple demon

stration of the use of the derived rules governing iterative message operations. 

The second example involves a typical producer/consumer problem. Explicit 

timing values are given for statements and message transmission .. As in the first 

example these timing values are shown to be adequate for confirming the desired 

timing behavior of the code. This example requires slightly more extensive application 

of the BTTL message passing rules. 

The third example, a return to the watch dog system, illustrates analysis in 

which timing values are represented by variables. In particular, the primitive statement 

execution times and message transmission delay are represented· by variables. The 

code is analyzed to yield relations that reflect essential timing behavior. The analysis 

uses repeated applications of the Bounded Receive Message Axiom rather than the 

derived frequency rule. Though time intensive, direct application of the axiom 

conserves timing detail in each step of the analysis. 

The fourth example demonstrates analysis of a periodic process scenario. In 

this example, analysis yields general formulae representing successive values of two 

variables and the times at which a process is initiated. Relationships between these 

formulae must be satisfied in order to guarantee that the process is executed during 
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each period. 

The fifth example investigates code that might be used to maneuver control 

rods in a nuclear reactor. Again, the analysis is designed to yield timing relationships. 

These relationships must be satisfied to ensure that the control rods are not moved at 

the same time. As in the fourth example, the step-by-step development of the timing 

relationships suggests general formulae representing the times at which execution 

reaches critical locations within the code. 

4.1 WATCHDOG #1 

This example considers a simple watch dog arrangement. A process P is 

monitored by a watch dog process WD. The monitored process activates the watch 

dog process by sending a message containing a timing value t. The watch dog uses t 

when determining whether or not P is still functioning adequately. In particular, after 

activation, if the watch dog does not receive a message from P at least every t time 

units, it concludes that P is not functioning adequately and signals the system to halt. 

P, on the other hand, performs directly useful computations or services while 

intermittently sending messages to WD to indicate that it is still functioning. If a 

failure occurs while P is executing, no message will be sent to WD and the system is 



halted. Possible code to model this situation is given below. 

LO: WD: receive(T; *); 
loop BO: true -

Ll: receive(M;T); 
L2: if B 1: (M = ..L) 
L3: write_actuator(HALT,l); 

lA: P: 

L5: 

end 

send(WD;t); 
loop B2: true -

send(WD;m); 
/* P processing */ 

end 
Figure 1 - Watchdog Problem 
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Here, WD waits indefinitely to be activated by a message from P (receive(T;*». Once 

activated, WD repeatedly waits at most T time units to receive a message from P. 

After the receive in WD has completed, the success of the receipt is checked. If the 

receive timed out, the value of the message variable M will be undefined (i.e . ..L). In 

this case, the system is halted by setting a special actuator, HALT. If the receive did 

not time out the value of M will be defined and execution will continue. 

When designing such a system many different timing behaviors may be of 

concern. In this example, the timing behavior of the primitive statements and the 

message passing system is known. In such a scenario it is desirable to confirm that, 

when P executes without error, the system will never halt. To show this we must 

prove that the receive statement never times out. 



The following timing behavior is assumed. 

message transmission 
message dequeue 
send execution 
boolean execution 
execution of body of P 

minimum 

20 
5 
6 
3 

50 

maximum 

35 
7 
8 
5 

75 

To show that the receive statement within WD never times out, the magnitude of T 

must be shown to be adequate. It will formally be shown than 115 time units is a 

sufficient value for T. That is, if the value of T is set to 115 time units and P 

continues to function adequately, the system will not be halted by WD. 
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The following analysis proceeds by first replacing the bounded receive in WD 

with a standard blocking receive. Then BTTL derived rules (including the Receive 

Frequency Rule, RFR) are applied to determine the maximum blocking time between 

successive receives. If the maximum blocking time is less than or equal to 115, it can 

be concluded that the bounded receive always receives a message and the receive 

never times out. Therefore, the write_actuator statement is never executed, and the 

system is not halted by WO. 

First, the timing behavior of P is determined. Notice that P simply sends an 

initial message that indicates the desired blocking time, then enters a loop in which 

messages are repeatedly sent to WD. Clearly, the behavior of P could be represented 

by the conclusion of the first Iterative Send Rule (ISR1). To do this, the premises for 

application of the ISRI must be derived. The premises express, 1) the time before 



execution of the nth send and 2) the time required for a message to be submitted to 

and transmitted across the message passing system. To determine the first premise, 

both the timing of the initial send and the subsequent sends must be formalized. 

According to the timing behavior given above, the initial send in P takes between 6 

and 8 time units to execute. 

l.D(at LA ~[6,8) after LA) 
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The loop is entered within 3 and 5 time units, thus execution reaches the first iterative 

send. Applying the Iterative Rule (IR) and the Sequencing Rule (SR) allows these 

timing constraints to be combined with 1. 

2. D(at LA ... [9,13] at L5) 

2 shows that the time to reach the first send is between 9 and 13 time units. 

Now the time required for execution to proceed from one send instance to the 

next must be determined. According to the timing chart, L5 requires between 6 and 8 

time units. Once execution reaches after L5, the body of P must be executed and the 

loop control boolean traversed before execution can return to at LS. Execution of the 

body of P requires between 50 and 75 time units. Evaluation of the loop control 

boolean takes between 3 and 5 time units. Hence, the total time for execution to 

return to at LS is between 53 and 80 time units. Combining these timing constraints 

with the time interval necessary for execution of L5, [6,8], yields 

3. D(at L5 - [59,88] at L5) 

Combining 2 and 3 using the SR shows that the second send instance is reached 
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within 9+59 and l3+88 time units. Repeating this reasoning for the subsequent 

instance yields the first ISR premise, 4. 

4. DVn (n~O) (at L4 ... [9+n*59, 13+n*88] at L5) 

The second ISR premise is calculated by noting that the range of the message trans-

mission delay is [20,35] and L5 requires between 6 and 8 time units. The Send 

Message Axiom (SMA) and Message Transmission Axiom (MT A) are used to 

properly express these properties. 

5. D(atL5 ... [6,8](after L5 1\ in(mO») 
6. D(in(P.mO. W) ... [20,35] out(mO» 

Now the message execution order axioms (MEOA's) and the SR can be applied 

to 5 and 6. 

7. D(at L5 ... [26,43] out(mO» 

4 and 7 may now be used as premises for application of the Iterative Send Rule (ISR). 

8. 0 Vn (O:5n) 3 m (at L5 ... [9+n*59+26,l3+n*88+43] out(m» 

The Message Availability Axiom (MAA) can be used to extend 8, yielding the times at 

which messages become available from the start of process P (at L4). 

9. 0 Vn (O:5n) 3 m (at L4 ... [9+n*59+26,l3+n*88+43] avail(m» 

Now that a formula expressing the sending behavior of process P has been developed, 

analysis of the watchdog WD can proceed without further reference to the code of P. 

The Availability Frequency Rule (AFR) and the Receive Frequency Rule 

(RFR) can be applied in order to generate a formula expressing the frequency with 



which the receive in the loop body of WD is executed. First the AFR is applied. 

Using 9, 3 and 7 as the premises, the AFR yields formula 10. 

10. DVm 3 m' (m ~m') (avail(m) - [42,105] avail(m'» 
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This is now used as a premise for application of the Receive Frequency Rule (RFR). 

The second premise is the time necessary for execution to proceed from aBer the 

receive to at the receive. To calculate timing constraints of the second premise, recall 

that the receive is assumed to always receive a message. Thus, the write_actuator 

statement is never executed. Accordingly, the time for execution to proceed from aBer 

the receive to at the receive consists of the sum of the times to evaluate the conditional 

boolean [3,5] and the loop control boolean [3,5]. 11 formalizes this timing behavior. 

11. D(after Ll - [6,10] at L1) 

10 and 11 can now be used as the premises for application of the RFR. 

12. DVm 3 m' (m ~m')«at Ll " M=m) - [36,111](at Ll " M=m'» 

According to 12 the maximum time between successive receives is 111 time 

units. Therefore, a value of 115 for T in the above code would guarantee that the 

write_actuator would never be executed (assuming P executes properly). In fact, the 

analysis reveals that T could be set to a value as small as 111 and still guarantee that 

the write actuator would never be executed. 

Note that the range of the time between successive receives is rather large 

[36,111]. We may wish to tighten this range. In particular it may be desirable to 

reduce the upper bound, 111. Many separate timing constraints contributed to this 
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upper bound (e.g. message transmission delay, time of execution between successive 

sends and receives). A change in any of these timing constraints could reduce the 

upper bound. 

The above analysis was given with a lot of detail to help illustrate the use of 

BTTL rules and axioms. However, as noted earlier, the Iterative Send Rule and the 

Frequency Rules allow analysis to proceed by identifying the five ranges [x,X], [y, V], 

[Z,Z], [tr,TR] and [dq,DQ]. The ranges represent the following; 

[x,X] = the time for execution to reach the first iterated send 
[y, Y] = the time between successive send instances 
[z,Z] = the message transmission delay plus the time to execute a send 
[tr, TR] = the time for execution to return to an iterated receive after just com

pleting execution of the previous receive instance 
[dq,DQ] = the time for a receive statement to dequeue an available message 

These ranges are easily drawn from the timing chart. 

[x,X] = [9,13] 
[tr,TR] =[6,10] 

[y,Y] = [59.88] 
[dq,DQ] = [5,7] 

[Z,Z] = [26,43] 

When these quantities are plugged into the conclusions of the first Iterative Send Rule 

(ISRl) and the frequency rules, the result is the same as that achieved by careful, 

systematic analysis. 

4.2 PRODUCER/CONSUMER PROBLEM 

Consider a producer-consumer system with two producers and one consumer. 

The producers repeatedly produce items that are sent to the consumer. The consumer 
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process, in tum, repeatedly processes items received. This frequently occurring 

scenario provides an excellent example for demonstrating the usefulness of the 

message frequency rules. This problem will be used to demonstrate typical application 

of the Iterative Send Rule (ISRI), Availability Frequency Rule (AFR), Multiple 

Availability Frequency Rule (MAFR) and Receive Frequency Rule (RFR). 

The following timing behavi,~)!' is assumed. 

action 
producer #1 produces an item 
producer #2 produces an item 
consumer operates on item 
send execution 
boolean evaluation 
message transmission delay 
receive execution 

minimum 
30 
20 
20 
3 
2 

100 
1 

The following code illustrates a possible implementation. 

p .. 

Ll: PI: loop Bl: true-' 
L2: produce(item); 
L3: send(C;item); 
lA: end 
L5: II P2: loop B2: true -. 
L6: produce(item); 
L7: send(C;item); 
L8: end 
L9: II C: loop B3: true -. 
LIO: receive(Item;*); 
LIl: process(Item); 
L12: end 

Figure 2 - Producer/Consumer Problem 

maxImum 
40 
30 
30 
5 
4-

150 
3 

Referring to the code, consideration of the timing behavior of the code can 

begin. Rule AT4 states that execution of all three processes, PI, P2 and C begin 



simultaneously. 

1. C1(at P ~ (at Pl A at P2 A at C) 

Once execution has been initiated, the three processes evaluate the loop control 

booleans in the time range [2,4]. 

2. C1(at P ~ [2,4] after Ll A [2,4] after L5 A [2,4] after L9) 
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After the loop control booleans have been evaluated, processes PI and P2 each 

produce an item. The consumer process C blocks waiting for an item to become 

available. Clearly, the behavior of C depends heavily on the timing of Pland n. 

Accordingly, analysis of Pl and P2 will be completed first. Pl and P2 repeatedly 

produce and send items to C. This suggests application of the ISR to formalize the 

frequency with which items are sent by Pl and P2. The frequency formulas will then 

be used as premises for application of the AFR, MAFR and RFR to yield the timing 

behavior for C. 

Recall that the ISR requires two premises: the times for execution to reach 

successive send statements, and the time required to submit and transmit a message. 

To begin development of the first premise, the Sequencing Rule (SR) is used to add 

the item production time to formula 2. 

3. C1(at P ~ [32,44] at L3 A [22,34] at L7 A [2,4] after LIO) 

Formula 3 reveals the time that passes before the send statements in PI and P2 are 

reached for the first time. To complete the first premise, it is necessary to determine 

the amount of time before execution returns to at L3 and at L7. This time is clearly 
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the sum of the time to execute a send statement [3,5], evaluate the loop control 

boolean [2,4] and produce another item, [30,40] and [20,30] for producer PI and 

producer P2 respectively. Formula 4 uses this timing information to formalize the time 

before execution reaches successive send statements. 

4. DVn (n~O) (at P - ([32+n*35,44+n*49] at L3 /\ 
[22+n*25,34+n*39] at L7 » 

The second premise can be seen to consist of the time to complete execution of 

a send statement [3,5] plus the message transmission time [100,150]. 5 and 6 illustrate 

the second premises needed for application of the ISR. 

5. D3 item (at L3 - [103,155] out(P1.item.C» 
6. D3 item (at L7 - [103,155] out(P2.item.C» 

Using 4 and 5, and 4 and 6 as premises, the ISR can now be applied twice to 

yield the times at which successive items become available from producers PI 

(formula 7) and P2 (formula 8), respectively. 

7. DVn (n~0)3 item (at P - [135+n*35,199+n*49] out(P1.item.C» 
8. DVn (n~0)3 item (at P -+ [125+n*25,189+n*39] out(P2.item.C» 

The timing behavior of PI and P2 expressed in formulas 7 and 8 can now be 

used in determination of the timing behavior of the consumer process C. First, 7 and 8 

are used as premises for application of the Availability Frequency Rule (APR). 

Formulas 9 and 10 show the results of the two applications of the AFR. 

9. Dvitem 3 item' item :#=item' (avail(Pl.item) - [0,101] avail(Pl.item'» 
10. Dvitem 3 item' item :#=item' (avail(P2.item) - [0,91] avail(P2.item'» 

The Multiple Availability Frequency Rule (MAFR) allows the timing behaviors shown 
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in 9 and 10 to be combined into a single formula expressing the time at which any 

item (the item could come either from PI or P2) will be available. 

11. DVitem 3 item' item 4=item' (avail(item) - [0,91] avail(item')) 

It is interesting to note that 11 predicts that the possible time between available 

messages has not been improved, in the worst case, by including producer Pl. 

Formula 11 can now serve as one of the premises of the Receive Frequency 

Rule (RFR). The RFR is applied to determine the rate at which items are received 

(thus processed) by the consumer. The RFR requires one more premise, the time 

necessary for execution to return to a receive statement after having completed 

execution of the receive. In this example, that time consists of the time needed to 

process the most recently received item [20,30], plus the time to evaluate the loop 

control boolean [2,4]. 12 formalizes the second premise. 

12. D(after LlO - [22,34] at LlO) 

The use of 11 and 12 as premises for an application of the RFR results in 13. 

13. DVitem 3 item' item 4=item' «at LlO A Item = item) - [23,91] (at LlO 
A Item = item')) 

Thus, the consumer will wait at least 23 time units and at most 91 time units between 

receives (i.e. processing items). 

4.3 W ATCHOOG #2 

In this example, variables are used instead of definite timing values. The goal 
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of the analysis is to develop a general formula, containing these timing variables, that 

represents relationships between the individual timing behaviors of pieces of code, 

processes and the message passing system. Such a general formula can be used when 

considering timing, cost and resource availability trade offs. For example, the speed 

(i.e. timing behavior) of hardware is typically directly proportional to the cost. 

Combined analysis of a general formula expressing software timing relationships and 

a function representing hardware cost could allow determination of the minimum 

hardware cost required to achieve optimum timing behavior. 

Recall that in a watch dog scenario, a process P is monitored by a watch dog 

process WD. The monitored process activates the watch dog process by sending a 

message containing a timing value t. The watch dog uses t when determining whether 

or not P is still functioning adequately. In particular, after activation, if the watch dog 

does not receive a message from P at least every t time units, it concludes that P is not 

functioning adequately and signals tlle system to halt. P, on the other hand, performs 

directly useful computations or services while intermittently sending messages to WD 

to indicate that it is still functioning. If a failure occurs while P is executing, no 



message will be sent to WD and the system is halted. The code used to model this 

situation is presented below. 

PP: 
LO: WD: receive(T;*); 

loop BO: true -
Ll: receive(M;T); 
L2: ifBl: (M = .L) 
L3: write_actuator(HALT,l); 

LA: P: 

L5: 

end 

send(WD;t); 
loop B2: true -

send(WD;m); 
1* P processing *1 

end 
Figure 3"- Watchdog Problem Revisited 
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Rather than using the frequency rules, in this example repetitive application of 

the Bounded Receive Message Axiom (BRMA) is illustrated. Repeated application of 

the BRMA, unlike application of the RFR, preserves the detail of the effects of 

individual timing components at each iteration. This allows more specific overall 

timing constraints to be considered (e.g. consider a case in which WD receives a 

message at least 10 times before the system is halted). 

For this scenario the following timing variables will be used. 

~ minimym m~imym 

message transmission mT MT 
receive execution re RE 
send execution se SE 
boolean evaluation be BE 
write_actuator wa WA 
execution of body of P bp BP 
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Analysis begins by formalizing the timing of the initial message exchange of LO 

and L4. AT4 implies that P and WD start simultaneously. WD blocks immediately 

waiting for a message from P. P on the other hand, sends message t to WD. The send 

in L4 takes between re and SE time units to submit t to the message passing system. 

The message passing system then delivers the message to WD within mT and MT time 

units. As stated in the the RMA, the receive in LO blocks for between se+mT and 

SE+ MT time units. Once the message arrives, LO requires between re and RE time 

units to dequeue the message. This reasoning is summarized below. 

D(at PP -+ (at LO " [se+mT,SE+MT] avail(t))) 
1. D(at PP -+ [se+mT+re, SE+MT+RE+BEJ after LO) 

Formula 1 can be extended to reveal the time at which the first iterated receive 

statement of WD is reached. Once execution reaches after LO, the boolean of BO must 

be evaluated within be and BE time units before the first instance of the iterated 

receive is reached. Formula 2 expresses this timing behavior. 

2. D(at PP -+ [se+mT+re+he, SE+MT+RE+BE] at Ll) 

The notation, [initR, INITR] will be used to simplify expression of the time to reach 

the initial instance of the iterated receive (i.e. initR :: =se+mT+re+be. INITR 

:: =SE+ MT+ RE+ BE). 

Analysis proceeds by determining the timing behavior of the iterated send 

statements in P and the effect of this behavior on the timing of the iterated receives in 

WD. During development of general formulae expressing the times at which messages 
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become available and the iterated receives are reached, the derived timing values are 

compared to determine constraints necessary to ensure that the system is not halted by 

WD. 

A step-by-step approach similar to that used previously could be performed 

using the timing variables rather than the definite timing values. Alternatively, the 

analysis can be streamlined by determining, directly from the code and timing chart, 

the values for the ranges, [x,X], [y,Y] and [z,Z], used in the ISR. 

[x,X] = [se+be,SE+BE] 
[y,Y] = [bp+be+se,BP+BE+SE] 
[z,Z] = [se+mT,SE+MT] 

time to reach the first iterative send 
time between successive sends 
message submission and 

transmission time 

Plugging these variables into the ISR conclusion yields 3, the times at which messages 

become available. 

3. OVn (O~n) 3 m (at PP -+ [x+n*y+z,X+n*Y+Z] out(m» 

The first receive instance in WD will receive the message sent by the first send 

instance in P. According to 3, the first message will arrive within the time range 

[x + z,X + Z] from the start of P. And, according to formula 2, the first receive 

instance is reached in between initR and INITR time units. These timing behaviors are 

combined with the BRMA as shown below. 

03 meat PP -+ [x+z.X+Z] avail(m)) /\ [initR.INITRl at Ll) 
4. O(at PP -+(3 m([max(x+z,initR)+re, max(X+Z,INITR)+T+RE] after Ll/\ 

M=m» V ([initR+T+re,INITR+T+RE] after Ll/\ M=.l» 

To understand the importance of formula 4, recall that the receive in Ll is a 
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bounded receive that will block for at most T time units before proceeding. 

Accordingly, the first instance of the receive will complete within initR and INITR + T 

time units. If a message was successfully received within this time (as illustrated by 

the first conjunct of the conclusion in formula 4), WD will not halt P. Conversely, if 

no message is received (as illustrated by the second conjunct of the conclusion in 

formula r), P will be halted. The table below summarizes the constraints. 

Timing Constraint 
X+Z <initR+T 

x+z ~ INITR+T 
otherwise 

Resulting Action 
message successfully received (process P 

not halted) 
message not received (process P halted) 
unpredictable 

Recall that the goal of the current analysis is development of a general formula 

representing timing relationships between pieces of code, processes and the message 

passing system. To this end, it is assumed that the first outcome holds. This 

assumption is used to simplify formula 4. 

5. D(at PP -3 m([initR+re, INITR+T+ RE] after LI" M=m) 

Analysis continues by determining the times at which the second message 

becomes available and the second receive instance is reached. According to formula 3, 

the second message becomes available within x + y + z and X + Y + Z time units. The 

time at which the second receive instance is reached can be determined by extending 

formula 5. Once execution reaches after Ll, two booleans (one in L2 and one in BO) 

must be evaluated (within 2*be and 2*BE time units), before execution again reaches 

at Ll. Formula 6 expresses the extension. 
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6. D(at PP - [initR+re+2*be, INITR+T+RE+2*BE] at Ll) 

As before, the boounded receive will block for at most T time units. The time 

range within which the second message becomes available and the time range within 

which the second instance of the bounded receive will complete are compared to 

express timing constraints that determine whether WD halts P. The table below 

summarizes the constraints. 

Timing Constraint 
X+Y+Z < initR+re+2*be+T 

x+y+z ~ INITR+RE+2*BE+2*T 

otherwise 

Resulting Action 
message successfully received 

(process P not halted) 
message not received (process P 

halted) 
unpredictable 

Repetition of the procedure used above to determine the time required for the 

nth message to become available and the time for execution to reach the nth receive 

instance yields expressions for these values. EXI and EX2 express these timing 

behaviors. 

For n~O 

EXl(min): x+(n-l)*y+z 
EXl(max): X+(n-l)*Y+Z 

EX2(min): initR+(n-l)*re+ 2*(n-l)*be+T 
EX2(max): INITR+(n-l)*RE+2*(n-l)*BE+n*T 

time for nth message to 
become available 

time receive will cease 
waiting for the nth message 

EXl and EX2 are now used within inequalities to represent the essential timing 

requirements. In order for the system to never halt, the maximum time required for 

the nth message to become available must always be less than the minimum amount of 
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time that the nth receive instance will block waiting for a message, i.e. the following 

inequality must hold. 

Vx (x;;:::O) (EXI(max) < EX2(min» 

EXI and EX2 could also be used within other inequalities to express sufficient 

timing constraints for other behaviors. For example, to express that W must succeed 

in receiving a message from P ten times after initiation and then P must cease 

functioning adequately, the following relations must be satisfied. 

Vx (O~x~ 10) (EXl(max) < EX2(min» 
(x=l1) - (EXI(min) 2 EX2(max» 

If the requirement was slightly more relaxed, say that WD must succeed in 

receiving a message from P at least ten times after initiation. Behavior of the receive 

after the ten successful receives is not specified. Thus, only the first of the two above 

relations would need to be satisfied. 

In summary, the above analysis yielded a set of expressions, EXI and EX2, 

representing the times at which successive messages became available and the 

maximum time before instances of an iterative receive continued execution (with or 

without receiving a message). EXl and EX2 were then used within inequalities to 

express the timing constraints implied by various system behaviors. 

4.4 PERIODIC PROCESS 

In many applications it is desirable to execute or initiate the execution of a 
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process approximately each period time (i.e. a process will execute at approximately 

times period, 2*period, 3*period, etc). The intent of the code shown below is to 

execute process P approximately each period time. Sensor TIME is assumed to return 

the value of a real world clock (i.e. read_sensor(TIME,TI) models an ADA-like 

statement, Tl = get_time(». 

PP:: 
Pr: 

LO: read_sensor(TIME,Tl); 
loop BO: true -

Ll: Tl := Tl + period; 
L2: read_sensor(TIME,T2); 
L3: x : = Tl - T2; 
L4: rel.-:delay(x); 
L5: 1* execute process P *1 

end 
Figure 4 - Periodic Process Problem 

There are two timing behaviors that will be examined in this analysis. First, the 

code is only intended to execute process P approximately each period time. The exact 

amount of timing error possible could be critical to an application. Therefore, the 

analysis precisely determines the amount of possible timing error. Second, notice that 

the code assumes that x will never be negative. Brief consideration reveals that were x 

ever to be negative, process P may not be initiated at the next period time. The 

following analysis derives timing constraints necessary to avoid a negative value for x. 

The timing behaviors under consideration will be represented by expressions 

involving timing variables. The timing variables represent the timing behavior of 

statements within the code. The analysis proceeds by determining the amount of 
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possible timing error. In the process of this determination, timing constraints necessary 

to ensure that x is never negative are revealed. 

Specifically. The amount of deviation from n*period of the nth initiation of Pis 

considered. 

1. OVn (n ~ 0) (at Pr -+ [n*period -e,n*period -e] at L5) 

Formula 1 states that execution will reach at 15 (i.e. initiate execution of P) for the 

nth time at time n*period with an error in the range [-e,e]. Thus, the analysis strives 

to determine e. 

In this example, statement execution times will again be represented by 

variables. However, for simplicity, a single variable (rather than a pair of variables) 

will be used to represent the timing constraints. The following chart lists the timing 

variables to be used. 

action 
read a sensor 
evaluate boolean 
execute process P 
assignment execution 

execution time 
rs 
be 
bp 
as 

Since a single timing variable is considered, the notational simplification [T] == [T, T] 

will be used. 

Initial examination of the source code reveals oomplex timing interdependence. 

The time necessary for execution to reach at 15 depends on the delay time in IA, 

which in tum depends upon values of Tl and TI. Determining values for Tl is a 

straight forward operation. Determining values for TI is not so straight forward. 
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Values assigned to T2 (after the initial value) depend upon the time required for 

execution to reach and execute statement 12. But, this execution time depends upon 

the amount of time execution is delayed in lA. As stated earlier, the delay in lA 

depends upon values of Tl and T2. Clearly, analysis must proceed carefully and 

methodically to avoid mistakes caused by the timing interdependence. 

As the previous paragraph suggests, analysis will begin by determining values 

for Tl. Values for T2 will then be determined in tandem with values for x (delay 

variable). Once these values have been calculated, the time required for execution to 

reach at 15 can be determined. 

Values of Tl are easily determined by first calculating the initial value assigned 

to Tl in statement I.1J. Once this initial value is determined, successive values are 

calculated merely by incrementing the previous value of Tl by period. Before this 

can be shown formally, values from the input sensor TIME must be represented. 

TIME parallels the values of a real world clock. Thus, an instance of (INl) as 

presented in Section 3.2.2 can be used. 

INP. ClVt (O~t) (at Pr - [t] V(TIME) = t) 

INP formalizes the assumption that the time of the clock is equal to the amount of 

time that has passed since execution of the program began. For example, if execution 

has reached a point n time units from the start of the program, then the value of TIME 

is equal to n. Thus, according to the Input Statement Axiom (ISA), for any input 

statement read_sensor(TIME,X), the value assigned to X will be the time required for 
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execution to reach and complete execution of the input statement. 

Now consider execution of the initial code and the first loop iteration. The first 

statement executed is LO. In this statement, the value of TIME is assigned to the 

variable Tl. In this example we have assumed that the time for a read_sensor to 

execute is rs time units. Accordingly, the value of TI at this point will be rs. Notice 

that if the time to execute a read_sensor statement had been given as a range of 

values, [rs,RS], then the value assigned to TI would also be given as a range. All 

subsequent arithmetic would need to reflect the possible range of values. The time 

ranges have been eliminated in this example for simplicity. However, the reasoning 

and arithmetic needed to use timing ranges is analogous and straight forward. Fonnula 

2 fonnally states that in rs time units, statement LO will complete execution and the 

value of TI will be rs. 

2. C1(at Pr -. [rs] (after LO " TI = rs» 

It is clear that subsequent values of TI are rs+ period, rs+ 2 *period, 

rs+3*period, .... Subsequently, the notation nTI, where nTI := rs + (n-l)*period, 

will be used to represent the nth value of TI. 

Detennining values for T2 is not as clear. The initial value assigned to T2 

depends upon the time required for execution to reach and execute statement 12. 

Similarly, the nth value assigned to T2 depends upon the time required for execution to 

reach and execute statement 12 for the nth time. The nth execution time of 12, in tum, 

depends upon the amount of delay during the (n-l)th execution of 1.4. But, the (n-l)1h 
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amount of delay time depends upon the (n-l)th value of T2. The following analysis will 

methodically develop a general formula for nT2, the nth value of T2. 

The initial value of T2 is the time required for execution of two read_sensor 

statements (1 TI +rs), one boolean evaluation (be) and one assignment statement (as). 

Subsequently, the notation, IT2, where IT2 := ITl+rs+be+as, will be used to 

represent the first value of T2. 

Before continuing the development of a general formula for the nth value of T2, 

the difference of the two values 2TI and I T2 is used to determine a timing constraint 

necessary to ensure that first value for x will not be negative. Application of the 

Primitive Statement Axiom (PSA), Sequencing Rule (SR), Input Statement Axiom 

(IS A) and Iterative Rule (IR) yields formula 3. 

3. C1(at Pr - [1T2] (after L2 A T2 = IT2» 

Formula 4 extends formula 3 by adding the timing and assignment behavior of 13. 

4. D(at Pr - [1T2+as] (after L3 A x =2TI-IT2» 

This formula implies that the first value of xis 2TI-IT2 (i.e 

period-(rs+be+as». The inequality EQI uses this timing value to express the 

constraint that the value of x may not be negative. 

(EQl) period - (rs+be+as) ~ 0 

Formula 4 also states that the delay statement in LA delays for 2Tl-l T2 time 

units before execution reaches initialization of process P for the first time. The time 

for execution to proceed from Pr to afler LA for the first time is the sum of the time 
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needed to reach IA (lT2+as) and the time execution is delayed by IA (2TI-IT2). 5 

formalizes this notion. 

5. D(at Pr - [2Tl + as] after lA) 

This formula makes clear that the first execution of P (at L5) begins in 2Tl +as 

(i.e. period+rs+as) time units. Thus, at this point, the possible error is known to be 

at least rs+as time units. The following inequality EQ2 formally states the constraint 

on 8. 

(EQ2) rs+as ~ e 

To further refine the two timing constraints established in EQI and EQ2, 

subsequent values for T2 and x must now be calculated. The calculation of the second 

values assigned to T2 and x will be presented in detail, with the remainder being only 

summarized. 

The second value of T2 is the time required for execution to continue through 

1.5 (2Tl +as+bp), evaluate the loop boolean (be), perform an assignment (as) and 

read the sensor TIME (rs). Thus, 2T2 :=2Tl+2*as+bp+be+rs. This analysis is 

formalized in 6. 

6. (at Pr - [2T2] (after L2 1\ T2 =2T2» 

Formula 7 extends formula 6 by adding the timing and assignment behavior of LJ. 

7. D(at Pr - [2T2+as] (after L3 1\ x =3Tl-2T2» 

This formula implies that the second value of x is 3Tl-2T2 (i.e 

period-(rs+be+2*as+bp». Accordingly, EQI is extended as shown below. 



(EQ1) period - (rs+be+as) ~ 0 and period-(rs+be+2*as+bp) ~ 0 

Realistically, it can be assumed that rs+be+as is less that rs+be+2*as+bp. Thus, 

the extended EQ1 can be simplified. 

(EQ1) period-(2*as+bp+be+rs) ~ 0 
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Formula 7 also states that the delay statement in LA delays for 3TI-2T2 time 

units before execution reaches initialization of process P for the second time. The time 

for execution to proceed from Pr to aBer IA for the second time is the sum of the time 

needed to reach LA (2T2+as) and the time execution is delayed by IA (3TI-2T2). 

Formula 8 formalizes this notion. 

8. O(at Pr - [3Tl + as] after L4) 

This formula makes clear that the second execution of P (at .L5) begins in 

3Tl +as (i.e. 2*period+rs+as) time units. Thus, again, the possible error is known to 

be at least rs + as time units. Clearly, modification of EQ2 is not necessary. 

(EQ2) rs+as :s.; e 

To summarize the analysis so far, the two constraints EQI and EQ2 were 

determined by calculating the first two values for T2 and x. These values indicated 

the maximum possible error (i.e. the variance between the time n*period and the time 

of the nth initiation of P) and constraints needed to ensure that the value of x was not 

negative. Brief consideration of the above analysis reveals a pattern. 

The table below, summarizes the results of repeating the process for finding 

subsequent values for Tl, T2 and x. These values are combined to indicate the time at 
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which P is initiated (i.e. at L5). The pattern revealed earlier, clearly holds. 

Each value for 1'2 was determined by first calculating the amount of delay in a 

loop iteration (i.e. the value of x). The delay in the nth loop iteration is «n+ I)Tl-

nT2). In the second and subsequent loop iterations, the expression «n+ I)Tl-n1'2) 

simplifies to period-(2*as+bp+be+rs). The delay was then added to the time required 

to execute all other statements in the body of the loop (i.e. two assignment statements, 

initiation of P, boolean evaluation and a read sensor statement). The time required to 

execute all other statements in the body of the loop is rs+be+2*as+bp. 

n nTl n1'2 X atL5 
1 rs ITI +rs+be+as 2TI-11'2 2Tl+as 
2 rs+period 2TI +rs+be+2*as+bp 3Tl-21'2 3Tl+as 
3 rs + 2 *period 3TI +rs+ be+ 2*as+ bp 4TI-3T2 4Tl+as 
4 rs+3*period 4TI +rs+be+2*as+bp 5TI-41'2 5Tl+as 

Values assigned to 1'2 and x follow an obvious pattern. Using induction, it is a straight 

-forward matter to show that the nth values for 1'2 and x are accurately represented by 

the following general formulas n1'2 and nx. 

IT2:= ITl+rs+be+as 
nTI:= nTI+rs+be+2*as+bp for n :2 2 

nx := (n+ I)Tl-nT2 

Substituting values for (n+ I)Tl and n1'2 into the general formula nx reveals an 

expression representing the values of x in terms of the execution times of individual 

process statements and the value of period. 
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= 
= 
= 

(n + 1 )Tl-nT2 
n*period+rs - (nTl +rs+be+2*as+bp) 
n*period+rs - «n-l)*period+rs+rs+be+2*as+bp» 
period - (rs+be+2*as+bp) 

To ensure that x never has a negative value, EQl must ensure that period -

(rs+be+2*as+bp) is positive. This is precisely the constraint expressed by EQl 

during calculation of the second value for x and is restated below. 

(EQl) period - (rs+be+2*as+bp) ~ 0 or period ~ (rs+be+2*as+bp) 

EQl states that the code is only suitable in cases where the period is of a duration 
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longer than the time necessary to execute an input, boolean, two assignment statements 

and the initialization (or body) of the process to be periodically executed. 

Finally, notice that the nth initiation of P occurs at time (n+ 1)TI +as (i.e. 

n*period+rs+as). Clearly, the maximum possible error is rs+as. Again, this is 

precisely the constraint expressed by EQ2 previously and is merely restated below. 

(EQ2) rs+as :s;; e 

EQ2 states that the code is only suitable for systems in which the allowable error is at 

least of the magnitude of time necessary for an input and an assignment statement to 

execute. 

4.5 MOVING REACTOR CONTROL RODS 

In this example a portion of a system that controls and monitors a nuclear 

reaction is considered. First, the subsystem is described and modelled in the 
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programming notation and execution time variables for the code constructs are 

presented in a table. Then a safety property, ensuring that control rods do not move 

simultaneously, is fonnally specified. The goal of the subsequent analysis is to 

determine a general timing relationship that must hold to ensure that the system 

satisfies thr, specified safety property. 

A controlling and monitoring system is responsible for insuring that the speed 

of a nuclear reaction remains within an acceptable range. Such a system consists of 

many subsystems, each involved in controlling and monitoring some small portion of 

the reactor. The portion of the system to be considered here manages movement of 

control rods. The movement of control rods in a nuclear reactor alters the speed of the 

nuclear reaction. Specifically, when a control rod is lowered the nuclear reaction 

slows down. To bound the effect on the reaction speed of this subsystem, the 

subsystem must ensure that no two rods are moved simultaneously. 

For simplicity, a subsystem with only two control rods will be assumed. The 

subsystem consists of three asynchronous processes; two rod controllers and one 

manager. Each of the rod controllers monitor the reaction and respond to the actions 

of a human operator. The operator uses infonnation about the reaction supplied by the 

rod controllers and other subsystems to detennine if adjustments need to be made 

(including rod movement). The operator can request that a particular rod be moved by 

pressing a button. When the operator presses the button, the controller requests 

permission to move the rod from the manager. When permission is granted, the 
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controller will initiate movement of the rod. Once rod movement has been initiated, 

the rod controller resumes monitoring the reaction and waits for actions of the human 

operator. The manager process repeatedly accepts a request, grants permission and 

then delays for a certain number of time units before granting another request. The 

manager process is responsible for ensuring that permission to move a rod is not 

granted while the other rod is in motion. The following code models such a system. 

p .. 

S 1: loop BO: true -+ 
LO: 1* monitor reaction and wait for button press *1 
Ll: send(MAN ;request); 
L2: receive(MAN;Perml;*); 
L3: 1* initiate movement of rod #1 *1 
end 

~ S2: loop Bl: true -+ 
L4: 1* monitor reaction and wait for button press *1 
L5: send(MAN;request); 
L6: receive(MAN;Perm2;*); 
L7: 1* initiate movement of rod #2 *1 
end 

~MAN: 
L8: 
L9: 
LlO: 
Lll: 
end 

loop B2: true-+ 
receive(Request; *); 
1* get source from Request *1 
send(source; permission); 
delay(t); 

Figure 5 - Reactor Rods Problem 

Timing behavior of the above statements and rod movement will be represented 
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by the timing variables shown in the following timing chart. 

action mInImUm maximym 
monitor &wajt for button press 0 00 

send execution se SE 
message transmission mT MT 
receive execution re RE 
boolean evaluation be BE 
decode message source dc DC 
delay execution t-e t+e 
rod movement rm RM 

Recall that this subsystem must ensure that the rods do not move 

simultaneously. In other words, the time for execution to proceed from granting 

permission (aBer LlO) to the next permission grant (aBer LlO) must exceed the time 

for execution to proceed from granting permission (aBer LlO) to completion of 

movement of the corresponding rod «at L3 V at L7) + maximum time to move rod). 

This safey property is formalized by formula SP shown below. 

SP. D(after LlO - ([tl,Tl]after LlO A [t2,T2](at L3 V at L7) 
A (tl ~ T2+RM))) 

It would be easy to satisfy SP if the time between permission grants [tl,Tl] 

was made arbitrarily large. However, it is desirable that when a human operator 

requests movement of a rod, movement of the rod is initiated as soon as possible. The 

analysis will be used to derive a formula corresponding to SP in which ranges (tl,Tl] 

and [t2,T2] are represented by expressions involving the timing variables. The 

expressions for t1 and T2 will then be used in the third conjunct of the conclusion of 

SP to express the essential timing constraint. This formula will reveal the minimum 
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allowable time between permission grants (i.e. when tl =T2+ RM). In practice, this 

information could be used to determine the minimum time that the manager should 

delay (in Lll) to ensure that the rods do not move simultaneously. In finding the 

minimum delay time, the system can be seen to be safe and optimally reactive. The 

formula could also be seen to indicate the effect of any changes in the execution time 

of other statements or the message passing system. Such information would be useful 

when considering changes to the message passing system or processor architecture. 

Two timing expressions must be found; the time between permission grants 

[tl,Tl], and the time between a permission grant and the initiation of rod movement 

[t2,T2]. More accurately, the minimum time between permission grants and the 

maximum time between a permission grant and the initiation of rod movement are 

desired. Derivation of SP begins by determining the first of these timing expressions. 

The time between permission grants is clearly the sum of the execution times 

of statements Lll, B2, L8, L9 and LlO. The execution times for Lll, B2, L9 and 

LlO are given in the timing chart ([t-e,t+e], [be,BE], [dc,DC] and [se,SE] 

respectively). However, L8 is a synchronization statement and its execution time is the 

sum of the amount of time the receive blocks and the time to dequeue the message. 

Fortunately, the blocking time does not need to be calculated directly. Recall that an 

expression for the minimum time between permission grants is desired. Clearly, the 

minimum time between permission grants will occur when the manager process, 

MAN, does not block waiting for requests. Accordingly, the time spent to execute L8 
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will consist only of the time to dequeue a message, [re, RE]. Formula 1 yields an 

expression representing the minimum time between permission grants. 

1. D(after LlO - [t-e+be+dc+se,t+e+BE+DC+SE]after LlO) 

The time between a permission grant (after LlO) and the initiation of rod 

movement (at L3 V at L7) is now determined. When the manager grants permission, 

the permission message must first be transmitted across the message passing system 

within the time range [mT,MT]. The message must then be dequeued by the receiving 

process within the time range [re,RE]. Either rod controller SI or S2, but not both, 

could receive and dequeue the permission message. The process that receives the 

permission grant will then initiate movement of the corresponding rod, while the other 

process blocks waiting for permission (which will be granted in no sooner than t1 time 

units). Formula 2 yields the expression representing the time between a permission 

grant and the initiation of rod movement. 

2. D(after LlO - [mT+re,MT+RE](at L3 V at L7» 

Formulas 1 and 2 can now be combined to yield the desired version of the 

safety property SP. 

SP'. D(after LlO - ([t-e+be+dc+se,t+e+BE+DC+SE] after LlO A 
[mT+re,MT+ RE] (at L3 V at L7) A 
(t-e+be+dc+se ~ MT+RE+RM») 

SP' reveals the minimum allowable time between permission grants, MT+ RE+ RM. 

In other words, permissions can not be granted at a rate to exceed one grant per 

MT+ RE+ RM time units. As stated earlier, the final conjunct of the conclusion of 
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SP' could also be used to find an expression representing the minimum time that the 

manager process must delay, t, in statement LII. Calculation of the minimum value 

for t is outlined below. 

t-e+be+dc+se = Mr+RE+RM 
t =Mr+ RE+ RM +e-be-dc-se 

Accordingly, the manager process must delay for a minimum of Mr+ RE+ RM +e-be-

dc-se time units to ensure that the control rods do not move simultaneously. Finally, 

the values of some of the timing variables may be known while the values for other 

timing variables may be flexible (e.g. dependent upon hardware yet to be purchased). 

In such a situation, the expressions representing the minimum allowable time between 

permission grants and the minimum manager delay time could be evaluated for all 

possible values of the timing variables to find some optimal combination of timing 

values. 

4.6 SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION 

In these last three chapters, a formal logic developed by extending standard 

temporal logic has been presented. The extension involves the addition of explicit 

timing ranges to several temporal operators. The extension is designed to allow 

development of a powerful programming model which includes a set of useful axioms 

and derived rules. The axioms and rules are intended to allow simple mechanical 

analysis of timing scenarios common in real time programming. In addition, the 
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simple mechanical method is intended to allow methodical discovery of general 

formulas expressing timing values for potential use in proofs by induction. All analysis 

can be performed with the use of known timing constraints (e.g. to verify some 

explicit behavior) or timing variables representing timing constraints (e.g. to allow 

development of formulas representing timing relationships). 

In development of BTTL certain limitations have been imposed in the interest 

of simplicity and clarity of presentation. For example, a BTTL system state is 

presented as a mega-state, a state comprised of all the processor states. As such, 

interleaving is not directly modelled. Rather, interleaving of processor computation is 

modelled by defining system transitions as occurring whenever a single processor 

transition occurs (i.e. other processors can be involved in computation during a system 

transition). While the mega-state model is powerful, useful and intuitive, a hybrid 

approach that more closely reflects actual processing behavior could be considered. 

For example, consider a hybrid of the interleaving and mega-state models. The 

interleaving method could be used within a processor that uses multiprogramming, a 

concept absent in this work. The mega-state method could then be used to combine the 

behavior of the processors and model the entire system. Such approaches are 

suggested by level-driven analysis. 

It is debatable whether such a hybrid approach would be more expressive or 

more intuitive. Certainly, the mega-state approach could be used to model 

multiprogramming. Such a model would still assume a system transition whenever any 
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process transition occurs. To model the swapping of processes within a processor, a 

context switch process transition (thus a system transition) could be defined and 

axioms developed to reflect the scheduling algorithms. Using the mega:,state view 

throughout reduces compartmentalizing of analysis. Errors commonly caused when 

switching views could be reduced. The single mega-state view is used in this research 

for reasons of simplicity and clarity. Fortunately, as argued here, it is quite possible 

that such a restriction does not limit the expressiveness, usefulness or power of the 

resulting methodology. 

Four other areas that were intentionally limited include; 

1) dynamic creation and destruction of processes 

2) dynamic introduction and retirement of processors 

3) higher level programming constructs 

4) limited message buffer size 

All these limitations can easily be modelled within the given framework, so, their 

exclusion does not limit the expressiveness of the methodology. For example, dynamic 

creation and destruction of processes can be modelled by additional process transitions 

(thus system transitions). Such transitions would increase or decrease the number of 

process states contained within a system state. It is conceivable, and not unreasonable, 

that the total number of processes allowed would be limited. Modelling of the dynamic 

introduction and retirement of processors can be achieved analogously. Recall that 

certain actions of the message passing system result in system transitions. A similar 

processor control system can be envisioned. Actions of the processor control system 



(e.g. processor introduction and retirement), like actions of the message passing 

system, result in system transitions. 
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The syntax of the programming language is intentionally succinct. Higher level 

constructs, such as case, guarded message passing, and complex i/o statements can be 

modelled from the simple syntax offered (see for example, the modelling of an ADA

like get_timeO function in the periodic process example). The goal of these Sections 

has included the clear development and presentation of powerful derived rules that 

allow mechanical/methodical analysis of common real-time scenarios. The introduction 

of more complex syntax would have resulted in obscuring the essential timing results. 

A more important restriction imposed in the previous Section is that of 

unlimited message buffers. Message buffers are implicitly assumed to be of infinite 

size (i.e. no discussion of the potential of lost messages due to overflow was 

included). The methodology is, however, capable of handling such situations. Axioms 

could be used to model the behavior of limited buffers. Such axioms would be 

included with the axioms that outline the behavior of the general message passing 

system. 

In summary, the methodology presented has been demonstrated to be 

expressive, flexible and useful. Additionally, some restrictions that at first appear 

limiting can clearly be addressed within the framework provided. 
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CHAPTERS 

PROBABILISTIC BOUNDED TIME TEMPORAL LOGIC (PBTTL) 

BTIL will now be modified and extended to support reasoning about 

probabilistic properties. The inclusion of a probabilistic component in temporal logic 

has not been extensively investigated. A notable exception appears in [HanJon89], 

where a temporal logic is extended with time and probabilities. Formulas in the logic 

are then interpreted over discrete time Markov chains. As such, terminology for 

discussing such a scheme has yet to be standardized. The terms used here have been 

chosen based on their use in the areas of fuzzy set theory and fuzzy logic [DubPrad80, 

Prad80,Yager80]. Probabilistic properties are defined as a restricted subset of 

possibilistic properties. Possibilistic properties are defined as those properties that are 

satisfied by some legal executions of a program but are possibly not satisfied by all 

legal executions. Probabilistic properties, then, consist of those possibilistic properties, 

whose occurrence are reasonably predicted by a probability distribution. 

Sophisticated distributed programs that must satisfy real-time constraints can 
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exhibit a large variety of probabilistic properties. In the development of Probabilistic 

Bounded Time Temporal Logic (PBTTL) the set of probabilistic properties considered 

is restricted to the set of properties resulting from processor failures and recovery. 

The application of PBTTL to other probabilistic properties is discussed briefly in a 

Section 7.5. 

As stated, BTTL will be extended and modified to allow reasoning about 

certain probabilistic properties of programs. For example, in a system that may 

experience processor failures, the BTTL fonnula A may hold for some execution 

sequences but not for others. 

A: O(at firsCstate ... [tl,t2] after final_state) 

Additionally, the BTTL fonnula B may hold for a greater number of execution 

sequences than A, if t3 > t2. 

B: O(at firscstate - [tl,t3] after final_state) (t3 > t2) 

PBTTL is intended to allow this difference to be quantified probabilistically. 

As another example, consider a scenario in which two or more execution paths 

are possible. The choice of path for any given execution is non-detenninistic. Suppose 

further, that one path causes a blue light to flash, while the other path causes a red 

light to flash. Within BTTL the only way to express multiple potential outcomes would 

be to use a disjunction as in BTTL fonnula C. 

C: O(at firsCstate ... 0 (blue flashes V red flashes») 

C states only that one or the other of the outcomes will occur. That one outcome is 
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more likely than another is not expressible in BTIL. However, it is easy to imagine 

systems in which this kind of knowledge would be desirable. It would be extremely 

helpful to be able to show that, for example, failures are not likely to occur. It is also 

often desirable to be able to show precisely how much more likely failure free 

execution is compared to execution containing failures. 

Thus, in PBTIL (Probabilistic Bounded Time Temporal Logic) we wish to be 

able to reason about properties such as: 

if execution begins in state sO, execution wiJJ eventuaJJy reach state sn with 
probability p 

if execution begins in state sO, execution wiJJ reach state sn within t1 and T1 
time units with probability p. 

5.1 THE ENVIRONMENT: ARCHITECTURE, I/O AND TIME 

Like BTIL, PBTIL is intended for use in reasoning about properties of 

distributed programs. Thus, an underlying distributed architecture is assumed in which 

a collection of processors is connected by a message passing system. Additionally 

PBTIL, unlike BTIL, is intended for use in reasoning about failures. The type of 

failures considered are restricted to those suffered by Jail-stop processors. The only 

failure possible on such a processor is halting (i.e. the processor never performs an 

erroneous state transformation due to failure). Failures are assumed to be detectable. 

Additionally, a portion of storage within the fail-stop model is considered to be stable. 

Stable storage is unaffected by failure and therefore, the contents of stable storage are 



available for reconstructing a state as part of failure recovery. All other storage is 

volatile (i.e. lost whenever failure occurs). Modelling of message passing system 

failures is considered in Section 7.5. 
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It is important to note that failure is considered to be a property of an 

individual processor. That is, a given processor mayor may not be in a state of failure 

at any particular time. The failure of an entire system can be defined in many ways. 

For example, the number of processors in a state of failure may be used to determine 

system failure. The appropriate definition of system failure depends upon the specific 

system architecture and the amount of performance degradation that can be tolerated. 

Failure and recovery from failure are considered within the PBTTL methodolo

gy. As such, a failure handling system needs to be considered. The model of the 

failure handling system, like the message passing system, has been kept very simple. 

Processor execution may enter the failure handling system (or enter a fail state) 

whenever that processor attempts a state transition. A failure handling system action, 

resume(p), occurs whenever the execution of a processor P is resumed from within the 

failure handling system. Thus, a processor enters the failure handling system via a 

process state transition and exits the failure handling system via a failure handling 

system action, resume. As stated earlier, recovery information needed to resume is 

stored in stable storage. 

Like the message passing system, then, the failure handling system is seen as a 

black box, where details of the recovery mechanism are not specified. This allows the 



utmost flexibility in the types of failure handling systems that can be modelled. 

Specific limitations and behaviors of particular failure handling systems can be 

expressed by PBTIL axioms. 

Architectural assumptions adopted during presentation of BITL are also 

employed here. Important assumptions warranting restatement are: 

i) Each processor runs exactly one process. 

ii) All the processes are statically predetermined and start at the same time. 

iii) Distinct processors may operate at different speeds. 

iv) Messages are unique. 

v) There is no shared memory. 
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These assumptions are made to focus effort on the development of useful axioms and 

rules. In contrast, without the above assumptions, focus could be diverted towards the 

vagaries of the architecture. The assumptions are in no way intended to imply 

limitations on the applicability of PBTIL. 

As in the BTIL model, output is modelled by an array of values. Entries in the 

array represent values output by actuators through time. Input from the environment to 

the program is not included in the system model. Instead, temporal logic formulae are 

used to model input. A formula or set of formulas express the behavior of each input 

sensor. 

Similarly, the nature of time is the same as that outlined during presentation of 

BTIL. A time domain, TIME, is used. The domain can be any real number domain. 

A global real world clock with values taken from TIME is assumed and used to 
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express timing constraints of events both within the real world (external environment) 

and within the computer program. References to a number of time units always refer 

to time as measured by the real world clock. The assumption of a single notion of 

time allows the time at which real world actions occur to be modelled directly. The 

times at which program actions occur are specified as intervals of the domain TIME. 

Special functions are enlisted to allow clear translation between TIME and computer 

states occurring during intervals of TIME. 

Obviously, the properties under consideration still involve time. Thus, the 

straightforward expression of minimum and maximum execution times is still 

desirable. The notational simplification [t,T] will still be used. 

[t,T] Q ::= -, ° [O.t.IJQ A O[t.nQ 

Extending this simplification to include probability is a simple matter and will 

be discussed further after definition of the valuation of formulae. 

5.2 PROBABILITIES 

To support reasoning about probabilistic properties of programs, a probabilistic 

component will be introduced into BITL formulas. The scope of probabilistic proper

ties examined here is restricted to those relating to failure. Consequently, subsequent 

discussion of probabilistic properties is heavily biased towards the expression of 

properties caused by failures. 

The rate of potential failures is represented by a probability distribution. Any 



distribution that successfully models the rate of failure can be used. Frequently, the 

probability of failure proportional to the amount of time that passes, so that a 

probability distribution over time is one method for modelling the rate of potential 

failures within a time critical application. 
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There are several methods for introducing a probability component into modal 

logic [DubPrad80] using a probability based valuation. In particular, such a valuation 

can be defined over a state, a state transition, or both. A state valuation expresses the 

degree to which a proposition holds in a state and can be realized by a slight 

modification to the usual definition of an interpretation. A typical interpretation 

assigns the truth values true or mlse (alternately, 1 or 0) to predicate symbols. An 

interpretation encompassing a state valuation assigns a truth value from the domain of 

values [1,0] (i.e. probabilities). A transition valuation would alter the usual 

understanding of a state relation. A state relation encompassing a transition valuation 

expresses the degree to which one state is related to another. In other words, the 

transition valuation indicates the probability of a certain state transition being selected 

from among all transition choices. The combination of state valuation and transition 

valuation is another, more complex, alternative. 

Within the PBTTL framework, temporal formulae are seen as holding with a 

certain probability. Recall that temporal formulae hold over a sequence (or path) of 

states. Whether or not a temporal formula holds can easily be seen to depend upon the 

choice of subsequent state (i.e. the particular sequence). In PBITL the choice of 
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subsequent state is probabilistic (presumably, the success state will be chosen with 

greater probability than the failure state). This suggests the transition valuation 

approach for introducing probability to modal (temporal) logic. Immediate assertions 

are seen to hold either within a state or not. Therefore, no state valuation will be 

employed. 

The probability of a program satisfying a formula is equal to the probability of 

execution pursuing a CQurse that yields an execution sequence satisfying the formula. 

Each legal execution sequence is associated with a sequence probability. which 

indicates the probability of execution pursuing a course that yields the sequence. Thus, 

the probability of a program satisfying a formula is the sum of the sequence 

probabilities of all sequences satisfying the formula. A sequence probability is 

constructed from individual transition valuations. Transition valuations indicate the 

probability of execution making individual state transitions, and are drawn from 

chosen failure probability distributions. Note that, since failure is to be seen as a 

property of an individual processor, each distribution indicates the probability of a 

failure or success state being chosen as the next process state. 

5.3 SYNTAX 

Naturally, extensions for transforming BTTL into PBTTL are needed in the 

syntax. The syntactic extension allows certain BTTL formulae to be preceded by a 

probability. The probability indicates the likelihood that the BTTL formulae will hold 
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for any program execution. For example, the BTTL formula, [1,6] P, could be 

preceded by the probability [.95], to yield the PBTTL formula [.95][1,6] P. The 

formula, [.95][1,6] P, indicates that there is a 95% probability that P will hold at 

some time between time 1 and time 6 in any given program execution. Formal 

presentation of PBTTL syntax appears below. 

Assume a finite set A of atomic propositions. PBTTL formulae fall in 

one of two categories: level 1 wffs, and level 2 wffs. In general, level 1 formulas 

represent properties of states, whereas, level 2 formulas represent properties of paths. 

The syntax for PBTTL formulas is defined inductively as follows: 

i) each atomic proposition pEA is a level 1 wff. 

ii) if fl and f2 are wffs, x is a free variable in fl, then -,fl, (fl V f2), vxfl 
and 3xfl are level 1 wffs. 

iii) if fl and f2 are level 1 wffs, t and T are elements of a time domain TIME, 
and 0 $ t $ T, then Ofl., 0 fl, 0 [I,11fl and fl Uf2 are level 2 wffs. 

iv) if fl is a level 2 wff then [p]fl is a level 1 wff. 

In addition, the following equivalences are used. 

(fl 1\ f2) == -,(-,fl V -,f2) 

(fl - f2) == (-,fl V f2) 

Formulas used in later work represent only a small subset of the allowable 

syntax of PBTTL, but a general syntax is adopted to nonetheless support potential 
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future applications of the logic. However, the formulas that may have a probability 

prepended are somewhat restricted. Notice that iv) of the definition only applies to 

level 2 wffs (i.e. probabilistic PBTIL formulas express the probability of a property 

holding over an interval of time). Generally, PBITL formulas appearing in later work 

are of the form: 

D(P -+ [p] [t, TJQ) 

Informally, such a formula asserts that whenever P holds, there is p probability that Q 

will hold in a state occurring within t and T time units. 

5.4 SEMANTICS 

Standard temporal logic formulas are interpreted over a set of system state 

sequences. The nature of the system states and the state sequences differs according to 

the nature of the programs to be modelled. PBTIL system states, like BITL system 

states, consist of mega-states. The mega-state encompasses the variable assignments, 

control components, message passing and output activities of all the processes that 

constitute a program. A transition from one BITL mega-state to the next occurs 

whenever any process successfully completes statement execution, or the message 

passing system delivers a message. The possibility of processor failure and execution 

recovery after failure introduces two new types of transition. Thus, transition from one 

PBTIL mega-state to the next occurs whenever a process completes statement 

execution, a processor fails, the message passing system delivers a message or a 
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processor leaves the failure handling system (i.e. resumes normal execution). 

The essential difference between BTIL and PBTIL lies in the nature of system 

state transitions. In BTIL the choice of succeeding state is d.eterministic. In PBTIL 

such an assumption cannot be made, since a failure could occur at any time (the ~ffect 

of a failure is to be reflected at the time of transition, i.e. between atomic statements). 

Consequently, completion of a process statement execution could result in transition to 

the next state or to a failure state. The probability of either possible execution course 

must be made explicit. This additional requirement of PBTIL must be modelled with 

care. Changes to the BTIL approach are found in the definition of execution 

sequences, the model for PBTIL, the satisfiability of formulae and the syntax and 

semantics of the programming language. 

BTIL formulas are interpreted over a set of system state sequences. Each 

sequence represents a legal execution sequence. In PBTIL different execution 

sequences result when transition choices (branches) are made. Thus, a PBTIL formula 

is interpreted over a set of system state trees. A legal execution sequence is 

represented by a path through a tree, beginning at the root. Equivalently, possible 

executions can be seen as a collection of sequences. Each sequence in the collection 

represents a unique path through a tree. 

In BTIL, each possible input results in a different execution sequence. 

However, in PBTIL, each input results in a different execution tree. Each non

deterministic transition (due to the possibility of failure) yields a branch in a tree. 
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A PBITL system state consists of six components (V, active, inbag, outbag, 

output, stable). The first five state components are the same as those in BITL. The 

final state component, stable, consists of a set of reduced processor states. Essential 

state information is stored in stable and used should execution be resumed after a 

failure. The reduced processor states consist only of the variable assignment and the 

control component (indeed, the entire variable assignment may not need to be saved). 

Thus, stable contains one reduced processor state for each processor. As stated earlier, 

the essential state information (stable) is assumed to be stored in stable storage. 

The six components can be grouped into four subsystem states: 

program state - (V, active) 
message passing system state - (inbag, outbag) 
environment state - (output) 
failure handling system state - (stable) 

Each system state is made up of a finite set of process states (i.e. a program state), a 

message passing system state, an environment state, and a failure handling system 

state. The first three subsystems are the same as those defined for BITL. The fourth 

subsystem, the failure handling system state, indicates the recovery state for each 

processor should failure occur. It will be necessary in later work to refer to the 
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contribution of individual processor states. Notation to be used for this purpose is: 

PS - denotes the set of process states. 

Vp - the variable assignment contribution of processor p. Vp assigns values to 
process p'S variables and propositions. 

activep - the control component contribution of processor p. activep indicates 
the statement currently executing in process p. 

Additionally, it is assumed that any message submitted to the message passing 

system contains the source and destination within the message itself. A message m is 

assumed to consist of three parts; s, m, d. s and d represent the source and destination 

of the message contents m. Thus, a message can be referenced by m (the contents of 

the message), s.m (the source and contents of the message), m.d (the destination and 

contents of the message), or s.m.d according to the information needed. 

The set of state trees T is defined by a 4-tuple (S, So, R, Ptv), where: 

S is a finite set of system states. 
So is a unique initial state. So E S. 
R is a state relation. R: S x S. 
Ptv is a transition valuation. Ptv:PS x PS - PROB. Where PROB is the domain 

of values [0,1], and for any process state ps E PS, and set of subsequent 
process states Ps, U: piEP. Ptv(ps,pi) ) = 1 

T is the set of state trees such that for all paths from the root of T, sO,sl,s2, ... , 

R(si,si+ 1) and Ptv(si,si+ 1) > 0 vi~O. This definition differs from the definition of 

the BTTL set of state sequences, which is a triple that does not include Ptv. In E, the 

state relation R is assumed to define a set of system state sequences (i.e. the transition 

from one state to the next is deterministic). In T, the state relation R is assumed to 
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define a set of system state trees (i.e. the transition from one state to the next is 

nondeterministic). The process transition valuation, Ptv, indicates the probability of a 

particular process state transition being chosen from among all possible transitions. 

Accordingly, Ptv effectively weights the branches of the execution trees in T. 

Ptv embodies the notion of probabilistic process transition. It will be necessary 

to use the probabilities of Ptv to construct a similar transition valuation for system 

transitions. It would be possible to include a system transition probability component 

directly into the 4-tuple (i.e. in place of Ptv). However, this dissertation concentrates 

on heterogeneous distributed systems that may experience failures, so that the 

availability of probabilities indicating the rate of failure for individual processors is 

much greater than the same probabilities for entire systems. Thus, the use of Ptv 

allows different rates of processor failure to be combined to yield an overall rate of 

system failure. 

When considering the possibility of failure there are two possible state 

transition choices, success or fail. When execution is successful (i.e. no failure occurs) 

execution proceeds to a success state (i.e. the next state, if failures were not being 

considered). When execution is unsuccessful (i.e. a failure occurs) execution proceeds 

to a fail state. From the fail state, execution may halt or some delay may occur before 

execution is returned to the program code. 

The effects of failures are seen as occurring instantaneously at the time of state 

transition and before the effects of any statements causing the transition can be 
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reflected. Thus, a failure transition implies that execution has halted in the state 

resulting in failure (i.e. no changes implied by the statement executing are completed). 

As indicated in the discussion above, S is the set of all system states, and R 

defines a set of state trees. S and R can be further subdivided. Reference to the 

contributions of individual processor states and state transitions will be made. Notation 

for such references is given below. 

sp - process state contributed by process p to system state s, s E S. 

rp - process transition contributed by process p to system transition r, r E R. 

5.4.1 VALUATION FUNCTION 

A valuation function Val is used in the presentation of PBTIL semantics. 

Specifically, Val(P,X) expresses the likelihood that a level 1 predicate P holds over an 

execution tree X. In this way, Val specifies the maximum probability that can precede 

a level 1 predicate P thus yielding a satisfiable level 2 fonnula. As mentioned above, 

the process transition valuation, Ptv, will be used to construct a system state transition 

valuation, stv. stv indicates the probability of one system transition being chosen from 

among all choices. In tum, the system state transition valuation, stv, is used to 

construct a system sequence valuation, ssv. ssv indicates the probability of an entire 

sequence of system state transitions being chosen. Finally, the system sequence 

valuation is used to specify Val. 

Recall that a system state in PBTIL consists of a union of all process states, 
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the message passing state and the environment. Given two system states si and sj 

consisting respectively of process states (sipl, sip2, ... ,sipn) and (sjp1, sjp2, ... ,sjpn), 

sty must reflect the likelihood of all the constituent process transitions, (sipk,sjpk), 1:s; 

k :s; n, occurring. For some of these transitions, i=j (i.e. no process transition really 

occurs). It is assumed that Ptv(sipk,sipk) in this case is equal to one. This reflects our 

desire to restrict the occurrence of failures to process transitions. The current model 

represents the possibility of failure by allowing a choice of subsequent state. This 

scenario implies that if no process transition occurs, no process transition choice is 

made (i.e. probability equal to 1 of remaining in current process state). Subsequently, 

stv(si,sj) is defined as follows: 

stv(si,sj) = Ptv(sip1,sjp1) x ... x Ptv(sipn,sjpn) 

Sty can now be used to define ssv. Ssv combines system state transition 

probabilities to yield a system sequence valuation. A system sequence is denoted by u 

= sO,sl,s2, ... , where sO, s1, s2, ... are system states. The probability of a particular 

path of execution occurring, is then, the product of the probabilities of the individual 

system state transitions that make up the path. Accordingly, ssv is defined as follows; 

ssv(u) = lim stv(sO,s1)xstv(sl,s2)X ... xstv(sn-1,sn) 
n-+oo 

where u = sO,sl,s2, ... 

Before the final step can be taken, in which ssv is used to define Val, three 

tree related functions, tree, root and path, must be defined. tree, root and path are 
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used in the definition of Val and in further presentation of PBTfL semantics. The tree 

related functions are defined below. 

tree(s): S - T 

root(X): T - S 

path(X): T - 6l(u) 

yields the execution tree rooted at s. 

yields the unique root state of tree X. 

yields the set of all unique paths (i.e. a subset of 
the power set of sequences - 6l(u» through tree X, 
starting at root(X). 

Before ssv can be used to define Val, it must be noted that the notion of 

PBTTL satisfiability will also be used in the definition of Val. Conversely, the notion 

of PBTTL satisfiability, to be presented later, relies upon the definition of Val. Thus, 

the definition of Val and PBTTL satisfiability are mutually recursive. Further 

discussion of the interrelation of the valuation, Val, and the notion of PBTTL 

satisfiability appear later. 

The valuation function, Val, is now defined. Recall that Val(P,X) expresses the 

likelihood that level 1 predicate P will hold over tree X. 

For any level 1 formula P, sequence of states u, and state tree X: 

iff u=sO,sl,s2, ... and tree(sO)""P 
otherwise 

Val(P,X) = lim L Val(p,u) 
uEpath(X) 

Val states that the value of a PBTTL level 1 predicate P in execution tree X is equal 

to the sum of the occurrence probabilities of all paths through X that satisfy P. PBTTL 

satisfiability will be presented in the next Section. 
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As shown, the valuation of complex formulae can be constructed from the 

valuation of the component parts. Valuation of formulae using the inrange operator is 

an excellent example. The valuation of a formula involving the inrange operator ([t, Tl) 

is merely constructed from the valuation for the conjunction of the bounded eventually 

operators. 

Val([t,T] Q,X) ::=Val«. 0 [O.t-I)Q 1\ 0 [t.T)Q) ,X) 

5.4.2 SA TISFIABILITY 

A model for PBTTL and the notion of PBTTL formula satisfiability differ only 

slightly from the analogous BTTL concepts. The differences are a result of the tree 

representation of possible executions (in contrast to the BTTL sequence representation) 

and the need to define satisfiability for formulae including a probabilistic component. 

A model for PBTTL is given by a triple (I, tr, a), where; 

1 is an interpretation that assigns values, functions and relations over the 
domain D to the constant, function and predicate symbols respectively. 

tr E T, is a tree of system states. 

a is a variable assignment over D for the global variables. 



The interpretation of a term t in a model M = (I,tr,a) is denoted as M(t), and is 

defined as follows. 

For a local variable or proposition ai, M(al) = root(tr). Veal) 
the value assignment of state root(tr). 

For a global variable x, M(x) = a(x) 

For a constant c, M(c) = I(c) 

For a functional term f(tl, ... ,tn), M(f(tl, ... ,tn» = I(f)(M(tl, ... ,M(tn» 

The only alteration from the BTTL interpretation is found in the interpretation of a 
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local variable. Note that the PBTTL root state in this definition is substituted for the 

BTTL initial sequence state. 

Satisfaction of PBTTL formulas can be seen as being constructed from the 

concept of BTTL satisfiability. Consider a BTTL formula P. The definition of Val 

can be used to assign a value to formula P for some execution tree X. This value, say 

pI, is the sum of all occurrence probabilities of all paths through X that satisfy P. In 

other words, Val indicates that with probability pI, P holds during the possible 

program executions represented by X. Using PBTTL syntax, this could be stated 

[pl]P. Accordingly, the notion of PBTTL satisfiability must show that all formula 

[pl]F, such that Val(p,X) ~ pI, are satisfiable. 

The above observation can be generalized. Consider any level I wff P. Again, 

the definition of Val can be used to assign a value to formula P for some execution 

tree X. This value, say p2, is the sum of all occurrence probabilities of all paths 
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through X that satisfy P. Since P is a level 1 wff, it may contain level 2 component 

predicates (i.e. level 1 predicates preceded by a probability). The satisfiability of these 

component predicates will, in tum, depend upon the value assigned to them by Val. 

Accordingly, PBTTL and Val are mutually recursive. 

Given a model M = (I,tr,a) and a PBTTL formula P, let tr I; P[a] denote the 

fact that M satisfies P (or M makes P true). This is formalized below. 

a .... [p]Q[a] iff Val(Q, a) ~ p 

Now the satisfiability of a formulae within a PBTTL tree, tr, can be 

constructed. 

tr I; q(tl' t2, ... ,t,,) iff there exists some aE path(tr) such that a I; q(tl, 
... ,tk)[a] 

tr I; (Q V R) [a] iff tr I; Q[a1 or tr I; R[a]. 

tr I; '""1Q[a] iff tr '= Q[a1. 

tr ... OQ(a] iff for some aE path(tr), qI"" Q[a). 

tr I; 0 Q[a] iff for some aE path(tr) a I; 0 Q[a]. 

tr I; 0 [t.T]Q[a] iff for some aE path(tr) a I; 0 [t.T]Q[a]. 

tr I; (QUR)[a] iff for some aE path(tr) a I; (QUR)[a]. 

tr I; VxQ[a] iff for every dE D, tr I; Q[a'], where a'=a 0 [xE-d] is the 
assignment obtained from a by assigning d to x. 

tr ... [p]Q[a) iff Val(Q,tr) ~ p. 

Clearly, the most significant additions to the satisfiability of BTTL is the notion 

of satisfiability of probabilistic formula. A little careful consideration reveals that a 
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probabilistic formula with probability p is satisfied if the sum of all the probabilities of 

each path through the tree of states that satisfies the formula is greater than or equal to 

p. 
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CHAPTER 6 

VERIFYING PROGRAM BEHAVIOR IN THE PRESENCE OF FAILURE 

In this chapter a proof methodology based on PBTTL is presented. The 

organization of the chapter is similar to the analogous BTTL chapter. In the first few 

sections, the syntax and semantics of the programming notation are extended with 

syntactic constructs indicating program locations at which execution can be resumed 

after failure. After the programming notation is clarified, various PBTTL based 

theorems, axioms and derived rules are presented. Initially, several important general 

PBTTL theorems are introduced. The theorems serve as the basis for combining the 

execution probabilities of sequential statements, concurrent processes and alternate 

execution paths (e.g. execution paths from sO to sl involving no failures, one failure, 

two failures, etc.). Next, PBTTL axioms expressing properties of the program 

environment and enforcing program statement behavior are presented. The axioms and 

theorems are then used in the construction of powerful and useful procedures and 

derived rules designed to simplify application of the logic to proofs involving typical 
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distributed, message passing based, programs that run on hardware that may experi-

ence failure. 

6.1 PROGRAMMING NOTATION 

The programming notation used in the examples to illustrate reasoning about 

probabilistic properties is similar to that used in the real time work. PBTfL based 

derived rules are intended to support reasoning about certain types of failure. In 

particular, complete processor failure (i.e. processor execution halts completely, also 

known as unrecoverable failure) and recoverable failure (i.e. process execution halts 

for a time then execution resumes in some predetermined process state) occurring on 

fail-stop processors are considered [SchSch83]. The assumption of a fail-stop 

architecture ensures that failure is detectable. The inclusion of transition probabilities 

are used to represent the likelihood of failure. Failure is characterized directly within 

the Primitive Statement Axiom (i.e. an axiom expressing the essential execution 

behavior of statements, including the possibility of failure). 

The assumption of fail-stop architecture, use of transition probabilities and 

characterization of failure with the Primitive Statement Axiom make additional 

notation for reasoning about complete failure unnecessary. Additional notation is 

needed, however, to support reasoning about recoverable failure. In particular, two 

recoverable failure primitives, save_state and clear_state, are used. Save_state causes 

the current state to be stored as the recovery state (i.e. the state to which execution is 
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to be returned in the event of failure) on stable storage. Clear_state causes any stored 

recovery state to be replaced by a null state (i.e. a state from which recovery is not 

possible). 

The two recoverable failure primitives can be used to model other proposed 

statements intended to support recoverable failure. For example, a restartabJe action 

statement can be modelled. When failure occurs during execution of the body of a 

restartable action, execution is halted until it can be restarted on a correctly 

functioning processor. Execution is resumed in the stable portion of the state existant 

at the beginning of execution of the restartable action. Such a restartable action is 

modelled by a save_state statement followed by a sequence of statements (i.e. the body 

of the restartable action, not to include any recoverable failure primitives) and 

terminated by a clear_state statement. The syntax of a restartable action and the 

corresponding save_state/clear_state model appear below. 

RA: action, recovery 
A 

end 

RA: save_state 
A 

clear_state 

There is one notable semantic difference between a restartable action and the 

proposed model. Restartable actions can be nested. However, in practice the nesting of 

restartable actions can present problems. A stack of states (representing the recovery 

states) must be stored. This suggests that the depth of nesting should be restricted. The 

save_state/clear_state model does not allow nesting. Any save_state will completely 

replace the currently stored recovery state, and that recovery state is no longer 
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accessible. Save_state and clear_state statements may occur independently (i.e. they 

need not appear in pairs). The independence of save_state and clear_state allows a 

change of recovery state without nesting or introducing the possibility of complete 

failure between sequential restartable actions. 

A save_state followed by a sequence of statements (not including recoverahle 

failure primitives) and terminated by a save_state or a clear_.state will be called a 

recoverable action in the following work. 

6.1.1 SYNTAX 

A portion of the programming notation presented in Appendix A is reproduced 

below. In addition, a formal syntactic definition for the recoverable failure primitives 

is included. 

Program 
Process 

Statement 

Lbl_ Statement 
Stmt 

Recoverable_Statement 

Label :: Process 
Label : Statement I 
Process !I Process 
Lbl_Statement I 
Stmt 
Label: Stmt 
Var:= Exp I 
I/O_Statement I 
rel_delay(T_ Var) i 
Statement: Statement , 
if Bool then Statement I 
loop Bool - Statemfnt end I 
Message_Statement 
Recoverable_Statement 
save_state clear_state 

Table 4 - Recoverable Statements 
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The syntax for assignment statements, I/O statements, etc. are the same as that given 

in Appendix A. 

6.1.2 SEMANTICS 

As in the BTIL based methodology, the programming language constructs are 

grouped into three different categories: 

1) primitive statements 
2) synchronization statements 
3) compound statements 

The informal semantics for each category remain as given earlier with the 

addition of the possibility of failure. Primitive and synchronization statement execution 

has two possible outcomes, success or failure. The effects of either outcome are seen 

as occurring instantaneously at the time of process transition (i.e. completion of 

statement execution). 

No programming notation changes were made to indicate the possibility of 

failure during execution of statements. However, the following code involving a non-

deterministic conditional statement can be used to illustrate the two possible outcomes 

when executing some primitive or synchronization statement, s. 

non-deterministic conditional 

end 

[J true ... s; 
[J true ... fail: delay(x); resume; {e.g. goto previous recovery point, if 

any, after a delay} 

The non-deterministic conditional states that s can either be successfully executed or 
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the process can enter the failure handling system. In reference to this code, a process 

can be seen to be in the failure handling system when it satisfies the assertion at fail. 

Any unrecoverable failure results in halting of execution on the failing 

processor. Execution on other processors within the system is not directly affected. 

The portion of the system state contributed by the failed processor is represented by a 

null state. 

Recall that recoverable failure contributes two members to the set of primitive 

statements. When execution reaches a save_state the state in effect must be saved. 

Analogously, when execution reaches a clear_state, the saved state must be discarded 

(i.e. replaced by the null state). Recoverable failure results in a certain amount of 

delay (during which the failed processor is repaired or the process is allocated to 

another functioning processor) before execution is resumed in the recovery state (i.e. 

the saved state) as previously specified by a save_state. 

The significant change in semantics from a BTTL based methodology and a 

PBTTL based methodology is largely reflected within the definition of the system 

transition function. 

6.1.2.1 SYSTEM TRANSITION FUNCTION 

As in BTTL, the set of all possible state sequences (trees) is restricted to those 

that represent possible executions of a program. BTIL sequences that represent 

possible executions of programs have successive states that are related by a system 
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transition function, f. In PBTTL, due to the probabilistic nature of state transitions, the 

system transition is represented by a relation. r. 

The PBTTL system transition relation, r, can be constructed from the BTTL 

system transition function, f. Each PBTIL state s is related to two other states ss and 

sf (i.e. {(s,ss), (s,st)} = r(s». The success state ss is merely the state determined by 

the BTTL transition function (i.e ss = f(s». The fail state sf, will consist of a 

recovery state or a null state and will be presented in detail below. To formally define 

the PBTTL system transition relation, a PBTTL change relation is first constructed. 

Recall that the effects of completion of a statement or message passing system 

action C (i.e. a state transition) in a state s may be summarized in BTIL by 

associating it with a change function cf(C,s). The BTTL change function can be used 

as a basis for defining an analogous change relation for PBTIL. 

Process statement completion can result in two different possible state 

transitions within PBTTL. First, the resulting transition could reflect successful 

execution (i.e. no failure). The result of a successful PBTTL transition from state sis 

the same as the resulting BTIL transition for s. Second, the resulting transition could 

reflect failed execution (i.e. a fililure transition resulting in entry into the failure 

handling system). A failure can be unrecoverable or recoverable. Both cases must be 

considered. 

When considering unrecoverable (i.e. no stored recovery state) processor 

failure, a failure transition results in the null state. The null state must indicate that 
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there is no statement currently executing on the failed processor nor will some 

statement be executing in the future. This is easily accomplished by setting the activep 

component of the null state to the special label, nul1. Null has no successor. The 

values of the null state, sf, are defined as follows: 

sf. V - all variables in sf. V are undefined 
sf. active = null 

When considering recoverable processor failure, a failure transition results in 

transition to a recovery state. A recovery state must indicate the processor state that 

needs to be reinstated when execution is resumed. A recovery state can be constructed 

from the stable state component.· Recall that stable storage contains the state in effect 

when execution reached the most recent save_state statement (if any). 

The state changes required for characterizing unrecoverable and recoverable 

failure can be unified under a single failure handling system protocol. When a failure 

occurs, the process is considered to have entered the failure handling system. After a 

delay, the failure handling system will attempt to resume execution of the process. If 

the failure was unrecoverable, the attempted resumption will place the process in the 

null state. If the failure was recoverable, the attempted resumption will resume 

execution in the stored recovery state. 

The failure handling system protocol can be divided into five components; 

failure handling system initialization, recovery state save, recovery state clear, 

transition into the failure handling system, and transition out of the failure handling 
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system. These five components are informally defined below. 

failure handling system initialization: When execution of a program begins, 
all the stable variables are set to the null smte indicating that no 
recovery states have been stored. 

recovery state save: When process execution reaches a save_state the 
appropriate stable variable is set to the state in effect. 

recovery state clear: When process execution reaches a clear_state the 
associated stable variable is reset to the null state. 

transition into the failure handling system: Transitions to the failure system 
are modelled by setting the activep component to the special label fail 
(i.e. at fail indicates that the process is in the failure system) . The 
successor of fail is the control component stored in smble. 

transition out of the failure handling system: A failure system action, 
resume, is modelled by Updating the existing state with values stored in 
smble. 

Three general extensions to the BTTL change function are needed to formalize 

the behavior of the failure handling system. In the first, the BTTL change function is 

amended for each type of statement. The amendment introduces the possibility of 

failure transition (i.e. the function is now a relation, each statement completion can 

yield one of two results). In the second extension, the change function is extended to 

reflect the effects of executing the recoverable failure primitives, save_state and 

clear_state. The final extension defines the effects of the failure handling system 

action, resume. 

The first change discussed above is illustrated with a simple example. The 

change function for an assignment statement C is amended to include the possibility of 
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a failure transition. Before presentation of the example, some definitions and notation 

warrant restatement. 

s.V, s.active, s.inbag, s.outbag, s.output, s.stable denote the variable compo
nent, control component, input message bag, output message bag, 
system output and stable recovery variables that constitute state s, 
respectively. 

succ(C) yields the statement to be executed immediately after completion of 
execution of C. Recall that the successor of fail is the control 
component stored in the appropriate stable variable, and null has no 
successor. 

Values for a PBTfL change relation (cr) based on the BTTL change function 

(cf) can now be defined. 

If C is an assignment statement x : = e in process Pj 

cr(C,s) =(s.VO[xt---el, s.active - C + succ(C) , s.inbag, s.outbag, 
s.output, s.stable) 

or 

cr(C,s) = (s. V, s.active - C + fail, s.inbag, s.outbag, s.output, 
s.stable) 

Notice that the first result given for cr(C,s) is the same as that given in the definition 

of cf(C,s). The second result given for cr(C,s) reflects the results of a transition into 

the failure handling system. The results of executing the assignment statement are not 

reflected in the second result. The only change in the second result is reflected in the 

control component (i.e. the processor is at fail), which indicates that processor Pj has 

failed. 

The change function for all other basic statements must be similarly amended. 

The PBTfL change relation for each statement must now include a conjunction 
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reflecting a failure transition. Basic statements warranting such amendments include; 

assignment, boolean evaluation, output (write_actuator), input (read_sensor), relative 

delay. send, receive, and bounded receive. Since message passing system failure is not 

considered, no alteration to the BTIL change function needs to be made for the 

message passing system action, out(m). 

Now, change relations characterizing the results of executing the recoverable 

failure primitives must be included. When a save_state is executed the value of the 

appropriate stable variable must be set. The following system change rule formalizes 

this notion. 

If C is a save_state statement in process Pj 

cr(C,s) =(s.V, s.active - C + succ(C), s.inbag, s.outbag, s.output, 
s'.stable) 
where s'.stable = s.stable - < s.stable. Vp,s.stable.activep> + 

< s. Vp, succ(C) > 
or 

cr(C,s) = (s.V, s.active - C + mil, s.inbag, s.outbag, s.output, 
s.stable) 

The change relation for save_state shows that the portion of the stable variable set 

contributed by process Pj is replaced by the essential components of the current 

process state (i.e. the value assignment and the control component). Notice that the 

label of the statement succeeding the save_state is stored as the recovery state control 

component. Accordingly, if execution is ever resumed at that recovery state, execution 

begins with the successor of the save_state, thus, avoiding a redundant restoring of the 
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recovery state. Also, notice that failure could occur during execution of a save_state. 

As when failures occur during other statements, the effects of executing the save_state 

are not completed. The activep component is merely set to fai1. 

The system change relation for clear_state execution is similar. 

If C is a clear_state statement in process P 
cr(C,s) =(s. V, s.active - C + succ(C), s.inbag, s.outbag, s.output, 

s'.stable) 
where s'.stable = s.stable - s.stablep + null state 

or 
cr(C,s) = (s. V, s.active - C + fail, s.inbag, s.outbag, s.output, 

s.stable) 

Notice that when execution of a clear_state in Pj completes, the portion of the system 

stable variable contributed by Pj is replaced by the null state. This implies that failure 

resulting in halting could occur between save_state executions (i.e. failure could occur 

after a clear state has been executed and before another save state can be executed). - -
To avoid such a situation, when desired, another save_state could be executed instead 

of a clear_state. The above change relation shows that this would result merely in 

replacement of the saved recovery state (avoiding the risky intermediate saved null 

state). In this way, and as stated earlier, save_state and clear_state (unlike recoverable 

actions) are independent (i.e. save_state and clear_state need not come in pairs). 

Finally, the change relation must define the effect of the failure handling 

system action, resume. Recall that when processor failure occurs, execution remains in 

the failure handling system for a period of time, then execution is resumed at a 

predetermined recovery location (if any). The resumption of processor execution is 
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modelled by the failure handling system action resume(p), where P is the process to 

be resumed. 

If C is a failure handling system action resume(P) 

cr(C,s) =(s.V - s.Vp + s.stable.Vp, s.active - Jail + s.stable.activep, 
s.inbag, s.outbag, s.output, s.stable) 

The state is given values determined by the stable variable corresponding to process P. 

The portion of the system variable assignment associated with process P is replaced by 

the corresponding variable assignment component of stable, stable. Vp. Similarly, the 

portion of the control component associated with P is replaced by the corresponding 

control component stored in stable, stable.activep. The message passing system and 

program output is unaffected. As discussed above the values stored in stable may 

reflect a null or recovery state. 

At this point, the system transition relation, r, can be defined using the change 

relations. The effects of a system transition are the composition of the effects of one 

or more process transitions, message passing system transitions, or failure handling 

system transitions. r is the system transition relation. r(Cl, ... ,Ci,s) yields the possible 

system transitions from state s caused by completion of execution of process 

statements, message passing system actions and failure handling system actions 

Cl, ... ,Ci. 

r(Cl, ... ,Ci,s) = cr(Cl,s)xcr(C2,s)x ... Xcr(Ci,s) 

Specifically, each possible system transition is a result of the composition of change 
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relations. Each change relation contributes one of two possible successive states (i.e. 

success or failure) to the construction of each system transition in the system relation. 

Composition of the contributed states is achieved by performing all of the changes 

caused by the individual relations in any order. Notice that if n processes contribute to 

a system transition, then n change relations contribute one of two states to the 

construction of the system transition relation. This implies that there are 2° possible 

resulting system transitions. This will rarely be a large number since it is unlikely that 

a multitude of processes will be completing statement execution simultaneously. 

6.1.2.2 FORMALIZATION 

Formal specification of legal execution trees can now be given. The 

formalization differs only slightly from that given for BTTL sequences. First the 

timing bounds and probability of successful execution of message passing, statement 

execution and recovery must be formally presented. Then the concept of a legal state 

transition is rigorously defined. The legal execution trees are defined to be those trees 

satisfying initial and progress conditions that can be constructed from the legal state 

transitions. 

Denotation of timing bounds for message passing and statement execution are 

the same as in BTTL. Minimum and maximum message transmission delays are 

denoted mT and MT. Similarly, the minimum and maximum execution times for a 

primitive atomic statement C assigned to processor P are denoted, mT(C,P) and 
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MT(C,P), respectively. Recall that the minimum and maximum execution times 

associated with a synchronization statement represent the requisite execution times 

after a synchronization precondition has been satisfied. The synchronization condition 

SP must hold in order for the synchronization statement to execute. The timing bounds 

can be constants or variables. The choice depends upon the goals of the program 

analysis being performed. 

Recall that, in the case of recoverable failure, the failed process is delayed for 

a time before execution is resumed on some correctly functioning processor. To allow 

the conclusion of useful timing behavior, such execution delays must be reasonable 

and known. A new pair of timing bounds is introduced to express this delay in 

execution during failure. Associated with each processor P are minimum and 

maximum failure delays, denoted mFD(P) and MFD(p), respectively. Actual values 

for the failure delays may come from hardware specifications, past experience or 

knowledge of the system configuration. 

Finally, the probability of failure during the execution time intervals must be 

represented. The probability of failure of processor P during execution of a statement 

s is denoted PF(P,s). Frequently, PF(s) will be substituted for PF(P,s) when P is clear 

from context. Again, the actual values for PF may come from hardware specifications, 

past experience or knowledge of the system configuration. 

In BTTL, a transition between two states s and t must satisfy four conditions, 
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are listed below. An informal explanation of the conditions is also given. Formal 

specification of the conditions can be found in Chapter 3. 

1. Primitive Statement Execution 
The state t must be defined by a system transition from s. 

2. Timely Statement Execution 
Statement s must complete execution within a time range specified by its 
minimum and maximum execution times. 

3. Timely Message Delivery 
Any message actions must have occurred within the time range limited 
by the minimum and maximum message transmission delay. 

4. Fair Blocking 
Synchronization statements may not begin execution unless the 
associated synchronization condition holds. 

In addition, a transition between two states within the PBTTL methodology must 

satisfy a fifth condition. 

5. Timely Recovery 
Recovery from hardware failure must occur within the time range 
limited by the minimum and maximum failure delay. 

A tree of program states, tr, in the programming model is a legal execution 

tree if initialization, transition and progress properties hold. These three properties are 

very similar to those given in the analogous BTTL Section. However, some changes 

are particularly important, therefore complete definition of the properties is given 

below. 



Initialization: In state So 
(a) all variables in V are initialized to their input or default values. 
(b) inbag and outbag are empty. 
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(c) the active set is initialized with one label, 11:, for each process, PI:. 11: 
is the label of the first statement in PI:. 

(d) the stable variables are set to the TlUll state. 

Transition: 
There is a transition from every node in tr to each of its children (if 
any). 

Progress: 
If si is a non-terminal label in its active set, then there exists a succeed
ing state si + 1. 

Differences in the above definitions from those given for BTTL include (d) of 

the Initialization property, which initializes the stable variables to the null state. This 

implies that if failure occurs before a save_state is executed the resulting failure will 

be unrecoverable. Another, minor change, can be seen in the Transition property. The 

change reflects the fact that PBTTL execution is represented by a tree, while BTTL 

execution is represented by a sequence. 

A finite path through a legal execution tree can be extended to an infinite path 

of states by infinitely repeating the last state. 

6.2 PROGRAMMING MODEL 

As stated earlier, the behavior of a program is modelled by a set of state trees. 

Each path through the tree must be a legal execution as outlined in the previous 

Section. In addition to proper initialization, legal transitions, and logical progress, the 
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set of trees can be further restricted. The further restrictions are represented by 

PBITL axioms. The axioms enforce program restrictions and the assumptions outlined 

in the previous Section. For example, a PBTTL axiom can be used to enforce 

execution time bounds and message passing system restrictions. Some of the PBITL 

axioms must include a probability component. For example, the PBTTL axiom 

governing primitive statement execution must indicate the probability of successful 

execution and the probability of failure. The inclusion of probabilities in the axioms in 

no way suggests that the axioms are not truly axioms (i.e. always satisfiable). A 

probability p within an axiom does not imply that the axiom only holds p of the time. 

Rather it implies that for any execution, the property enforced by the axiom has a p 

probability of occurring. 

As in development of the BTTL based proof methodology, axioms are then 

used as the basis for developing useful derived rules. Derived rules are developed to 

simplify reasoning about execution of compound statements (sequential, conditional 

and iterative), and message passing system actions. BTTL derived rules emphasized 

the combination of timing behaviors. PBTTL rules will build on BITL rules and 

emphasize the combination of probabilistic execution. 

6.2.1 IMMEDIATE ASSERTIONS AND THEOREMS 

Recall that local propositions in a temporal logic are evaluated with respect to 

the state in which they occur (i.e. the current or immediate state). Accordingly, they 
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are commonly referred to as immediate assertions. Special immediate assertions 

proposed by [Owicki82] refer to the control component. These assertions include, at, 

in and aBer. In previous and succeeding work, the two assertions, at and after 

appear. Formal definitions for these assertions can be found in Chapter 3. 

When reasoning about systems in which failure and recovery can occur, it is 

desirable to be able to determine the probability of program execution reaching a 

location, L. When failure and recovery are possible, there are potentially infinite 

execution paths passing through L. For example, L could be reached directly (i.e. 

without failure), after one failure and recovery, after two failures and recovery, after 

three failures and recovery, etc. The aggregate probability of execution reaching L is 

the sum of the probabilities of all paths that reach L. If recovery is always attempted 

after failure and time is not a concern, the sum (e.g. the aggregate probability) will 

approach 1. Realistically, time is a concern. Accordingly, only the probabilities of 

those execution paths that reach L within a specified time range should contribute to 

the aggregate probability. The following theorems are essential for the development of 

useful derived rules. In particular, the theorems support step-wise accumulation of 

probabilities. 

The first theorem, T 1, is the basis for accruing probabilities of sequential 

properties. The first premise states that some property Q follows from property P with 

a probability of at least pl. The second premise states that some other property R 

follows from property Q with a probability of at least p2. The third premise ensures 
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that Q only occurs following P and property R only occurs following Q (this is 

essential for reasoning about minimum execution times). Consequently, the property R 

follows from property P within the time interval [tl +t2, Tl + T2] with a probability of 

at least pI *p2. 

TI: D(P -.. [pH[tI,Tl] Q) 
D(Q -.. [p2][t2, T2] R) 
('QUP) A (.RUQ) 
D(P -.. [pI *p2][tl +t2,Tl +T2] R) 

The second theorem, T2, is the basis for accruing probabilities of alternate 

execution paths both satisfying a particular property. The premises of T2 state that 

there are at least two paths in which there is a state satisfying property P followed 

eventually by a state satisfying property Q. In one execution path, property Q follows 

directly from property P. In the other execution path, property R follows from 

property P and in tum property Q follows from property R. The conclusion of T2 

states that when there are two (or more) unique execution paths leading from property 

P to property Q, the sequence probabilities of the paths can be summed to yield an 

aggregate probability of property Q following from property P. 

T2: D(P -.. [pl][tl,TI] Q A [l-pI][tl,TI] R) 
D(P -.. .( <> [tI.TI)Q" <> [tI.TI)R)) 

O(R ~ [p2][t2, T2] Q) 
O(.QU(PV R») 
O(P -.. [pI + (1-pl)*p2][tI,T2] Q) 

6.2.2 PROGRAM AXIOMS 

As in the real time work, axioms enforce proper execution behavior, time and 
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order of program statement execution. Since BTIL is clearly a subset of PBTIL, all 

the axioms presented in BTIL are still applicable within PBTIL (although direct 

application is limited). The inclusion of recoverable execution and a probabilistic 

component to PBTIL formulae requires modification to many BTIL axioms. In this 

Section axioms used in the real time work are reconsidered. Modifications to each 

BTIL axiom, caused by inclusion of recoverable execution, are identified and 

presented. Additionally, the inclusion of probabilistic components within some axioms 

are considered. 

The Program Initialization Axiom specifies the initial state of variables and the 

message passing system. The PBTIL model differs from the BTIL model by the 

inclusion of a set of stEble variables. As stated in the earlier discussion, these 

variables are initialized to a null state. Initialization of all variables is represented by 

the <y = g) conjunct of the PIA. Accordingly, it is easiest to assume that this conjunct 

now includes initialization of the stable variables. The PIA initializes all variables, 

including the stable variables, and ensures that the message passing system is empty. 

Program Initialization Axiom (PIA): For a program P 

D(at P -+ «y = g) 1\ inbag = {} 1\ outbag = {}) 

Recall that probabilistic execution is modelled in PBTIL by transition 

valuations (i.e. a transition between two states holds with a certain probability). The 

PIA does not imply any state transitions (indeed no time passes). Consequently, no 

state transitions occur and no probabilistic execution can occur. Thus, introduction of 
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probability to the PIA within a PBTIL framework does not seem feasible. 

Strict enforcement of statement order is still necessary to obtain tight timing 

bounds (particularly, rigorous minimum execution times). In fact, enforcement of 

statement order is even more important since it allows useful reasoning about 

probabilities as well as timing. Guaranteeing that a statement s cannot execute until 

other statements execute allows the useful combination (i.e. multiplication) of 

transition probabilities. Thus, the BTIL Execution Order Axioms are essential in 

PBTIL. 

The BTIL EOAs are adequate for reasoning in the absence of recoverable 

failures (i.e. no failures, or unrecoverable failures). In the advent of recoverable 

failures, the BTIL EOAs are too restrictive, since they would prevent consideration of 

a sequence of states satisfying the series of propositions at s, at fail, at s, ... (recall that 

fail is a special label indicating that the processor has experienced a failure ). EOA2 

states that execution cannot return to the beginning of a statement until execution of 

the statement has been completed (i.e. until a state satisfying aBer s is reached). The 

series just presented clearly violates EOA2. However, such series could easily be 

produced by executions of programs including save_state. Consider the following 

program fragment; 

Li: save state 
Lj: x := 1; 

In this fragment, a failure occurring during execution of Lj would result in 
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execution proceeding to a state satisfying at fail. Execution would subsequently 

proceed from this state to Lj (i.e. the most recently saved recovery state). Thus, the 

program fragment could produce a subsequence satisfying the series of propositions at 

Lj, at fail, at Lj. The PBTTL proof methodology must support reasoning about 

programs including save_state. Clearly, the EOAs must be modified to support 

consideration of such executions. 

The key to the needed modifications is that whenever execution completes a 

statement, the result could be a transition to the next statement or to a state indicating 

failure. When execution proceeds to a failure state, the limits imposed by the BTTL 

EOAs may be violated. Thus, the EOAs must be modified to allow limited violation of 

strict order whenever a failure state is reached. Axioms to be presented later ensure 

that execution proceeds to the correct recovery state after failure. 

Execution Order Axiom (EOAl-3): For non-null atomic statement s 

1) 'after sUat s) 1\ O(after s ... O('after sU(at s V at fail» 
2) O(at s ... O(,at sU(after s V at fail» 
3) o,(at s 1\ after s) 

Execution Order Axiom (EOA4): For sequential statements sl ;s2 

4) (,at s2Uafter sl) 1\ (at s2 ... O(,at s2U(after sl V at fail» 

Execution Order Axiom (EOA5): For conditional statement if B then s 

5) (,at sUafter B) 1\ (at s - 0( 'at sU(after B V at fail» 

Execution Order Axiom (EOA6): For iterative statement loop B ... send 

6) (,at s'Uafter B) 1\ (at s ... O(,at sU(afterB V at fail» 
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Execution Order Axiom (EOA7): For program P::Pl ~ ... II Po 

7) vPi E Proc «.at Pi'Uat P) " (at Pi -. O(.at PiU(at P V at fail»» 

The at fail conjuncts introduced to the Execution Order Axioms allow 

repetition of at s or after s if a failure occurs. Most of the execution order axioms 

include the passage of time; accordingly. they are candidates for probabilistic 

transitions. However, any system that would allow unpredictable execution order of a 

series of related statements would be so unreliable as to be useless. Thus, inclusion of 

probabilities within the execution order axioms will not be considered. 

The BTfL Primitive Statement Axiom formalizes the minimum and maximum 

execution time assumptions and the progress requirement made about any primitive 

statement. A probability is introduced to the PSA to represent systems in which 

failures could occur. Consider a statement, s, in which the probability of processor 

failure during execution is PF. This could be represented in PBTTL as follows: 

D(at s -. [PF][O, T] at fail) 

Naturally, if the probability of failure is PF, the probability of success is 1 - PF. A 

completely modified PSA would express both eventualities and the probabilities of 

occurrence. 

Primitive Statement Axiom (PSA): For any primitive statement s on processor P, t 
= mT(s,P), T = MT(s,P), and probability of execution failure p = PF(s). 

D(at s -. ([p][t,T] at fail " [l-p][t,T] after s» 

The Assignment Statement Axiom and the Input Statement Axiom are special 
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cases of the PSA. They formalize the same time assumptions and reflect the change in 

the variable assignment caused by the actions of the statement. 

Assignment Statement Axiom (ASA): For any assignment statement a: x: =e on 
processor P, t = mT(a,P), T = MT(a,P), and probability of execution failure 
p = PF(a) 

D«at a A V[e/x]) - (1Ip][t,T] at fail A [1-p][t.T] (after a A V») 

Input Statement Axiom (ISA): For any input statement r:read_sensor(S_Name, X) on 
processor P, t = mT(r,P), T = MT(r,P), and probability of execution failure p 
= PF(r) 

D«at r A (J["TjV[V(S_Name)/X]) - (1Ip][t,T] at fail A [1-p][t,T](after r A 

V») 

An axiom analogous to the three primitive statement axioms (PSA,ASA,ISA) is 

needed to express the results of the failure handling system action, resume. As 

formalized in the change function, resume results in a change to the variable 

assignment and the control component. This is very similar to the changes that occur 

in an assignment statement. Accordingly, the form of the Resume Action Axioms is 

similar to the form of the ASA. Additionally, resumption of execution is only possible 

if execution is recoverable (i.e. the control component of the stored recovery state 

refers to an actual program state). Accordingly, specification of failure handling 

system behavior rC{}uires two axioms. One axiom (RAAI) specifies unrecoverable 

failure. The other axiom (RAA2) specifies recoverable failure. 

Resume Action Axiom #l(RAAl): For any failure system handling action 
fail: resume(P). 

D«at fail A stable.activep =null) - Oat null) 



Resume Action Axiom #2 (RAA2): For any failure handling system action 
fail:resume(p), t = mFD(p), T = MFD(P). 
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D«at fail A stable.activep ¢ null A V[stable. Vp/Vp]) - [t,T] (at stable.activep 
A V))) 

RAAI states that whenever execution is at mil and recovery is not possible, execution 

immediately enters and remains in the null state. RAA2 states that whenever execution 

is at mil a delay of between mFD(p) and MFD(p) time units must pass before 

execution can proceed. When execution does proceed, execution is restarted in the 

recovery state with the corresponding modifications to the control component and 

variable assignment. 

As with BITL, input is modelled by formulae. Two different scenario were 

presented in Chapter 3. The particular input behavior (including probabilistic) to be 

modelled -is determined by the program and system to be analyzed. Thus, further 

discussion of this type will be reserved for the examples. 

Message passing system properties are also enforced by axioms. BTIL axioms 

were presented to ensure reasonable message passing behavior, including the No 

Message Creation Axiom (NMC), the Message Transmission Axiom (MT A), the 

Message Uniqueness Axiom (MUA), the Sent Message Order Axiom (SMOA), the 

Available Message Order Axiom (AMOA) and the Message Availability Axiom (MAA). 

The NMC ensures that the message passing system does not spontaneously create 

messages. The MT A formalizes the minimum and maximum message transmission 
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delays. The MUA enforces the assumption that messages are unique across processors. 

The SMOA and AMOA enforce FIFO ordering of message transmission. And, the 

MAA states that when a message is delivered to a processor it will be made available 

to the receiving process. 

Inclusion of the possibility of message passing system failure is considered in 

the discussion Section. Here and in the examples, the message passing system is 

assumed to operate without failure. Accordingly, the BTIL message passing system 

axioms can be directly incorporated into the PBTIL framework. The axioms, NMCA, 

MUA, MTA, MAA, SMOA, and AMOA can be found in Appendix C. 

As stated earlier, rigorous enforcement of execution order is necessary to 

support useful reasoning about minimum execution times and execution probabilities. 

Correct execution order of a program depends upon rigorous specification of 

corresponding send and receive statements. The correspondence between send and 

receive statements is enforced by the Message Execution Order Axioms (MEOAs). 

These BTIL axioms state that a sent message must have been transmitted by some 

send statement instance, and that every message that becomes available can only be 

received by some receive statement instance in the destination process and in 

appropriate order. These axioms are also needed in PBTIL, and can be found in 

Appendix C. 

Finally, the relationship between the processes and the message passing system 

must be considered. The BTIL formalism supplied two axioms to illustrate the manner 
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in which a process submits a message to the message passing system. Similarly, two 

axioms express the manner in which messages are received from the message passing 

system. 

Send Message Axiom 1 states that when execution of a send statement is 

completed some message is submitted to the message passing system. The exact 

contents of the message are not given. Send Message Axiom 2 is more specific. The 

axiom states that when execution of a particular send statement instance is completed, 

a particular message is submitted to the message passing system. As in the BTIL 

work, the choice of axiom to be used in program analysis depends upon the goals of 

the analysis. Both of the axioms could be used within PBTIL. To support reasoning 

about the possibility of failure, however, the axioms must be modified in the same 

way as the primitive statement axioms. The new axioms must state that execution 

could result in success (i.e. submission of a message) or failure (i.e. entrance of 

process into failure handling system). The two modified axioms appear below. 

Send Message Axiom 1 (SMAl): For the statement s:send(pl, ... ,Pn;Msg) executing 
on processor p, t = mT(s,p) and T = MT(s,p) and probability of failure p = 
PF(s). 

D 3 m (at s - (\[p][t,T] at fail A [1-p][t,T](after s A in(m.PI) A in(p.m.P2) 
A ..• A in(p.m.Pn»» 
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Send Message Axiom 2 (SMAl): For the statement s:send(Pl, ... ,Pn;Msg) executing 
on processor p, t = mT(s,p) and T = MT(s,p) and probability of failure p = 
PF(s) 

D«at s A Msg = mO) - (Ilp][t,T] at fail A [1-p][t,T](after s A in(mO.PI) A 
A in(mO.Pn») 

The axioms expressing the manner in which messages are received, the Receive 

Message Axiom and the Bounded Receive Message Axiom. from the message passing 

system require parallel modifications. 

Receive Message Axiom (RMA): For the statement r:receive(X;*) on processor p, t 
= mT(r,p) and T = MT(r,p) and probability of failure p = PF(r) 

D«[tl,Tl] at r A [t2,T2](3 m avail(m) A -'3 m', m' :fom (avail(m') A 

avail(m)U-,avail(m'))) A V[m/X])-
(Ilp][max(tl,t2)+t,max(TI ,T2)+T] at fail A 
[l-p][max(tl,t2)+t,max(Tl,T2)+T] (after r A D-,avail(m) A V») 

Bounded Receive Message Axiom (BRMA): For the statement r:receive(X;bt) on 
processor p, t = mT(r,p) and T = MT(r,p) and probability of failure p = 
PF(r) 

a) D(([tl,Tl] at r A (t2,T2](3 m avail(s.m.p) A -'3 m', m' :fom (avail(m') A 

avail(m)U-,avail(m'))) A (T2 ~ tl +bt) A V[mlX])
[p][max(tl,t2)+t,max(Tl,T2)+T] at fail A [1-p][max(tl,t2)+t, 
max(Tl,T2)+T](after r A D-'avail(m) A V» 

b) D«[tl,Tl] at r A (t2,T2](3 m avail(s.m.p) A -'3 m', m' :fom (avail(m') A 

avail (m)U -'avail(m'») A (t2 > Tl + bt) A V[.L IX]) - ([p] 
[tl +bt+t,Tl +bt+T] at fail A [l-p][tl +bt+t,Tl +bt+T](after r A 

V») 
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6.2.3 DERIVED RULES AND PROCEDURES 

The formal model of PBTIL and the program axioms could be used directly to 

prove interesting properties of programs. However, proof of even a seemingly simple 

property would need to be painstakingly derived. Many programs exhibit similar 

behavior and require proofs of analogous properties. In the following, procedures and 

derived rules designed to simplify reasoning about common behaviors and properties 

are presented. The procedures and rules are derived from the PBTIL theory and a 

variety of algebraic techniques. The procedures and rules are intended to aid reasoning 

about properties of programs executing on systems that may experience failure. 

6.2.3.1 UNRECOVERABLE FAILURE 

Reasoning about failure on a system within which recovery is not possible 

involves a straightforward extension of the reasoning demonstrated in the BTIL 

section. A single unrecoverable statement has two possible outcomes, as expressed by 

the Primitive Statement Axiom. A sequence of two unrecoverable statements also has 

two possible outcomes. Either execution can successfully complete the two statements, 

or failure can occur during attempted execution of either statement. Similarly, a 

sequence of n unrecoverable statements has two possible outcomes. The n statements 

can be executed successfully. Alternatively, failure could occur during execution of 

any of the n statements. 

Consider the sequential statement sl;s2. The Primitive Statement Axiom (PSA) 



illustrates the possible behaviors of the two statements. 

D(at sl - (\[pl][tl,Tl] at fail 1\ [1-pl][tl,TIJ after sl» 
D(at s2 - (\[p2][t2, T2] at fail 1\ [1-p2][t2, T2] after s2» 
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The inferences can be broken into four simple inferences (Le. with no conjuncts in the 

conclusion). 

1. D(at sl - [pl][tl,Tl] at fail) 
2. D(at sl - [l-pl][tl,Tl] after sl) 
3. D(at s2 - [p2][t2,T2] at fail) 
4. D(at s2 - [1-p2][t2,T2] after s2) 

Theorem Tl can now be applied to combine some of the four inferences. 

Clearly, inference number 1 can not be combined with any of the other inferences; it 

represents failure occurring during execution of statement sl. Inference 2 represents 

successful execution of statement sl and can be combined with inference 3 or 4. 

Inference 2 combined with inference 3 represents failure occurring during execution of 

statement s2. Combination of inference 2 and 4 represents successful execution of both 

statements. The three possibilities appear below (1, 2&3, and 2&4). 

1. D(at sl - [pl][tl, TI] at fail) 
2&3. D(at sl - [(I-pl)p2][tl +t2,TI +T2] at fail) 
2&4. D(at sl - [(I-pl)(I-p2)][tl +t2,Tl +T2] after s2) 

Inferences 1 and 2&3 can now be combined by theorem T2, which can be applied 

since the two inferences represent unique paths to the failure handling system. 

1,2&3. D(at sl - [pI + (l-pl)p2][tl,Tl +T2] at fail) 

Momentary comparison of the probability of successful execution shown in 

2&4 (i.e. (l-pl)(1-p2)) and the probability of failure shown in 1,2&3 (i.e. pI +(1-
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pl)p2) reveals that the sum is equal to I (i.e. execution will either fail or succeed, no 

other choices). The interval of time given for each eventuality differs slightly, 

however. Successful execution is shown to be a possibility within tl +t2 and TI +TI 

time units. Failure is seen to be a possibility within tl and Tl + TI time units. This is 

exactly the desired result. Successful execution of a compound statement is seen as 

occurring at the time of the final transition out of the compound statement, whereas 

failure is seen as a possibility at any transition. The reasoning above_suggests the 

Sequencing Rule for Unrecoverable Statements. 

Sequencing Rule for Unrecoverable Statements (SRU): For unrecoverable 
statement sl ;s2 

O(at sl - (1[pl][tl,Tl] at fail A [l-pl][tl,Tl] after sl)) 
O(at s2 - (j[p2][t2,TI] at fail A [1-p2][t2,TI] after s2)) 
O(at sl - (1[(I-pl)(1-p2)][tl+t2,Tl+TI] after s2 A [pl+(1-pl)p2][tl,Tl+TI] 

at fail» 

Conditional execution of unrecoverable statements depend~ upon evaluation of 

the control boolean. Of course, failure could occur during this process. Thus, a 

conditional rule must reflect the possibility of failure due to evaluation of the control 

boolean, transfer of control to the statement within the conditional when the boolean 

holds, and transfer to the statement following the conditional when the boolean does 

not hold. Obviously, the probability and timing requirements of boolean evaluation 

must be reflected in any transfers. The Conditional Rule for Unrecoverable Statements 

summarizes. 



Conditional Rule for Unrecoverable Statements (CRU): For the unrecoverable 
statement c:if B then Send 

0Lat B - (jIpb][tb,Th] at fail A [1-pb][tb,Thl after B)) 
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O(at c - [pb][tb,Th] at fail) A O«at c A B) - [1-pb]£tb,Th] at S) A O«at c A 
..,B) -+ [1-pbJlll[tb,Th] after c) 

The Iterative Rule for Unrecoverable Statements is constructed analogously, 

Iterative Rule for Unrecoverable Statements (ffiU): For the unrecoverable statement 
l:loop B- Send 

O(at B -+ (/fpb][tb,Thj at fail A [1-pb][tb,Th] after B») 
O(at 1 - [pb][tb,Th] at fail) A O«at 1 A B) - [1-pb][tb,Th] at S) A O«at 1 A 

..,B) -+ [1-pb][tb,Th] after 1) 

Clearly, the derived rules for reasoning about unrecoverable statements differ 

only slightly from the analogous BTIL rules. Derived rules for reasoning about 

message passing when unrecoverable failure is a possibility can be constructed 

analogously. Below are given an iterative send rule, iterative receive rule, availability 

rule, and receive frequency rule for unrecoverable statements. 

Iterative Send Rule for Unrecoverable Statements (ISRU): For some infinitely 
iterating send statement s:send(pI, .. "Pn;m) executing in P. 

OVn (n~O) (at P - [pi *p2o][x+ny,X+nY] at s A [I-(pl *P2°)][x+ny,X+nY] 
at fail) 

03m (at s -+ [p3][z,Z] out(m) 1\ [1-p3][z,Z] at fail) 
OVn (n~O) 3m (at P - [pi *p2°*p3][x+ny+z,X+nY +Z] out(m) A 
[l-(pl *p2°*p3)][x + z,X + n Y + Z] at fail) 

The first premise of the Iterative Send Rule for Unrecoverable Statements 

expresses the probability of execution reaching the send statement within successive 

time intervals. The probability of reaching the jth send instance is the product of the 
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probability of execution reaching the first instance, pI, and the probability of 

execution returning to the send j-l times. p2iol. The second premise expresses the 

probability of successful execution of a send instance, p3. The conclusion of the ISRU 

states that the probability of sending the jth message is the product of the probability 

of execution reaching the jth send instance and the probability of the jth send instance 

executing successfully. pI *p2jo1 *p3. 

As demonstf'clted during development of the BITL Itef'cltive Receive Rule 

(IRR), calculation of the execution time before reaching the jth receive instance is 

dependent upon all previous times and can be quite cumbersome. Careful development 

of the Iterative Receive Rule fiJr Unrecoverable Statements makes calculation of the 

probability of execution of the jth receive instance an easier task. First, the recurrence 

Pj is defined. Pj represents the probability of successful execution of the jth receive 

instance. The probability of successful execution of the jth receive instance is the 

product of the probability of the jth message becoming available and the probability of 

reaching the jth receive instance. The probability of the jth message becoming 

available is given by the ISRU, pI *p2jol *p3. The probability of reaching the jtb receive 

instance is the product of the probability of sucessfully executing the G-l)th receive 

instance, Pj-l' and the probability of proceeding from after the G-l)th execution to the 

beginning of the jth execution, say p5. Thus, definition of Pj can begin as follows. 

Pj = (pI *p2jol*p3)*pS*Pjol 

The probability of successful execution of the first receive instance is the product of 
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the probability of the first message becoming available, pI *p3, and the probability of 

reaching the first receive instance, say p4. The complete definition of Pj appear below. 

Pj = (PI *p2j -l *p3)*p5*Pj _1 
PI = pI *p3*p4 

The following chart shows the probabilities for the first five receive instances. 

message available 
pI*p3 
pI*p2*p3 
pI *p22*p3 
pI *p23*p3 
pI *p24*p3 

receive reached 
p4 

pI *p3*p4*p5 
pI2*p2*p32*p4*p52 

pI 3 *p23*p33*p4*p53 
pI4*p26*p34*p4*p54 

receive executed 
pI*p3*p4 

p12*p2*p32*p4*p5 
pI3*p23*p33*p4*p52 

p14*p26*p34*p4*p53 

p1 5*p21O*p35*p4*p54 

The pattern revealed by consideration of Pj and the above chart shows that the 

jth receive instance will be executed with probability plj*p2(i(i-1)/2)*pY*p4*p5(j-1). The 

IRRU formalizes these observations. 

Iterative Receive Rule for Unrecoverable Statements (IRRU): For some receive 
statement r:receive(M;*) 

ClVn (n~O) 3m (at P - [pI *P2n*p3][x+ny+z,X+nY +Z] avail(m» 
Cl(at P - [p4][tl,Tl] at r) 
Cl(after r - [p5][tr,TR] at r) 
ClVn (n~O) 3m (at P - [pln*p2(n(n-1)/2)*p3n*p4*p5(n-l)][prev(n),Prev(n)](after r 

1\ Cl-'avail(m) 1\ M=m» 

To aid in understanding the ISRU and IRRU, the following definitions for the 

variables x,y,z,X, Y,and Z and the functions prev(n) and Prev(n) should be recalled 

from development of the BTTL Iterative Receive Rule. 



x = minimum time to reach first send instance 
X = maximum time to reach first send instance 
y = minimum time between successive send instances 
Y = maximum time between successive send instances 
z = minimum message delivery time 
Z = maximum message delivery time 

prev(O) = max(x+z,tl)+mT(r) 
prev(i) = max(prev(i-l)+tr, x+i*y+z) +mT(r) 
Prev(O) = max(X+Z,Tl)+MT(r) 
Prev(i) = max(Prev(i-l) + TR, X + i *y + Z) + MT(r) 

The Availability Frequency Rule for Unrecoverable Statements reflects the 

probability of subsequent messages becoming available. 

Availability Frequency Rule for Unrecoverable Statements: For some send 
statement s:send(p _List;m) 

DVn (n~O) 3m (at P - [pl*p2D*p3][x+ny+z,X+nY+Z] out(m) 
D(at s - [p2][y, Y] at s) 
D3m (at s - [P3][z,Z] avail(m» 
DVm3m' m :;6m' (avail(m) - [p2*p3][max(O,y+z-Z,Y+Z-z] avail(m'» 

When the jth message becomes available, it is certain that execution reached the 
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corresponding jth send instance. At this point, the probability of the G+ l)th message 

becoming available depends only upon the probability of execution proceeding from 

the jth send instance to the G+ l)th send instance, p2, and the probability of successful 

execution of the G + l)th send, p3. 

The Receive Frequency Rule for Unrecoverable Statements reflects the 

probability of subsequent messages being received. Reasoning similar to that used in 

development of the AFRU is applied in the development of the RFRU. 
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Receive Frequency Rule for Unrecoverable Statements (RFRU): For some receive 
statement r:receive(M, *) 

D(after r - [pS][tr,TR] at r) 
DVm3m'«avai1(m) - [p2*p3][t1.Tl] avail(m')) 
Dvm3m'«at r 1\ M=m) - [p2*p3*p5][max(O,tl-(MT(r) +TR»+ mT(r) +tr, 

max(O,Tl-(mT(r)+tr»+ MT(r)+TR](at r 1\ M=m') 

When the jth message is received, it is certain that the jth message became available. 

Accordingly, the probability of the G + l)th message being received depends only upon 

the probability of execution returning to the receive statement, p5, and the probability 

of a subsequent message becoming available, p2*p3. 

As stated during presentation of BTTL, non-halting iteration is common in real-

time and fault-tolerant applications. Notice that development of a formula expressing 

the timing and probabilistic (i.e. failure) behavior of an unrecoverable, non-halting 

loop could be accomplished by first determining the timing ranges [x,X], [y, y], and 

[Z,Z] and then applying the ISRU, AFRU and RFRU. 

6.2.3.2 RECOVERABLE FAILURE 

On a system in which failure may be followed by recovery, execution of a 

single statement is no longer a straightforward exercise. Such an execution may 

complete without failure, after the occurrence of one failure, after the occurrence of 

two failures, etc. The total probability of execution completion is the sum of the 

probabilities of execution completion following any number of failures and subsequent 

recoveries. Of course, each time a failure occurs, the time necessary for execution 
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completion increases. Practically, there must be a limit on the amount of time that will 

be allowed to pass before execution completion. Accordingly, procedures and rules for 

reasoning about recoverable failure express the relationship between the probability of 

execution completion and some allowable execution time. 

Development of a rule for reasoning about general recoverable actions begins 

with a very simple scenario. A recoverable action with a single statement in the body 

is considered. 

p .. save_state; 
sl; 

If failure occurs during execution of sl, execution will be resumed at sl after a 

recovery delay. The PSA expresses this execution behavior. Let t = mT(sl), T = 

MT(sl) and p = PF(sl). 

1. D(at sl - (i[p][t,T] at fail" [1-p][t,T] after sl» 

Similarly, RAA2 expresses the behavior of the failure handling system. In the 

code under consideration, the variable assignment V is not affected by failure (i.e. 

there are no variable assignment altering statements occurring between the save_state 

and the failure). Thus, an abbreviated version of RAA2 is used to express failure 

handling system behavior. Let r = mFD(P) and R = MFD(P). 

2. D(at fail ~ [r,R] at s1) 

All execution paths from at s1 to aBer s1 consist of a number of failures 

followed by successful execution of sl. The path representing no failures is expressed 
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by the second conjunct of the implication conclusion in 1 (i.e. execution of sl will 

complete within t and T time units with probability I-p). The path representing a 

single failure followed by successful execution can be constructed using theorems T1 

and T2, together with 1 and 2 above. First, T1 is applied to express the manner in 

which execution can proceed from the failure state to completion of sl. 

3. O(at fail - [r,R] at sl) 
O(at sl - [1-mlt.T] after sIl 
O(at fail - [l-p][t+r,T+R] after sl) 

Again, theorem TI can be applied to 1 and 3 to yield the probability of execution 

completing in the time required for one failure followed by successful execution. 

4. O(at sl - [p*(1-p)][2*t+r,2*T+ R] after s1) 

Thus, execution of sl can complete within 2*t+r and 2*T+R time units with 

probability p*(I-p). A formula representing execution involving two failures followed 

by successful execution can be derived analogously. 

5. O(at sl - [p2*(I-p)][3*t+2*r,3*T+2*R] after sl) 

Formula 6 shows a generalization of 5 representing execution involving n failures 

followed by successful execution. Each unique value of n indicates a unique path 

resulting in satisfying aBeT sl. 

6. OVn, n~O (at sl - [~*(I-p)][(n+ 1)*t+n*r, (n+ l)*T+n*R] after sl) 

Theorem T2 facilitates combination of the probabilities and timing of all the 

different execution paths leading to aBeT sl. 

7. O(at sl-[~(n=OtoMF)pn*(1-p)][t,(MF+1)*T+MF*R] after sl) 
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In formula 7, MF represents the maximum number of failures that could occur within 

a reasonable amount of time (i.e. a reasonable execution time). MF can be determined 

as follows. Let CT represent a critical time before which execution must reach aBeT sl 

(i.e. only execution paths that satisfy aBeT sl within CT time are considered success-

fuVacceptable). Thus, formula 7 needs to be solved so that the probability of execution 

reaching aBeT sl within t and CT time units can be determined. Clearly, in order to 

do this, CT must be set equal to (MF + 1 )*T + MF *R (the maximum realizable 

execution time). Solving the equality for MF yields the value (CT-T)/(T+R). 

Accordingly, formula 7 could be written in either of the two following ways. 

Cl(at sl ~ [E (n=Oto MF)pn*(1_p)][t,CT] after sl) 
Cl(at sl ~ [E(n=OtoL(cT-1)/(T+R)j>pn*(I-p)][t,CT] after sl) 

Finally, simplification of the summation yields the following. 

Cl(at sl ~ [1_pMF+l][t,CT] after sl) 

The above work suggests a procedure for determining the probability, within a 

given time period, of successful execution of a recoverable action with a body 

consisting of a single statement. 



Procedure for Calculating Execution Probability Distribution for A Single 
Statement Recoverable Action 

Let 
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[t, T] represent the time interval necessary for successful execution of 
the statement. 

[r,R] represent the failure handling system recovery delay interval. 
CT represent the maximum tolerable execution time. 

1. Calculate MF, the maximum number of failures that can be tolerated and 
still ensure that execution completes within CT time units. MF = 
L(CT-T)/(T+R)j. 

2. The probability that execution of save_state sl will complete within CT time 
. . h t"' n*(I) 1 MF+! umts IS t en i.J (0=0 II) MFlP -p = - p 

The Single Statement Recoverable Action Rule expresses the above procedure as an 

PBTTL inference rule. 

Single Statement Recoverable Action Rule (SRAR): For a recoverable action 
save_state;sl, executing on Pi, p = PF(sl), t = mT(sl), T = MT(sl), r = 
mFD(Pi), R = MFD(Pi) and CT is some allowable execution time. 

D(at sl - (![p][t,T] at fail A [1-p][t,T] after sl) 
D(at fail - [roR] at sl) 
D(at sl - [l_pl(CT-T)/(T+RlJ+!][t,CT] after sl) 

Now consider the following code. 

save_state; 
sl; 
s2; 

The previous discussion revealed how to derive a formula representing the probabi-

listie and timing behavior of sl within the code. Additionally, the PSA expresses the 

basic behavior of s2 execution. However, if s2 fails, execution is not returned to at s2 

but at sl. Obviously, some way to combine the probability distribution obtained for 

execution of sl and the basic execution behavior of s2 is needed. 
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The probability distribution calculated for sl, and shown in fonnula 6 above, 

indicates the probability of execution completing sl (i.e. starting s2) after n failures. 

1. DVn, n~O (at sl -. [plD*(I-pl)][(n+ 1)*tl +n*r.(n+ 1)*Tl +n*R] after sl) 

The PSA expresses the basic execution behavior of s2. 

2. D(at s2 - ([p2][t2,T2] at fail A [1-p2][t2,T2] after s2» 

In order to combine the execution behaviors of sl and s2, the possibility of failure and 

resultant recovery must be carefully considered. As shown in 1 there is a pI probabili

ty of failure during execution of s1. Consequently there is a pI D probability of n 

failures during execution of sl. After consideration of failures during execution of sl, 

there is a (l-pI) probability of execution proceeding to s2. There is a p2 probability of 

failure during execution of s2. As in consideration of sl execution, there is a p2m 

probability of m failures during execution of s2. As noted earlier, when s2 fails, 

execution returns to sl. Thus, when s2 fails, another successful execution of sl must 

occur for execution to return to s2. Accordingly, each time s2 fails, another (I-pI) 

probability of execution returning to s2 must be included in the calculations. Thus, if 

s2 fails m times (with probability p2m), there is a (l-pl)m probability of execution 

returning to s2. Finally, successful execution of s2 occurs with probability 1-p2. 

Summarizing the above shows that the probability of execution proceeding 

from at sl to afier s2, given n failures during execution of sl and m failures during 

execution of s2, is the product of several probabilities. These probabilities include; 1) 

the probability of sl experiencing n failures (note: failures during execution of sl 
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could occur before first reaching s2 or during some return to sl after failure of s2), 

pI D, 2) the probability of sl executing successfully to reach s2 for the first time plus m 

successful executions of 51 to allow execution to return to s2 after failure of s2, (1-

pl)m+l, 3) the probability of s2 experiencing m failures, p2m, and 4) the probability of 

s2 executing successfully, I-p2. The resultant probability is, plD*(l-pl)m+l*p2m*(1-p2). 

The time that will pass during an execution of sl and s2 is realized when sl 

fails n times, n*(T1 + R), sl succeeds m+ 1 times, (m+ 1)*Tl, s2 fails m times, 

m*(T2+ R), and finally s2 succeeds, T2. The sum of these times is, n*(T1 + R) + 

(m+ 1)*Tl + m*(T2+R) +T2. This sum can be rewritten, (n+m+ 1)*Tl + 

(m+ 1)*T2 + (n+m)*R. In the rewritten form, the sum can be seen as the sum of 3 

important quantities. The quantities are, 1) time to execute sl n + m + 1 times, 2) time 

to execute s2 m + 1 times, and 3) total time to recover from n + m failures. This pattern 

will be used later in development of a procedure for reasoning about any number of 

sequential statements within the body of an recoverable action. 

The probabilistic and timing behavior of sl and s2 discussed above is 

formalized in 3. 

3. IJVn,m n~O, m~O (at sl -+ [plD*(I_pl)m+l*p2m*(I_p2)] 
[(n+m+ l)*tl +(m+ 1)*t2+(n+m)*r, 
(n+m+ 1)*Tl +(m+ 1)*T2+(n+m)*R] after s2) 

As when developing a procedure for reasoning about a single statement 

recoverable action, theorem T2 can now be applied to calculate a cumulative 

probability over time. Notice that the minimum amount of time that will pass during 
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any execution of sl and s2, is realized when no failures occur. This time is the sum of 

the times to successfully execute sl, t1, and the time to successfully execute s2, t2. 

4. [J (at sl -+ n: (0=0 10 MFI)E (m=O 10 MF2lPlo*(i-pl)m+l*p2m*(l-p2)] 
[tl +t2,(MFI+MF2+ l)*Tl +(MF2+ l)*T2+(MFl+MF2)*Rl after s2) 

MFI and MF2 in 4 represent the maximum number of failures that could occur during 

execution of sl and s2, respectively. Now, limits on the values that MFI and MF2 can 

realistically express must be determined. Following the approach for a single statement 

recoverable action, a maximum allowable execution time, CT, is specified. When a 

two-statement recoverable action body is considered, the maximum number of failures 

specifies the sum of the number of failures occuring during execution of sl and the 

number of failures occurring during execution of s2. 

The maximum number of failures that may occur during execution of s2 is 

dependent upon the number of failures that indeed did occur during execution of sl. 

To express this interdependence an expression for MF2 in terms of n (the number of 

failures occurring during execution of sl) needs to be developed. MF2 as a function of 

n is denoted, MF2(n). MF2(n) is determined by setting CT to equal (n + m + 1 )*Tl 

+(m+ 1)*1'2 + (n+m)*R (i.e. the maximum execution time) and solving for m. The 

solution is, m = (CT-n*TI-Tl-n*R-T2)/(T2+R+Tl). Thus, for any value ofn, MF2 

is equal to L(CT-n*TI-Tl-n*R-T2)/(T2+R+Tl)j. 

Now the value for MFI (i.e. the maximum number of failures that can occur 

during execution of sl) must be determined. The total maximum allowable failures 
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must be divided between failures occurring during execution of sl and s2. 

Accordingly, to maximize the number of failures occurring during execution of s 1, the 

number of failures occurring during execution of s2 should be minimized. The 

minimum number of failures that can occur during execution of s2 is zero. A 

reasonable value for MFl can then be determined by setting m = 0 in the equation 

CT = (n+m+ l)*Tl +(m+ 1)*T2 + (n+m)*R and solving for n. The solution is n 

= (CT-TI-T2)/(Tl + R). The maximum value for MFI is L(CT-TI-T2)/(Tl + R)j. 

Using the maximum tolerable execution time, CT, and the values determined for MFI 

and MF2(n), 4 can be rewritten. 

MFI = L(CT-TI-T2)/(Tl + R)J 
MF2(n) = L(CT-n*TI-Tl-n*R-T2)/(T2+R+Tl)J 

For each value of n, the probability of execution completion must be 

calculated. These probabilities in tum must be summed. Fortunately, in practice the 

total number of failures tolerable within a certain time interval is usually small, which 

reduces the number of allowable values for n. Thus, the procedure for determining the 

probability of execution completion of a two-statement recoverable action within a 

given time period is similar to the procedure for a single statement recoverable action. 
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Procedure for Calculating Execution Probability Distribution for Two-Statement 
Recoverable Action 

Let 
[tl, Tl] and [t2, T2] represent the time intervals necessary for successful 

execution of statements sl and s2, respectively. 
pI and p2 represent the probability of failure during execution of sl and 

. s2, respectively. 
[r,R] represent the time interval necessary for recovery from the failure 

handling system. 
CT represent the maximum tolerable execution time. 

1. Calculate the maximum number of failures allowable during execution of sl, 
MFI =L(CT-TI-T2)/(Tl+R)j. 

2. Calculate the maximum number of failures allowable during execution of s2, 
MF2. MF2(n) is a function of the number of failures that actually occur 
during execution qf sl, n. MF2(n) = L(CT-n*Tl-n*R
T2)/(T2+R+Tl)j. 

3. The probability that execution of save_state sl;s2 will complete within CT 
time units is then 
E (n=O to MF1) E (m=O to MF2(n»pl n*(1-pl)m+l*p2m*(l-p2) 

The Two-Statement Recoverable Action Rule expresses the above procedure as an 

PBTTL inference rule. 

Two-Statement Recoverable Action Rule (TRAR): For a two statement recoverable 
action, save_state;sl;s2, executing on Pi, pI = PF(sl), p2 = PF(s2), t1 = 
mT(sl), Tl = MT(sl), t2 = mT(s2), T2 = MT(s2), r = mFD(Pi) , R = 
MFD(Pi) and CT is some allowable execution time. 

D(at sl - (\Ipl][tl,Tl] at fail /\ [1-pH[tl,Tl] after sl) 
D(at s2 - (\Ip2][t2,T21 at fail /\ [1-p2][t2,T21 after s2) 
D(at fail - [r,R] at sl) 
D(at sl - [E (n=O to MF1) E (m=O to MF2(n»pn*(1_p)m+l*p2m*(1-p2)][tl +t2,CT] after s2) 

where 
MFI = L(CT-TI-T2)/(T+R)J 
MF2 = L(CT-n*TI-Tl-n*R-T2)/(T2+R+Tl)J 
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A general procedure for calculating execution probabilities for a recoverable 

action with any number of statements in the body can be constructed analogously. A 

j-statement recoverable action can be syntactically represented as follows. 

save_state 
sl; 
s2; 
s3; 

sj; 

Some notation to be used in the following discussion is now introduced: Let 

pI, p2, p3, ... , pj be the probability of execution failure for statements sl, s2, 
s3, ... , sj, respectively. 

tI, t2, t3, ... , tj be the minimum execution times for statements sl, s2, s3, ... , 
sj, respectively. 

T1, TI, T3, ... ,Tj be the maximum execution times for statements sl, s2, 
s3, ... ,sj, respectively. 

n1, n2, n3, ... , nj be the number of failures experienced during execution of 
sl, s2, ... , sj, respectively. 

The probabilistic execution of each statement, si, is now constructed. First, the' 

probability of a statement, si, failing ni times is pini. Second, the number of times si 

must execute successfully must be considered. Recall, that to reach s(i + 1) for the first 

time, si must execute successfully once with probability I-pi. Additionally, any time 

some statement that follows si fails, execution returns to a state occurring prior to si. 

Thus, si must execute successfully once for every time any statement following si 

fails. The total number of times statements following si fail can be expressed 

n(i + 1) + n(i + 2) + ... + nj. The probability of si executing successfully 
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n(i + I)+n(i + 2)+ ... +nj times is (I_pi)n(i+l)+n(i+2)+ ... +Dj. The total probability of si 

executing successfully the first time plus once for each failure occurring in subsequent 

statements is then (l_pi)D(i+l)+D(i+2)+ ... +Dj+l. Combining the probability of ni failures and 

n(i + I) + n(i + 2) + ... + nj + I successes during execution of si yields the total execution 

probability contributed by a single sequential statement, si, within a series of 

recoverable statements. This execution probability is pini*(I_pi)D(i+l)+D(i+2)+ ... +Dj+l. 

The individual execution probabilities can be combined to show the execution 

probability of the entire series of statements in the body of the recoverable action. 

This execution probability is expressed by PRo 

PR = pI DI*(1_pI)n2+D3+ ... +Dj+I*p2n2*(I_p2)n3+D4+ ... +Dj+l*p3n3*(l_p3)D4+n5+ ... +Dj+I ... 
*pjDj*(I_pj) 

Clearly, the execution probability of a j-statement recoverable action can be 

determined when the number of failures that occur during execution of each statement 

in the series are known. Similarly, if the number of failures that occur during 

execution of each statement are known, the minimum and maximum realizable 

execution times can be determined. 

The minimum amount of time that will pass during execution of sl through sj 

is realized when no failures occur. This time is the sum of the minimum times to 

successfully execute each statement, tl+t2+ ... +~. Thus, the minimum realizable 

execution time can be expressed by Tm. 

Tm = t1+t2+t3+ ... +tj 
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The maximum amount of time that wil1 pass during execution of sl through sj 

can be seen as the sum of the time to repeatedly execute each si (i.e. ni + n(i + 1) + 

n(i+2) + ... +nj + 1 times) and the time to recover (i.e. nl +n2+ ... +nj times). The 

maximum realizable execution time can now be given by TM. 

TM = (nl+n2+n3+ ... +nj+l)*Tl + (n2+n3+ ... +nj+l)*T2 + 

(n3+n4+ ... +nj+l)*T3 + ... +(nj+l)*Tj + (nl+n2+n3+ ... +nj)*R 

The expressions, PR, Tm and TM representing the probabilistic and timing 

behaviors for the j statements are now used below to formalize the cumulative 

behaviors. 

lJ(at sl ~ n: (nl =0 to MFI) I: (02=0 to MF2)'" I: (nj=O to MFj) PR][Tm, TM] after sj) 

MFi is the maximum number of failures experienced during execution of si, so 

values for MFI through MFj must be determined. The number of failures anyone 

statement can experience is limited by three quantities, 1) the maximum tolerable 

execution time, CT, 2) the number of failures previous statements actually experienced 

and 3) the time needed to execute subsequent statements. 

The maximum number of failures occurring during execution of statement sl is 

only attainable if no failures occur during execution of s2 through sj. Thus, to find 

MF1, CT is set equal to the maximum realizable execution time, TM. Additionally, 

the values for n2, ... ,nj are set to zero to indicate no failures during execution of 

statements s2 through sj. Thus, CT equals (nl + 1)*Tl +T2+T3+ ... +Tj +nl *R. 

Solving for nl yields; nl = (CT-TI-T2-T3-... -Tj)/(Tl +R). The maximum allowable 



number of failures, MF1, occurring during execution of sl is L<CT-TI-T2-T3-... -

Tj)/(Tl + R)j. 
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The maximum number of failures that can occur during execution of s2 

depends upon the number of failures that actually occurred during execution of sl. 

Additionally, the maximum number of failures occurring during execution of s2 is 

only attainable when no failures occur in subsequent statements, s3 through sj. Again 

CT is set to the maximum realizable execution time, TM and n3 through nj are set to 

zero. The value for CT is shown below. 

CT = (nl+n2+1)*Tl + (n2+1)*T2 + T3 +T4 + ... +Tj + (nl+n2)*R 

Solving for n2 yields a function of nl(i.e. the values attainable by n2 depend upon the 

actual value of nl). 

n2 = (CT- «nl+1)*Tl+T2+T3+ ... +Tj+nl*R» l(Tl+T2+R) 

The maximum allowable number of failures, MF2(nl), occurring during execution of 

s2 follows. 

MF2(nl) = L(CT- «nl+1)*Tl+T2+T3+ ... +Tj+nl*R»/(Tl+T2+R)j. 

The maximum number of failures occurring during execution of statements s3 

through sj are determined analogously. Thus, a general procedure for determining the 

probability of execution completion of a j-statement recoverable action within a given 

time period can now be presented. 
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Procedure for Calculating Execution Probability Distribution for a j -Statement 
Recoverable Action 

Let 
[tl,Tl],[t2,T2], ... and [~,Tj] represent the time intervals necessary for 

successful execution of statements sl, s2, and sj, respectively. 
pI, p2, ... , pj represent. the probability of failure during execution of sl, 

s2, ... , . sj respectively. 
[r,R] represent the recovery time interval. 
CT represent the maximum tolerable execution time. 

1. Calculate the maximum number of failures allowable during execution of sl, 
MFI = L(CT - (fl+T2+T3+ ... +Tj»/(f1+R)j 

2. Calculate the maximum number of failures allowable during execution of s2, 
MF2(nl) is a function of the number of failures that actually occur 
during execution of sl, nl. 
MF2(nl) = L(CT '" «nl+ l)*Tl+T2+ ... +Tj+nl*R»/(Tl+T2+R)j 

3. For all statements, s3 through sj, calculate the maximum number of failures 
allowable during execution of si, MFi, MFi(nl,n2, ... ,ni-l) is a 
function of the number of failures that actually occur during execution 
of sl, s2, ... ,si-1. 
MFi(nl,n2, ... ,ni-l) =L{CT-[(n1+n2+ ... +n(i-l)+1)*T1 + (n2+ ... + 

n(i-l)+ 1)*T2 + ... +(n(i-1)+ l)*T(i-l) +Ti+ ... +Tj+ 
(n1 +n2+ ... +n(i-l»*R])/ (fl +T2+ ... +Ti+ R)j 

4. The probability that execution of save._state sl;s2; ... ;sj will complete within 
CT time units is then 
E (nl =0 to MFI) E (02=0 to MP2)'" E (nj=O to MFJ) 

pI nl*(l_pl)n2+nH ... +nj +I *P2n2*(1-p2)n3+ n4+ ... +nj+ I .•. 
*pjnj*(1_pj) 



The General Recoverable Action Rule expresses the above procedure as an PBTTL 

inference rule. 

General Recoverable Action Rule (GRAR): For a sequence of recoverable 
statements save_state;sl;s2; ... ;sj, executing on Pi, pI = PF(sl), p2 = 
PF(s2), ... ,pj=PF(sj), tl = mT(sl), TI = MT(sl), t2 = mT(s2), TI = 
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MT(s2), ... ,tj = mT(sj), Tj = MT(sj), r = mFD(Pi), R = MFD(Pi) and CT is 
some allowable execution time. 

O(at sl -+ <1Ipl][tl,Tl] at fail A [1-pI][tl,Tl] after sl) 
O(at s2 -+ <1Ip2][t2,TI] at fail A [1-p2][t2,TI] after s2) 

O(at sj -+ <1Ipj][tj, Tj] at fail 1\ [l-pj][tj, Tj] after s2) 
o(at fail -+ [r.R] at sl) 
O(at sl -+ [L (nl =0 to MFI) L (112=0 to MF2)'" L (nj=O to MFj)PR] [tl + t2,CT] after sj) 

where 
PR = pI nl*(1_pl)II2+n3+ ... +nj+I*p2n2*(l_p2)n3+n4+ ... +nj+i ... *plj*(1-pj) 
MFI = L(CT - (TI-T2+T3+ ... +Tj»/(Tl+R)j 

MF2(nl) =L(CT - «nl+l)*Tl+TI+ ... +Tj+nl*R»/(Tl+TI+R)j 
MFi(nl,n2, ... ,ni-l) =L{CT-[(nl +n2+ ... +n(i-l)+ l)*Tl + 

(n2+ ... +n(i-l)+ l)*TI + .. , +(n(i-l)+ l)*T(i-l) 
+Ti+ ... +Tj+(nl +n2+ ... +n(i-l»*R]}1 
(Tl +TI+ ... +Ti+R)j 

The equations can look overwhelming, but, it is important to remember that in 

practice the maximum allowable execution time, CT, usually does not allow for a 

large number of failures. This reasonably limits the allowable values for nl through 

nj. Alternatively, automated assistance could significantly shorten the time needed for 

calculation. Application of the above procedure is illustrated in the examples in 

Chapter 7. 

Notice that the formula; 

O(at sl -+ [L (nl=O to MFI) L (112=0 to MF2)'" L (nj=O to MFj)PR] [tl +t2,CT] after sj) 
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can be seen to define a probability distribution P(t). P{t) can be constructed by 

determining PR for values of t, tl +t2 :s;; t :s;; CT. P(t) then indicates the probability 

of successful execution within the time interval [tl +t2,t]. Again, this may seem like 

an overwhelming amount of calculation. However, consideration of program behavior 

shows that the probability of successful execution does not increase continuously. 

Consider a single recoverable statement s with execution time T, recovery time 

R and probability of failure p. On the time interval [O,T-I], s has probability 0 of 

successfully completing execution. At time T the probability of completion of s jumps 

to l-p. On the time interval [T+I, 2*T+R-I] (i.e. the time for s to fail once, recover 

and then attempt to complete execution) the probability of completion of s does not 

increase. Then at time 2 *T + R the probability of successful execution increases by 

p*(1-p) to become (l-p) + p*(1-p). Clearly, a probability distribution representing the 

likelihood of successful execution over time for programs of the type being considered 

here is a discontinuous, increasing function. A graph of such a probability distribution 

would resemble the steps of a staircase. Accordingly, P{t) need only be calculated for 

values of t corresponding to times at which execution could complete (i.e. critical 

points in P). Again, automated assistance could significantly reduce the workload. 

6.2.3.3 SEQUENCES WITH RECOVERY 

A program consists of a sequence of statements. A program running on a 

system that may experience failures and subsequently recover consists of a sequence of 
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unrecoverable statements and recoverable actions. In this Section methods for 

combining the probabilistic behavior of unrecoverable statements and recoverable 

actions are presented. 

Combination of the probabilistic behavior of a sequence of unrecoverable 

statements followed or preceded by a recoverable action is a simple task. Presentation 

of the method to accomplish this task refers to the following syntactic representation. 

sl; 
save_state; 
s2; 

The probabilistic behavior of the unrecoverable statements, sl, can be 

represented by a simple PBTTL formula that expresses the probability of execution 

failure and the probability of execution completion. Letting pI represent the 

probability of failure, and the interval [tl,Tl] represent the time interval within which 

execution completion could occur, the formula may be written as follows. 

1. [J(at sl - (lIpl][tl,Tl] at fail A [1-pI][tl,Tl] after sl) 

A formula such as 1 can be derived by careful application of the derived rules for 

unrecoverable failure given earlier in this chapter. 

The probabilistic behavior of the recoverable action can be represented by a 

formula that expresses the probability of execution completion as a function of 

execution time. Letting P2(t) represent the probability distribution (i.e. P2(t) yields the 

probability of successful execution within t time units), and t2 represent the minimum 

possible execution time, the formula may be written as follows. 
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2. D(at s2 ~ [P2(t)][t2,t] after s2) 

A formula such as 2 can be derived by using the GRAR) given in the previous section. 

Clearly, combination of these two probabilistic behaviors should yield a 

probability distribution over time. To do this, recall that the procedure for calculating 

execution probability distributions for recoverable actions relied upon the assumption 

of some reasonable maximum allowable execution time, CT. Once the maximum 

allowable execution time was. specified, a probability expressing the likelihood of 

successful execution could be calculated. The assumption of a maximum allowable 

execution time is considered reasonable due to the fact that program executions 

requiring an excessively long time to execute are not generally useful. 

The maximum allowable execution time, CT, must be allocated between the 

unrecoverable and recoverable portions of the code. The unrecoverable portion of the 

code has a single maximum execution time, Tl. Accordingly, this time can be 

subtracted from the maximum allowable execution time, CT, to yield the maximum 

allowable execution time for the recoverable action, RCT = CT -Tl. RCT is then used 

to calculate the probability, P2(RCT), indicating the probability of successful execution 

of the recoverable action within RCT time units. The product of pI (i.e. probability of 

successful execution of the unrecoverable statements) and P2(RCT) represents the 

probability of successful execution of the combined code within CT time units. This 

discussion suggests a procedure for sequencing series of unrecoverable statements and 

recoverable actions. 



Procedure for Sequencing Unrecoverable Statements and Recoverable 
Actions 

Let 
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[tl,TI] represent the time interval necessary for successful execution of 
the unrecoverable portion of code si. 

pI represent the probability of failure during execution of s1. 
t2 represent the minimum execution time for successful execution of the 

recoverable action s2. 
P2(t) represent the probability of successful execution of statement s2 

within the time interval [t2,t]. 
CT represent the maximum tolerable execution time. 

I. Subtract the maximum execution time for the unrecoverable statements from 
the maximum allowable execution time, to determine the maximum 
allowable execution time for the recoverable action, RCT = CT - TI. 

2. Calculate the probability, P2(RCT), representing the likelihood of successful 
execution of the recoverable action in ReT time units. 

3. Calculate the probability of successful execution of the sequence of 
unrecoverable statements and the recoverable action, P(CT) = (1-
pI)*P2(RCT). 

The UnrecoverabJe/RecoverabJe Sequencing RuJe formalizes the above procedure. 

UnrecoverablelRecoverable Sequencing Rule (URSR): For a sequen.ce of 
unrecovarable statements and a recoverable action, sl;save_state;s2;. 

D(at sl - (I[pl][tl,Tl] at fail " [1-pl][tl,Tl] after sl» 
D(at s2 - [P2(t)][t2,tl after s2) 
D(at sl - [(1-pl)*P2(CT-TI)][tl +t2,CT] after s2) 

The conclusion of the URSR, D(at sl - [(1-pI)*P2(CT-Tl)][tl +t2,CT] after s2), like 

the conclusion of the GRAR, can be seen to define a probability distribution pet). pet) 

indicates the probability of successful execution of the series of statements over time. 

pet) is constructed by calculating pet) = (l-pl)*P2(CT-t) for values of t, CT-

(tl +t2)~ t ~ CT. 

A program may have more than one recovery state as it executes. Recall that a 
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recovery state consists of the essential portions of a process state (e.g. control 

component, a subset of the variable assignment, ... ) to which execution can return after 

failure. Execution resumed at a recovery state should yield results comparable to 

results (other than those results directly dependent upon time) yielded by failure free 

execution. Programs can be written to include one or more recovery states, where one 

recovery state is in effect during execution of part of the program and another 

recovery state is in effect during execution of other parts. 

To allow consideration of programs with multiple recovery states, a procedure 

for combining the probability distributions of recoverable actions needs to be 

developed. A syntactic representation of sequential recoverable actions appears below. 

LO: save_state; 
sl; 

Ll: save_state; 
s2; 

If failure occurs during execution of sl, execution is resumed (after a delay) in the 

recovery state saved during execution of LO. If failure occurs during execution of s2, 

execution is resumed in the recovery state saved by Ll. 

The probability distribution for the first recoverable action can be calculated 

using the previously outlined procedure and is denoted PI(t). Similarly, the probability 

distribution for the second recoverable action is denoted P2(t). Thus, a method for 

combining P1(t) and P2(t) must be developed. 

Pl(t) and P2(t) are probability distributions over time. Each yields the 
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probability of execution completion within t time units. The time to execute both 

recoverable actions is clearly the sum of the times to execute the recoverable actions 

individually. Let PP(t) denote the probability of execution completion of both 

recoverable actions within t time units. The relationship between PP(t), Pl(t) and P2(t) 

can be written; 

1. PP(t) = 1: (t! = 0101) Pl(tl)*P2(t-tl) 

For any reasonable value of t, the above seems to represent a formidable 

quantity of arithmetic. However, as when calculating the probability distributions Pl(t) 

and P2(t), only certain sums of t are meaningful. Both recoverable actions have some 

minimum execution time. Any sums of t that yield time units less than the minimum 

execution time for either of the recoverable actions need not be considered since they 

clearly yield a probability of O. 

Letting min_t(P) denote the minimum value of t for which the probability 

distribution, P, yields a positive number (i.e. the minimum execution time for the 

recoverable action whose execution probability distribution is P(t». Equation 1 can be 

modified to limit the sums of t to those that do not include a component less than the 

required minimum execution times. 

2. PP(t) = 1: (t! = min !(PI) 10 I-min t(P2» PI (tl )*P2(t-tl) 
- - for t=t1 +t2, t1 ~ min_t(Pl) and 

t2~ min_t(P2) 

o otherwise 

The sums of t, in many cases, can be further limited. The probability of 
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recoverable action execution completion increases with time, but the increase is not 

continuous. A typical recoverable action has a significant probability, p, of execution 

completion within the minimum execution time. As time is gradually increased, the 

probability of execution completion remains p until the time is increased to a time 

equal to that necessary for the recoverable action to complete execution while 

experiencing one failure, yielding a probability p+ 4p. Again, the probability remains 

constant until the time is again increased to a time equal to that necessary for the 

recoverable action to complete execution while experiencing two failures. The times at 

which the execution probability increases occur are points of discontinuity in the 

execution probability distribution (notice that the minimum execution time is also a 

point of discontinuity). Equation 2 therefore can be modified to limit calculation of 

new cumulative probabilities to those associated with points of discontinuity within the 

component probability distributions. 

Let discon(P) denote the set of points of discontinuity for distribution P. 

3. PP(t) = ~(t1EdiscoD(Pl)andl.t1~ min l(P2»Pl(tl)*P2(t-tl) + 
~ (t2Edis~) and l.t2~min_t(PI))Pl (t-t2)*P2(t2) 



The Recoverable Action Sequencing Rule RASR fonnalizes the above discussion. 

Recoverable Action Sequencing Rule (RASR): For a sequence of recoverable 
actions, 

save_state; 
sl; 

save_state; 
s2; 

D(at sl - [pi (t)][min_t(Pl),t] after sl) 
D(at s2 - [P2(t)][min t(P2),t] after s2) -D(at sl - [pP(t)][min_t(Pl)+min_t(P2),t] after s2) 

where PP(t) = 1:(t1EdiBcon(P\)andt.l\~ min t(P2»Pl(tl)*P2(t-tl) + 
1: (t2Edisoo~(P2) and H2~min_I(PI»Pl (t-t2)*P2(t2) 

The RASR could be applied repeatedly to allow calculation of a probability 
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distribution for a sequence of three or more recoverable actions. Initially, the RASR 

would be applied to the probability distributions of the first two recoverable actions, 

Pl(t) and P2(t), to yield PPl(t). Then the RASR would be applied to combine PP1(t) 

with the probability distribution of the third recoverable action P3(t) to yield PP2(t). 

This process could be repeated for a sequence of any number of recoverable actions. 

6.2.3.4. MESSAGE PASSING WITH RECOVERY 

So far calculation and combination of the execution completion probability 

distributions has been limited to recoverable actions in combination with unrecoverable 

and simple (i.e. non-message passing) primitive statements. The work is now extended 

to support reasoning about recoverable actions in combination with message passing 

statements. 
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Message passing statements to be considered include a non-blocking message 

send statement, and a blocking message receive statement. The effects of executing a 

send statement are two fold. First, the send statement has a timing and probabilistic 

effect analogous to that of a simple primitive statement within the process on which it 

is executed. Secondly, the timing and probabilistic behavior of the send statement has 

an effect in the process for which the message is destined. 

Sufficient methods for calculating probability distributions for primitive 

statements have been presented. These methods apply equally to calculation of the 

probability distribution for the process within which a send statement executes. In 

contrast, the effect that send statement execution has on the process for which the 

message is destined warrants further consideration. 

A blocking receive statement cannot complete execution until a message is 

available for receipt. Similarly, a message is not available for receipt until an appro

priate send statement is executed. The time at which a message becomes available for 

receipt depends upon the time that passes before the corresponding send statement is 

executed. The probability of a message becoming available for receipt is likewise 

dependent upon the execution probability of the corresponding send statement. 

Since a send statement can be viewed as a primitive statement, it could be 

executed in unrecoverable code or within a recoverable action. When considering a 

send statement as a primitive statement, the effect on the associated receive statement 

is straightforward. Recall that a blocking receive cannot complete execution until a 
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message becomes available. Accordingly, the timing and probabilistic behavior of the 

receive statement depends upon the timing and probabilistic behavior of a 

corresponding send statement. It follows that the probability of receive statement 

execution completion within t time units is the product of three quantities; 1) the 

probability of execution reaching the receive statement, 2) the probability of execution 

executing a corresponding send statement, and 3) the probability of successful receive 

statement execution. Similarly, the timing beha WOT of a receive statement is the sum 

of two quantities; 1) the maximum of the time for execution to reach the receive 

statement, and the time for execution to reach and execute a corresponding send 

statement, and 2) the time to successfully execute the receive statement. 

Let the probability distribution Pl(t) represent the probability of execution 

successfully reaching the receive statement over time and probability distribution P2(t) 

represent the probability of successful execution of the corresponding send statement 

with respect to time. The time and associated probability of successful receive 

execution are denoted tr and (l-pr), respectively. For any specific time t, the probabil

ity of execution reaching and successfully executing the receive statement can be 

determined as follows. First, the time t is reduced by the maximum dequeue/execution 

time for the receive statement, Hr. Since the receive requires tr time units to complete 

execution once initiated, in order for execution of the receive to complete by time t, 

the conditions for execution of the receive must be met within t-tr time units. The 

receive will not be able to execute until both of the following conditions hold, 1) the 
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receive has been reached, and 2) a message is available for receipt. Accordingly, the 

second step is to calculate the probabilities, PI(t-tr) and P2(t-tr), of each of these 

conditions holding within t-tr time units. Clearly, the probability of both conditions 

holding simultaneously is the product of the individual probabilities. Thus, the 

probability of the receive being able to execute within the t-tr time units is Pl(t-

tr)*P2(t-tr). Finally, the probability of the receive statement successfully completing 

execution,l-pr, must be multiplied by the probability of the receive being ready to 

execute within t-tr units, PI(t-tr)*P2(t-tr)*(1-pr). In summary, the probability of 

completing execution of the receive statement within t time units, PR(t), is PI (t-

tr)*P2(t-tr)*(l-pr), where tr is the receive statement dequeue time. The discussed 

procedure is outlined succinctly below. 

Procedure for Calculating Execution Probability Distribution for a Receive 
Statement 

Let 
tr represent the execution/dequeue time for the receive statement. 
pr represent the probability of failure during execution of the receive 

statement. 
PI (t) represent the execution probability distribution for the 

corresponding send statement. 
P2(t) represent the execution probability distribution for the reaching the 

receive statement. 

1. Calculate the amount of time that may pass before execution must reach a 
state in which execution has reached the receive statement and a mes
sage is available for receipt, t-tr. 

2. Calculate the probability of completing execution of the receive statement 
within t time units 

PI (t-tr)*P2(t-tr)*(I-pr) 
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The Probabilistic Receive Statement Rule formalizes the above procedure. Recall that 

min _ t(P) denotes the minimum time t for which the probability distribution P is not 

equal to zero. 

Probabilistic Receive Statement Rule (PRSR): For a receive statement, 
r:receive(X;*) executing on processor p. with corresponding send statement 
sl: send(P ,msg) 

o«at r A (3 m avail(m) A -'3 m', m' :#:m (avai1(m') A 

avail(m)U-,avail(m'»» - ([pr][tr,TR] at fail A [l-pr][tr,TR] after r) 
O(at P - [PI (t)][min_t(pl),t] after sl) 
O(at P - [P2(t)][min t(P2>.t] at r) 
O(at P - [Pl(t-TR)*P2(t-TR)*(I-pr)] 

[max(min_t(Pl),min_t(P2»+ tr,tJ after r) 

Notice that the discussion' and procedure above applies to any execution 

probability distributions for the associated send and receive statements. In practice, the 

manner in which send and receive statements appear within recoverable actions should 

be carefully considered. Consider the following code; 

save_state; 
send(P;msg); 
sl; 
s2; 

During execution of the above code, if failure occurs during execution of sl or s2, 

execution will resume at the send statement after recovery. In such a situation, the 

send statement would be executed once for every failure occurring during execution of 

the send, sl or s2. In most cases this would not be desirable. Predicting the behavior 

of a program within which a single send instance could be executed multiple times 

would be a daunting task. An analogous situation applies to receive statements. 
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Accordingly, it is desirable to restrict recoverable execution involving message passing 

statements to those executions in which execution returns to a message passing state-

ment only if failure occurred during execution of that message passing statement (i.e. 

not any subsequent statements). The basic syntactic structure representing such 

executions appears below. 

save_state; 
send(p;msg); 

save_state; 
sl; 
s2; 

Alternatively, 

save_state; 
send(p;msg); 

clear_state; 
sl; 
s2; 

6.2.3.5 PARALLEL EXECUTION WITH RECOVERY 

Conditional, iterative and concurrent execution are similar in that they 

represent a set of alternate execution paths. First consider a typical piece of code 

including a conditional statement. 

sl; 
if B then 

s2; 
s3; 

This code represents the two execution paths sl;B;s2;s3 and sl;B;s3. Similarly, a 
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typical piece of code including an iterative statement represents a potentially large set 

of alternate execution paths. 

sl; 
loop B

s2; 
s3; 

The code above represents the execution paths, sl ;B;s3, sl ;B;s2;B;s3, 

sl;B;s2;B;s2;B;s3, etc. Using Kleene closure type notation, the possible execution 

paths could be expressed sl;B;{s2;B;rs3. Informally, the possible execution paths 

consist of a single execution of sl followed by evaluation of B, then any number of 

executions of s2 and evaluation of B, finally followed by a single execution of s3. 

For each of the alternative paths represented, procedures given earlier could be 

used to calculate an execution probability distribution. The manner in which these 

probability distributions should be combined to yield a single, overall execution 

probability is now discussed. 

In general, which of the alternate execution paths will occur is not known 

before execution. In some situations the number of loop iterations is known or limited 

to a small number of choices. Indeed, to have reasonably predictable software it is 

highly advantageous to have a limited number of alternate execution paths. Since, in 

general, the particular execution path that will occur during any given execution of the 

program is unknown, it must be assumed that any of the paths could occur. The 

overall probability of execution completion must be considered to be the minimum 
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probability of execution completion from among all the alternate path execution 

probabilities. Accordingly, to determine the overall probability of execution 

completion within t time units, the probability of execution completion within t time 

units of each of the alternate paths must be determined. 

Combining the execution probability distributions for concurrently executing 

processes requires a similar approach. ConcUlTently executing processes do not yield 

alternate execution paths. Instead, they produce parallel execution paths. However, 

combination of execution probability distributions of parallel execution paths is 

analogous to combination of execution probability distributions of alternate execution 

paths. A program consisting of a set of concurrently executing processes is 

syntactically illustrated below. 

PP:: PI; 
~ P2; 
II P3; 

U Pn; 

Procedures outlined earlier can be used to calculate execution probabilities for 

each of the processes, Pi. Clearly, the overall probability of execution completion 

within t time units will be the minimum probability of execution completion within t 

time units of each of the processes. 

In summary, to calculate an execution completion probability distribution for 

code including conditional, iterative or concurrent execution, the following procedure 

should be used. 



Procedure for Calculating the Execution Probability Distribution for 
Conditional, Iterative and Concurrent Execution 

1. Determine all the alternate or parallel execution paths, epl, ep2, ep3, .... 

2. Calculate the execution probability distribution for each execution path, 
PI (t), P2(t), P3(t), .... 
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3. The overall probability, PP, of execution completion within t time units for 
the code is then 

PP(t) = min(PI(t),P2(t), ... ) 

The Alternate Execution Path Rule fonnalizes the above discussion and 

procedure. 

Alternate Execution Path Rule (AEPR): For some code including conditional, 
iterative or concu~ent execution, P, with alternate or parallel execution 
paths epl, ep2, ... , epn 

D(at epl - [pi (t)][min_t(PI),t] after epl) 
D(at ep2 - [P2(t)][min_t(P2),t] after ep2) 

D(at epn - [Pn(t)lmin t(Pnl.tl after epn) 
D(at P - [min(PI(t),P2(t), ... ,Pn(t»] 

[max(min_t(pI),min_t(P2), ... ,min_t(Pn»,t] after P) 

In concluding the section, non-halting loops are again considered. When 

considering a recoverable non-halting loop, there are two reasonable possibilities for a 

recovery state. Code expressing the two possibilities appears below. 

save_state 
loop true

s 
end loop 

loop true
save_state 
S 

end loop 

In the first case, execution is resumed at a state prior to loop entry. Such a scenario 

would be appropriate when correct recovery depends upon reestablishing a specific 
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loop precondition. In the second case, execution is resumed prior to the most recent 

execution of the loop body. This scenario would be appropriate when correct recovery 

required backing up to some previous valid state. 

In either case, a general formula expressing the timing and recovery behavior 

of the loop can be constructed by careful application of the AEPR. In both cases, the 

alternate paths include all paths that execute the loop n times and experience no 

failure, all paths that execute the loop n times and experience ()De failure, all paths 

that execute the loop n time and experience two failures, etc. 

6.3 SUMMARY AND RELATED WORK 

In this chapter, a proof methodology based on PBTTL was presented. Initially, 

the programming notation given during presentation of BTTL was updated to allow 

modelling of programs executing in an environment in which failure and recovery may 

occur. A programming model was then presented and formalized axiomatically. The 

largest portion of the chapter was dedicated to the development of a set of derived 

rules. These included rules for reasoning about unrecoverable and recoverable failure, 

and sequential, conditional, iterative, concurrent and message passing statements. 

Probabilistic Bounded Time Temporal Logic (PBTTL) is an extension of 

Bounded Time Temporal Logic (BTTL), and as such shares important characteristics 

with BTTL. Characteristics of PBTTL inherited from BTTL include the modeling of 

time as a continuum and the megastate model of a system state. PBTTL supports 
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reasoning about minimum and maximum execution times of both primitive statements 

and message passing actions. PBTTL, like BTTL, is also used as a basis for 

developing a substantial number of derived rules designed to simplify reasoning about 

typical behaviors of programs executing on distributed systems. 

In addition to the characteristics inherited from BTTL, PBTTL supports 

reasoning about failure. The possibility of failure is modelled by a probability. Thus, 

each statement execution is characterized by its effect on the system state, its 

minimum and maximum execution times and a failure probability. Accordingly, 

PBTTL allows reasoning about properties such as, "The program will tenninate within 

t and T time units with probability p." 

Three characteristics of the PBTTL based methodology presented here 

distinguish PBTTL from other proposed extensions to temporal logic for reasoning 

about probabilistic properties of programs. First, PBTTL supports derivation of 

explicit probabilities. Other work [HarShaS4] only supports reasoning about less 

specific probabilistic properties such as, "The program will almost-surely tenninate in 

finite time." 

Second, PBTTL offers a single, integrated methodology for reasoning about 

real-time and fault-tolerance properties of programs. Some methods only support 

reasoning about either real-time [BernSI, Hoom8S, KoymS9] or fault-tolerance 

[CristiS5] properties of programs. Yet other approaches require the use of two 

different methodologies [HanJonS9] to reason about program properties. Typically, the 
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first method models program behavior and the second method is used to manipulate 

and analyze the model of program behavior. 

Third, the PBTIL based methodology was used to derive rules designed to 

simplify reasoning about program behavior typical of distributed, message passing 

based, programs that run on hardware that may experience failure. Others focus on the 

development of the formal axiomatic system and properties of the axiomatic system 

rather than application of the model to aid reasoning about properties of the programs 

modelled. 



CHAPTER 7 

EXAMPLES 
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In this chapter several simple code fragments are analyzed using the axioms, 

rules and procedures presented earlier. The examples are intended to improve 

understanding of the rules and procedures by offering concrete examples. The 

examples are not intended to represent typical programs or illustrate new solutions for 

challenging programming problems. Axioms and rules presented and extensively 

demonstrated in the real time chapters will be used without further comment where 

appropriate. 

The first example illustrates application of the rules for unrecoverable 

execution. The example includes simple primitive statements, message passing 

statements and a conditional statement. Recall that code involving conditional 

execution requires calculation of an execution probability distribution for each alternate 

execution path. The alternate execution probability distributions are then combined by 

applying the Alternate Execution Path Rule (AEPR). The second example illustrates 
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application of the General Recoverable Action Rule (GRAR). The GRAR is used to 

calculate the execution probability distributions for a recoverable action that includes 

simple primitive statements. The third example illustrates analysis of recoverable 

actions including message passing statements. Accordingly, the example applies the 

Probabilistic Receive Statement Rule (PRSR). Finally, the fourth example combines 

the execution probability distributions calculated in the three previous examples by 

applying the UnrecoverablelRecoverable Sequencing Rule (URSR) and the 

Recoverable Action Sequencing Rule (RASR). 

7.1 UNRECOVERABLE EXECUTION 

This example illustrates application of the unrecoverable execution rules. The 

following code will be considered. 

PP:: PI: P2: 

chart. 

LO: read_sensor(TEXT,X); L2: y = 0; 
LI: send(P2;X); L3: receive(PI ;M); 

if BO: M = 6 then 
U:y =10; 

Figure 6 - Unrecoverable Execution Example 

This example assumes the basic timing and probabilities shown in the following 



statement 
LO 
L1 
L2 
L3 
BO 
lA 
message delay 

execution time interval 
[4,8] 
[10,35] 
[5,9] 
[8,12] 
[4,6] 
[5,9] 
[25,40] 

probability of failure 
.001 
.004 
.001 
.005 
.0005 
.001 
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The Primitive Statement Axiom (PSA) is first applied to yield formulae representative. 

of the basic timing and probabilistic behavior of LO, Ll, L2, BO, and lAo 

1. D(at LO - (1[.001][4,8] at fail " [.999][4,8] after LO» 
2. D(at L1 - ([.004][10,351 at fail " [.996][10,35] after Ll» 
3. D(at L2 - ([.001][5,9] at fail " [.999][5,9] after L2» 
4. D(at BO - ([.0005][4,6] at fail " [.9995][4,6] after BO» 
5. D(at lA ...,. ([.OO1][5,9]"at fail" [.999][5,9] after lA» 

Determining the time and probability of execution reaching and executing the 

receive statement in statement L3 requires two preliminary calculations. First, the time 

and probability of execution reaching and completing the send statement in LI must be 

determined. Second, the time and probability of execution reaching the receive 

statement in L3 must be determined. The first calcuation is done by applying the 

Sequencing Rule for Unrecoverable Statements (SRU) to formulas 1 and 2. 

6. D(at LO ...,. ([.004996][4,43] at fail " [.995004][14,43] after L1» 

Notice that formula 6 represents the complete timing and probabilistic behavior 

of process Pl. The second calculation is already evident in formula 3. With the 

information given in formulas 3 and 6, the Receive Message Axiom (RMA) can be 

applied. 
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7. C1(at P2 - ([.010961049][4,65] at fail " [.989038951][47,65] after L3» 

Formula 7 must now be extended to yield a complete representation of the 

timing and probabilistic behavior of process P2. The statements following L3 involve 

conditional execution. Accordingly, a formula representing the timing and probabilistic 

behavior for each alternate execution path of P2 must be determined. The two 

alternate execution paths to be considered are L2;L3;BO and L2;L3;BO;L4. In both 

cases, formula 7 can be extended by applying .the Sequencing Rule. For the first 

alternate execution path, the SRU is applied once to combine formulas 7 and 4. 

8. C1(at P2 - ([.011455568][4,71] at fail" [.988544432][51,71] after L4» 

The second alternate path requires one more application of the SRU. This time the 

SRU is applied to combine formulas 8 and 5. 

9. C1(at P2 - ([.012444112][4,80] at fail" [.987555888][56,80] after L4» 

The execution probabilities for the alternate execution paths in process P2 must 

be combined. To do this according to the Alternate Execution Path Rule (AEPR), the 

minimum probability of execution completion is used. Clearly, the minimum 

probability of execution completion will occur when the longest execution path is 

taken. This probability of execution completion is given in formula 9. 

The execution probability for processes PI and P2 are now formally specified 

by formulas 6 and 9 respectively. These probabilities must be combined to yield an 

overall execution probability for PP. As stated by the AEPR the minimum probability 

of execution completion between the two processes is used. Again, this execution 
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probability is given in fonnula 9. 

Formula 9 shows that the probability of successful execution of program PP is 

.987555888. In the fourth example this probability will be combined with others to 

yield an overall execution probability for a program including the code given for PP. 

7.2 RECOVERABLE EXECUTION 

This example illustrates application of the General Recoverable Action Rule 

(GRAR). The GRAR is used to calculate the execution probability distributions for a 

reecoverable action that includes simple primitive statements. A very simple example 

involving a single process is used to illustrate use of the GRAR. The following code 

will be considered. 

PP:: PI: 
save_state; 

L5: read_sensor(TEST,Z); 
L6: Z = Z*X; 
L7: write_sensor(OUT,Z); 

Figure 7 - Recoverable Execution Example 

The following chart presents assumptions about the basic timing and 

probabilities of each statement and the required time for recovery after failure. 

statement 
L5 
L6 
L7 
recovery time 

execution time interval 
[12,24] 
[10,20] 
[5,9] 
[60,901 

probability of failure 
.002 
.001 
.0003 

The Primitive Statement Axiom (PSA) is applied to yield fonnulae representative of 
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the basic timing and probabilistic behavior of LS, L6, and L 7. 

1. D(at LS ... ([.002][0,24] at fail /\ [.998][12,24] after LS» 
2. D(at L6 ... ([.001][0,20] at fail /\ [.999][10,20] after L6» 
3. D(at L7 ... ([.0003][0,9] at fail /\ [.9997][S,9] after L7» 

The second Resume Action Axiom (RAA2) is applied to formalize the delay 

required before recovery from failure. Execution will be resumed at LS following 

recovery. 

4. D(at fail ... [60,90] at LS) 

The GRAR can now be applied using formulae 1 through 4 as premises. 

S. D(at PI ... [E (01 = 0 to !lfFI) E (02 = 0 to MF2) E (03 = 0 to MF3) 

(.002)01(.998)02+03'" 1(.001)02(.999)03+ I (.OOO3)03(.9997)][27,CT] after L7) 
where MFI = (CT - 27)1114 

MF2(nl) = (CT - (nl *12 +27 + nl *90»/134 
MF3(nl,02) = (CT - «nl +02+ 1)*12 +(n2+ 1)*20 

+(nl +n2)*90»/143 

Recall that CT in formula S is some maximum allowable execution time. For 

the purpose of illustration, assume that CT is 260 time units. Accordingly, formula S 

will be used to determine the probability of execution completion within 260 time 

units. Substituting CT into the equations defining MF1, MF2(nl) and MF3(n2) yields, 

MFI = 2, MF2(nl) = (233 - nl *(112»/134, and MF3(nl,n2) =(260 -

«nl +02+ 1)*12 + (n2+ 1)*20 + (nl +02)*90»1143, respectively. Carefully using 

these values for MFl, MF2(nl), and MF3(nl,02), yields the overall probability of 

execution completion within CT time units. For clarity, the necessary calculations are 

organized in a table. 



nl 
o 
o 
o 
1 
2 

n2 
o 
o 
1 
o 
o 

n3 
o 
1 
o 
o 
o 
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probability 
(.998)(.999)(.9997) = .996702899 
(.998)2(.999)2(.0003)(.9997) = .000298114 
(.998)2(.001)(.999)(.9997) = .000994709 
(.002)(.998)(.999)(.9997) = .OO1993~06 
(.002?(.998)(.999)(.9997) = .000003987 

total: .999993115 

The calculations shown above allow formula 5 to be rewritten. 

6. D(at PI - [.999993115][27,260] after L7) 

Formula 6 shows that process PI will complete execution within 260 time units 

with probability .999993115. 

7.3 RECOVERABLE ACTIONS WITH MESSAGE PASSING 

This example illustrates analysis of recoverable actions including message 

passing statements. Accordingly, the example applies the Probabilistic Receive 

Statement Rule (PRSR). Simple code involving transmission of a message from one 

process to another is used to illustrate application of the PRSR. The following code 

will be considered. 

PP:: PI: 
L8: Msg = "A" 

save_state; 
L9: send(P2;Msg); 

P2: 
LIO: receive(PI ;M2); 

Figure 8 - Recoverable Actions with Message Passing Example 

The following chart presents assumptions about the basic timing and 

probabilistic properties of each statement, the message transmission delay and the 



needed time for recovery after failure. 

statement 
L8 
L9 
L10 
message delay 
recovery time 

execution time interval 
[7,9] 
[10,15] 
[5,9] 
[25,40] 
[60,90] 

probability of failure 
.001 
.004 
.002 
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The PSA is applied to yield formulas 1 and 2, representative of the basic timing and 

probabilistic behavior of L8 and L9. 

1. D(at L8 -+ ([.001][7,9] at fail" [.999][7,9] after L8)) 
2. D(at L9 -+ ([.004][10,15] at fail" [.996][10,15] after L9)) 

RAA2 is applied to formalize the delay required before recovery from failure. 

Execution will be resumed at L9 following recovery. 

3. D(at fail -+ [60,90] at L9) 

To complete calculation of the timing and probabilistic behavior of the send 

statement in L9, the Single Recoverable Statement Rule (SRAR) is applied to formulae 

2 and 3. 

4. D(at L9 -+ [1 - (.004)L(CT-15)1I05J+l][1O,CT] after L9) 

CT is some maximum allowable execution time. For now, CT will be left 

unspecified. Formula I and formula 4 can now be combined by applying the 

Unrecoverable/Recoverable Sequencing Rule (URSR) to yield a formula expressing the 

overall timing and probabilistic behavior of process Pl. 

5. D(at PI -+{ [(.999)(1- (.004)L(CT-24)/105J+l)][l7,CT] after L9 " 
[.001][7,9] at fail» 
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To determine the timing and probabilistic behavior of a receive statement three 

behaviors are needed. First, the timing and probabilistic behavior of the corresponding 

send statement is needed, as given in 5. Second, the timing and execution probability 

of reaching and executing the receive statement are needed. The code clearly indicates 

that the receive statement is reached as soon as execution begins. Finally, the delay 

required before recovery from failure is needed. Such information constitutes the 

premises for application of the Probabilistic Receive Statement Rule (PRSR). 

6. D(at P2 - [(.999)(1-(.004)L(CT-73)/105J+l)(.998)][47,CT] after LlO) 

Again, CT is some maximum allowable execution time. The CT of formula 5 

is the same as the CT for formula 6. To complete analysis of this example, the timing 

and probabilistic behavior of the two processes as shown in formulas 5 and 6 must be 

compared and combined. This comparison and combination is achieved by application 

of the Alternative Execution Path Rule (AEPR). Application of the AEPR involves 

comparing the execution probability distributions and for each value of CT choosing 

the minimum of the two probabilities. Execution completion of process P2 depends 

upon execution completion of Pl. CJearly, the execution probability for process P2 

will always be less than that for Pl. Accordingly, formula 6 is used to formalize the 

timing and probabilistic behavior for the program. 
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7.4 SEQUENCING EXECUTIONS 

This example combines the execution probability distributions calculated in the 

three previous examples by applying the UnrecoverablelRecovera"le Sequencing Rule 

(URSR) and the Recoverable Action Sequencing Rule (RASR). The code to be consid-

ered consists of a sequence of all the code fragments given in the previous examples. 

PP:: PI: 
LO: read_sensor(TEXT,X); 
Ll: send(P2;X); 

save_state; 
L5: read_sensor(TEST,Z); 
L6: Z = Z*X; 
L7: write_sensor(OUT,Z); 

L8: Msg = "A" 
save_state; 

L9: send(P2;Msg); 

P2: 
L2: y = 0; 
L3: receive(Pl ;M); 

if BO: M = 6 then 
U:y =10; 

LIO: receive(Pl ;M2); 

Figure 9 - Sequencing Executions Example 

The basic timing and probabilistic behavior of the individual statements, message 

passing system and recovery system are assumed to be the same as those given in the 

charts of the previous examples. 

The formulas expressing the execution probability distributions for each piece 

of code can be retrieved from the earlier work. 



Formulae for process PI 

1. D(at LO - (1[.004996][0,43] at fail A [.995004][14,43] after LI» 

2. D(at L5 - [L (n! = 0 to MF!) L (n2 = 0 to MF2) L (n3 = 0 to MF3l 

(.OO2)nl(.998)n2+n3+1(.OOI)n2(.999)n3+!(.OOO3)n3(.9997)][27,CT] after L7) 
where MFI = L(CT - 27)/114j 

MF2(nl) = L(CT - (nl *12 +27 + nl *90»/134j 
MF3(nl,n2) = L(CT - «nl +n2+ 1)*12 +(n2+ 1)*20 

+(nl + n2)*90»11 43j 

3. D(at L8 - [(.999)(1- (.004)L(CT-24)/!05J+!)][17,CT] after L9) 

Formulae for process P2 

4. D(at L2 - (1[.012444112][0,80] at fail A [.987555888][56,80] after L3» 

5. D(at LIO - [1_(.004)(CT-114)1105J+l(.998)][22,CT] after LIO) 
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Notice that the formulas chosen to represent the execution probabilities of each 

piece of code are those formulas derived prior to any application of the Alternate 

Execution Path Rule (AEPR) for combining the parallel paths yielded by concurrent 

processes. Application of the AEPR needs to be the final step in any analysis. Thus, 

the execution probability distributions for each piece of code are first combined, by 

applying the sequencing rules. to yield an overall execution probability for each 

process. Then, the process execution probabilities are compared and combined using 

the AEPR. 

The formulae representing the timing and probabilistic behavior of process PI 

are first combined. The combination begins by combining formula 1 and formula 2 

through application of the Unrecoverable/Recoverable Sequencing Rule (URSR). The 
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URSR requires that the maximum allowable execution time, CT, be reduced by the 

maximum execution time for the unrecoverable code, 43. The reduced allowable 

execution time represents the maximum time that can be allotted for execution of the 

recoverable action. Then the probability of execution completion for the combined 

code is the product of the probability of successful execution of the unrecoverable 

code, .995004, and the probability distribution of the recoverable action evaluated at 

time CT -43. The minimum time for execution completion is the sum of the minimum 

possible execution times. 

6. D(at LO - [(.995004)*( I: (01 = 0 to MFI) I: (02 = 0 to MF2) I: (03 = 0 to MF3) 

(.002)01(.998)02+03+ 1(.001 )02(. 999)03+ 1(. 00(3)03(.9997»][41 ,CT] after 
L7» 

where MFI = L(CT - 70)1114j 
MF2(nl) = L(CT-43-(nl *12 +27 + nl *90»/134j 
MF3(nl,n2) = L(CT-43-«n1 +n2+ 1)*12 +(n2+ 1)*20 

+ (n1 +n2)*90»1143 j 

Now, formula 6 can be combined with formula 3 to yield a representation of 

the overall execution probability distribution for process PI. To combine formulas 6 

and 3 the Recoverable Action Sequencing Rule (RASR) is applied. The RASR shows 

that the maximum allowable program execution time must be distributed between 

pieces of code. The distribution of allowable execution time is represented by 

reasonable sums of CT. Reasonable sums of CT are defined as sums in which one of 

the components of the sum occurs at a point of discontinuity of at least one of the 

individual recoverable action probability distributions. For each reasonable sum of CT, 
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(t1 + (CT-tl», the probability of execution completion is the product of the individual 

recoverable action execution probabilities evaluated at tl and CT -tl respectively. The 

minimum possible execution time is the sum of the minimum execution times for both 

of the pieces of code. Formula 7 and the accompanying equations formalize the . 

execution probability distribution for process Pl. 

7. D(at LO -+ [PP(CT)][58,CT] after L9» 
where 

PP(t) = ~ (tIEdiscon(pI) and t-Il~min t(P2»P1(t1)*P2(t-tl) + 
t (t2Ediscon(P2) and t-t2~min_t(pl))P1 (t-t2)*P2(t2) 

PI (t) = (.995004) *( ~ (nl = 0 to MFI) ~ (02 = 0 to MF2) ~ (03 = 0 to MF3) 

(.002)nl(.998)o2+03+I(.001)o2(.999)03+I(.0003)o3(.9997» 
P2(t) = (.999)(1- (.004)l(t-24)/losJ+I) 

MFI = L(t - 70)/114j 
MF2(nl) = L(t-43-(nl *12 +27 + nl *90»/134j 
MF3(nl,n2) = L(t-43-«nl +n2+ 1)*12 +(02+ 1)*20 +(nl +n2)*90»/143j 

Now formulas 4 and 5 must be combined to yield an execution probability 

distribution for process P2. Before the combination can be performed, formula 5 must 

be reconsidered. The derivation of formula 5 depended upon the behavior of process 

Pl. In particular, statement LIO cannot execute until statement L9 completes. Formula 

7 shows that the execution behavior prior to L9 is more complex in the combined code 

them in the earlier example. The Probabilistic Receive Statement Rule (PRSR) must be 

carefully reapplied. 

The Probabilistic Receive Statement Rule (PRSR) combines the timing and 

probabilistic behavior of the associated send statement (L9), the timing and probability 

of execution reaching the receive statement (LIO), the timing and probability of 
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executing the receive statement, and the recovery delay. The timing and probabilistic 

behavior of L9 are expressed in formula 7. The timing and probability of execution 

reaching statement LlO are expressed in formula 4. The timing and execution 

probability of the receive statement were identified in the table in example three. The 

receive statement requires between 5 and 9 time units to dequeue an available 

message. The probability of successful message dequeueing is .998. Finally the 

recovery delay is between 60 and 90 time units. This information serves as the 

premises for an application of the PRSR. 

8. D(at P2 - [PP(CT-9)*(.987555888)*(.998)][63,CT] after LlO) 
PP(t) is as defined' above 

Formula 8 expresses the timing and probabilistic behavior of process P2. The 

final step in analysis of the combined code is application of the Alternate Execution 

Path Rule (AEPR). The AEPR supports consideration of the execution probability 

distributions of concurrent processes such as PI and P2. The AEPR states that for any 

given time, t, the overall probability of execution completion must be considered to be 

the minimum probability of execution completion within t time of each of the 

concurrent processes. In the code currently being considered, the minimum probability 

of execution completion will always be realized by process P2. This is because 

completion of process P2 is dependent upon completion of process Pl. Thus, the 

overall execution probability distribution for program PP is represented by formula 8 

and given completely in 9 below. 



9. lJ(at PP - [PP(CT-9)*(.987555888)*(.998)][63,CT] after PP) 
where 

PP(t) = I: (tlEdiacon(Pl) and totl~min t(P2»Pl(tl)*P2(t-tl) + 
I: (t2Edia~) and tot2~min t(Pl))Pl (t-t2)*P2(t2) 

PI (t) = (.995004)*( I: (01 = 0 to MFl) I: (02 = 0 to ~1F2) I: (03 = 010 MF3) 

(.002)01(.998)02+03+ 1(.001)02(.999)0.H 1(.0003)03(.9997» 
P2(t) = (.999)(1- (.OO4)L(lo 24)/I05J+I) 
MFI =L(t - 70)/114J 
MF2(nl) = L(t-43-(n1 *12 +27 + n1 *9O»/134J 
MF3(nl,n2) =L(t-43-«n1 +n2+ 1)*12 +(n2+ 1)*20 

+(nl +n2)*90»1143 J 
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Formula 9 can appear rather intimidating, but recall that the number of actual 

calculations that must be performed is largely determined by the maximum allowable 

execution time CT. CT directly limits the number of failures that may occur during 

execution of any of the recoverable statements; this limits the number of possible 

values for MFl, MF2, etc. Typically, the number of failures that may occur during 

execution is small. The values of MF1, MF2, etc. and the execution times of the 

recoverable statements in tum indicate the number of values assumed by PI, which 

limits the number of values calculated for P2. 

7.5 DISCUSSION 

The previous chapters presented a formal logic developed by extending 

Bounded Time Temporal Logic. The extension involved the addition of a probabilistic 

component to BTTL formulae. The resulting logic, PBTTL, was designed to support 

reasoning about probabilistic properties of programs. In particular, PBTTL was 

designed to support reasoning about programs that execute on systems that may 
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experience and recover from failure. 

The examples presented were intended to illustrate the variety of programming 

scenarios within which the PBTTL rules and procedures were applicable. In addition, 

the examples exemplify a systematic application of the PBTTL rules and procedures. 

The rules and procedures were designed to allow straightforward, systematic 

development of formula concerning probabilistic properties of programs. Application 

of the rules and procedures require knowledge of the timing and probabilistic behavior 

of the system upon which the program will run. Once this knowledge is attained, the 

syntactic structure of the program determines the appropriate rules and procedures to 

be systematically applied. 

The PBTTL methodology is based on the BTTL methodology. Accordingly, 

any extensions to BTTL (e.g. rules for reasoning about other programming language 

constructs) should be reflected in PBTTL. There are also areas in which PBTTL could 

be extended directly. 

The PBTTL valuation is based upon a transition valuation, which reflects the 

model of probabilistic behavior by representing state transitions with a relation. For 

each subsequent state in a state relation, there is an associated probabilit that 

represents the likelihood of execution proceeding to that particular subsequent state. 

Another model of probabilistic behavior involves the use of a state valuation. A state 

valuation represents probabilistic behavior by associating, with each state, a probability 

distribution over predicates. The state valuation indicates the likelihood that a 



particular predicate holds within the state. It is reasonable to wonder if a state 

valuation, in lieu of or in addition to, the transition valuation would extend the 

expressiveness or applicability of the PBTTL based methodology. 

If state valuations were supported in PBITL, several possibilities are 

introduced. Consider a system, for example, in which initialization of the variables 

and the message passing system may be incorrect .1 percent of the time. In such a 

system an instance of the PIA could be written. 

D(at P - [.999]«Y = g) 1\ inbag = {} 1\ outbag = {}) 
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Alternatively, initialization of the variables may be more reliable than 

initialization of the message passing system. In such a case the PIA could be split into 

two implications with different probabilities. 

D(at P - ([.99999](y = g» 1\ [.997](inbag = {} 1\ outbag = {}» 

The above two suggested behaviors could be modelled within the existing PBITL 

framework (i.e. no state valuations), if system initialization was seen to take time and 

result in a state transition. 

Even without the introduction of state valuations, the development of more 

PBITL rules and procedures would allow reasoning about other probabilistic program 

behaviors and architectures with different failure mode characteristics. For example, 

rules and procedures for reasoning about probabilistic behavior resulting from the 

execution of non-deterministic program constructs or the occurrence of interrupts 

could be developed. Similarly, rules and procedures for reasoning about the behavior 
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of recoverable statements executing of architectures with different (but, well-defined) 

failure mode characteristics could be considered. 

Finally, the PBTfL system model presented assumed a reliable message 

passing system. The extension of the PBTfL model (thus, certain rules and 

procedures) to include a probabilistic model of message passing, would represent a 

more comprehensive model of distributed systems using message passing. Any of the 

extensions suggested would allow more complete and extensive application of the 

PBTIL methodology to program verification tasks. 
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Two extended temporal logics have been presented. The first, Bounded Time 

Temporal Logic (BTTL) has been designed to support reasoning about the behavior of 

programs that must satisfy real-time constraints. BTTL also serves as a platform for 

the second logic, Probabilistic Bounded Time Temporal Logic (PBTTL). PBTTL is 

designed to support reasoning about the behavior of programs that execute on systems 

that may experience and recover from processor failures. Since PBTTL was developed 

by extending BTTL, PBTTL supports reasoning about both real-time and fault-tolerant 

properties of programs. 

BTTL consists of a standard temporal logic in which the standard temperal 

operators, eventually ( 0 ) and henceforth (D), are augmented with a timing interval 

[tl,TI]. The timing interval restricts the scope of the operators to the subsequence of 

future states occurring within the time interval. 

The rationale for this design is that it combines the advantages of temporal 
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operators and the specific timing predicates used in first order logic. Temporal 

operators tend to be easier to use and understand. However, timing predicates, unlike 

the standard temporal operators, allow reasoning with explicit timing values. A 

temporal operator augmented with a timing interval maintains the ease of use and 

understandability of a standard temporal operator while supporting reasoning with 

explicit timing intervals. 

BTTL formulas are interpreted over a sequence of mega-states. A mega-state 

represents a "snap shot" of an entire distributed system. A transition between mega

states occurs whenever the state of a process or the message passing system changes. 

A mega-state based model, unlike an interleaving model, presents a realistic view of 

concurrent execution. Additionally, a mega-state based model offers the flexibility to 

reason about systems of processors that operate at different speeds. 

PBTTL consists of BTTL in which formulas can be augmented with a 

probability, [p]. The probability indicates that the formula holds over all possible 

execution sequences with probability p. In particular, PBTTL is particularly useful for 

reasoning about failures. The possibility of failure is modelled within PBITL by 

defining process transition relations. Associated with each process state are two 

process transitions. One transition represents successful execution and the other 

represents failure occurrence. Each transition is associated with a probability that 

indicates the likelihood of that transition being taken. The axioms and rules of PBTTL 

support the combining of timing values and probabilities to construct a system 



probability distribution representing the likelihood of successful execution within a 

given time interval. 
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Introducing such a probabilistic component to BTIL supports probabilistic 

analysis within an axiomatic framework. PBITL therefore represents a unified 

framework within which probabilistic, timing and correctness properties of programs 

can be specified and verified. The probabilistic component supports reasoning about 

probabilistic properties, while the temporal operators and timing interval support 

reasoning about timing properties. Lastly, the first order logic foundation of standard 

temporal logic supports reasoning about safety properties. 

Frequently, different types of program properties require different verification 

methods. PBITL allows the same methodology to be used for a wide domain of 

properties. Similarly, probabilistic property verification often requires the application 

of two techniques, modeling and formal specification. PBITL allows the application of 

a single methodology for reasoning about probabilistic properties. 

Both BITL and PBITL are used to develop rules and procedures for 

simplifying reasoning about properties of programs. The rules and procedures, when 

carefully applied, allow someone with a minimal knowledge of program verification 

techniques to verify interesting program properties. Examples demonstrate the use of 

BITL and PBITL to verify specific timing behaviors, derive general formulae 

expressing timing relationships, and construct probability distributions representing the 

likelihood of successful program execution within a specific timing interval. 
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Experience gained while developing and working with BTTL and PBITL 

revealed several areas worth further investigation. One is extending BTTL as 

discussed in the latter part of Chapter 4. Such extensions include; modeling of 

dynamic creation and destruction of processes, modeling of dynamic introduction and 

retirement of processors, development of rules for higher level programming con

structs and modeling of limited message buffer size. 

A second area is extending PBITL as discussed in the latter part of Chapter 7. 

Such extensions include; development of rules and procedures for reasoning about 

probabilistic properties other than those caused by failures (e.g. non-deterministic 

programming language constructs, interrupts), development of rules and procedures 

for reasoning about failure on architectures other than fail-stop systems, and the 

modelling of a message passing system in which messages may be lost. 

As part of extending PBITL, other real time temporal logics as foundations for 

a probabilistic temporal logic should be considered. Development of BTTL was 

intended to serve two purposes. First, to gain experience with the design, and use of a 

formal, temporal logic, and second, to suggest the direction for developing PBTTL. 

The experience gained developing BTTL was invaluable. However, as noted in 

Chapter 4, there has been extensive research into augmenting standard temporal logic 

with explicit timing values. Accordingly, if at some later time, BTTL proves an 

inadquate foundation for PBTTL, there are a large number of similar logics available 

for consideration. 
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More dramatic changes to PBTTL could also be investigated. PBTIL models 

probabilistic execution with a transition valuation. A state valuation could be used to 

replace or augment the transition valuation. Such a change might offer gains in 

expressiveness or ease of use. Similarly, variants of PBTIL in which the valuation is 

not based upon probability, but possibility or some other fuzzy measure could be 

considered. 

The development of automated assistance is yet a third area for future 

investigation. Automated assistance could certainly enhance the usability of the rules 

and procedures of BTIL and PBTTL. Automated assistance could range from a simple 

number cruncher that relieves the user of long, tedious arithmetic calculations to a 

complete program analysis environment. A complete environment could determine the 

basic timing intervals for pieces of code as needed by the PSA, parse the code to 

identify the structures to which the axioms and rules could be applied, combine the 

timing and probabilistic behaviors by applying the rules, and interact with the user to 

determine the direction of the analysis. Such an environment would need to perform 

very sophisticated pattern matching and choose all possible rules that could be applied 

based upon the rule premises currently satisfiable. These requirements suggest a logic 

or rule-based programming language. Some preliminary work using Prolog appears 

promising. 

Finally, the applicability of BTTL and PBTTL to problems other than program 

specifcation and verification could be investigated. 
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APPENDIX A: PROGRAM1\UNG NOTATION 

Program .. - Label :: Process 

Process .. - Label : Statement I 
Process II Process 

Statement .. - Lbl_Statement 
Stmt 

Lbl_ Statement .. - Label: Stmt 

Stmt .. - Var:= Exp 
110_ Statement I 
rel_delay(T_ Var) 
Statement: Statement I 
if Bool then Statement I 
loop Bool -+ Statement end I 
Message_Statement 

I/O_Statement .. - read_sensor(Var, Var) 
write_actuator(Var, Var) 

Message_Statement .. - send(Process_List; Message) 
receive(M_ Var; *) I 
receive(M_ Var; T_ Var) 

Process List .. - Label I 
Process_List, Label 

Message .. - M_Var I 
"String" 

. T_Var .. - Var I 
Number 

M Var .. - Var 

Boo} .. - true I 
false I 
Relation 



Relation 

Exp 

Op 

Relop 

Label 

Number 

Exp Relop Exp 

Var 1 

Var Op Exp 

+ 1 -I xl + 1 t 

String 

D·· I 19lt i 

N umber Digit 

Var, String and Digit are defined in the usual way. 
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APPENDIX B: BTTL THEOREMS AND PROOFS 

Tl: 0 [I.T] 0 [r.R]P - 0 [1+r.T+R]P 

T2: «(,PUQ) A D[o.T]'Q) -D[o.T]'P) 

T3: «D(P - D[o.I]'Q) " D(Q - D[o.T]'R) A (,RDQ» - D(P -D[O.t+T+Il,R)) 

T4: «D(P - 0 [t1.TI]Q) A D(Q - 0 [t2,T2]R» - D(P - 0 [t1+t2,TI+T2]R» 

T5: «D[t1,TI]P " D«Q " P) - R» - D[t1,TI)(Q -R» 

T6: «' <> [0.1-1) P A <> [O,T]P) - <> [I,T]P) 

Proofs: 

The following proofs refer to three time related functions defined below. 
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start(s): S - TIME, yields the time at which program execution entered state s. 
duration(si) : = Start(Si+I) - start(Sj) 
state(t): TIME - S, yields the state which is in effect at time t. 

Tl: <> [I,T] 0 [r,R)P - 0 [t+r,T+R)P 

al=: <> [I,T] 0 [r,R)P iff for some state, ~, state(t) ~ ~ ~ state(T), d't=: 0 [r,R)P 

=* at=: O[t,T]<> [r.R]P iff for some state, ~, state(t)~ ~~ state(T), d't=: o [r:R)P, and 
for some state, Sj' state(start(sJ+r) ~ Sj~ state(start(sJ+R), oit=: P 

=? at=: o [t,T]O[r,R]P iff for some state, Sj' state(t+r) ~ Sj~ state(T+R), oil=: P 

=* at=: 0 [1+r,T+R)P 

Recall that D[O,T] ,Q == ,0 [O,T]Q 

al=: «,P'UQ) A D[O,T]'Q) iff for some k~ 0, cf I=: Q and for all i, O~ i ~ k, 
o'I=:'P or for every k~ 0, d' t=: ,P; and there exists no state, SQ' such 
that, state(O) ~ s,,~ state(T) and cf't=: Q. 

=? at=: «,PUQ) A D[o,T]'Q) iff for some k~ n+ 1, d' t=: Q and for all i, O~ i ~ 
k, o't=:,p, or for every k~ 0, d' t=: ,P; and state(O)~ s,,~ state(T) and 
for all j, j:S n,o"~ Q . 
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=> (1~ «,P'UQ) A D[O,T] ,Q) iff there exists some n, such that state(O)::s; 8,,+I::S; 
state(T+duration(s,,), and for all i, O::S; i::s; n+ 1, o'~ ,P; or for every 
k~ 0, d' • ,P; and for all j, j::S; n,o"~ Q. 

=> (1~ «,P'UQ) A D[O,T],Q) iff (1~D[O,T+durution(.n)]'p; or for every k~ 0, cI- ~ 
,P; and for all j, j::S; n,o",. Q. 

The definition of satisfiability for (,P'UQ) outlines two possibilities. In the first, ,P 
holds at least until Q holds. If Q does not hold for the next T time units, as expressed 
by D[O,T] ,Q, then ,P holds for the same T time units, expressible as D[O,T] ,P. In the 
second possibility, . ., P holds for all future times, expressible as D, P. D[O,T] , P is 
clearly implied by D ,P. Both possibilities imply that D[O,T] ,P holds. 

=> (1~ (D(P - D[O,J'Q) A D(Q - D[O,T] ,R) A (,RUQ) A P A D[O,lj,Q A D[o,lj,R A 

D[t+l,t+1j(Q V ,Q» 

=> (1~ (D(P - D[O,lj' Q) A D(Q -')0 D[O,T] , R) A (, RUQ) A P A D[O,IJ' Q A D[O,lj' R A 

D[t+l,t+lj(D[O,T] ,R V ,Q» 

(1~ D[t+1,t+1j(D[O,T] ,R V ,Q) iff for state ~, ~ = state(t+ 1); d'~ 
D[O,TJ ,R or d'~ ,Q 

=> (1~ D[I+ 1,1+ Ij(D[O,T] ,R V ,Q) iff for state ~, St = state(t+ 1); 
for all states, sj, state(t+ 1 +0) ::s; sj ::s; state(t+ 1 +T), 
oi. ,R or tfF- ,Q 
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This shows that in all states after time t either -,R holds for T 
more time units or -'Q holds. But, by the original premises 
-,RUQ and O(Q - o[o.TI 'R), if -'Q holds then -,R also holds 
for an additional T time units. 

~ 0"1= O(P ~[O.I+T+lj -,R) 

The first conjunct of the premise states that when P holds Q does not hold for at least 
the next t time units. This implies that Q does not hold before time t+ 1. The third 
conjunct of the premise states that R does not hold until Q holds. Additionally, the 
second conjunct of the premise states that when Q does hold R does not hold for at 
least the next T time units. Therefore, when P holds R does not hold for at least 
t+T+ 1 time units. 

T4: «O(P - <> [tl.T1jQ) 1\ O(Q - <> [t2.T2IR» - O(P - <> [tl+t2.TI+T2]R» 

0"1= «O(P - <> [t1,TljQ) 1\ O(Q - <> [t2.T2jR» 

~ 0"1= D(P - <> [t1.TII <> [t2.T2]R) 

~ 0"1= D(P - <> [tl+t2.T)+T2jR) 

The first conjunct of the premise states that when P holds Q will hold in at least one 
state occurring within the next tl and T) time units. The second conjunct states that 
when Q holds R will hold in at least one state occurring within the next ~ and T2 time 
units. Transitivity implies that when P holds R will hold in at least one state occurring 
within the next t) +t2 and TI +T2 time units. 

T5: «o[I.TlP 1\ O«Q 1\ P) - R» - o[t.TI(Q - R» 

0"1= (o[t.T]P 1\ O«Q 1\ P) - R» 

iff 0" 1= o[t.TlP and 0" 1= O«Q 1\ P) - R) 

iff if- 1= P for all k, t:s:;k:S:;T, and oJ 1= «Q 1\ P) - R) for all j 

~ if- 1= P and if- 1= «Q 1\ P) - R) for all k, t:s:;k:S:;T. 
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=? d' 1= (Q - R) for all k, t~k~T. 

=? (1 1= 0[l,n (Q - R) 

The first conjunct states that P holds in all states occurring within the next t and T 
time units. The second conjunct states that when Q and P both hold R will hold. But, 
since P holds within the next t and T time units then (Q 1\ P) reduce to Q during that 
time period. Thus, between the next t and T time units, whenever Q holds R holds. 

(11= (..., <> [O,t] P 1\ <> [o,nP) iff there exists no state, so, such that, state(O) ~ Sa ~ 
state(t) and (J'iI=P and there exists a state, ~, such that, state(O) ~ ~ ~ 
state(T) and eft- P. 

=? (11= (..., <> [O,t] P 1\ <> [o.nP) iff there exists no state, Sa, such that, state(O) ~ Sa ~ 
state(t) and (J'i ... P and there exists a state, Sk> such that, state(t+ 1) ~ Sk 

~ state(T) and d'I=P. 

The first conjunct of the premise states that P will not hold in any states occurring 
within the next t time units. The second conjunct states that P will hold in at least one 
state within the next T time units. Since P can not hold within the next t time units, it 
must hold in some state occurring between the next t and T time units. 



APPENDIX C: BTIL AXIOMS AND DERIVED RULES 

Program Initialization Axiom (PIA): for a program P 
D(at P - «9 = g) 1\ inbag = {} 1\ outbag = {}) 

Execution Order Axiom (EOAl-3): for non-null statement s 
i) (-'after s'Uat s) 1\ D(after s - O(-'after sUat s) 

ii) D(at s - O(-'at s'Uafter s» 
iii) D -, (at s 1\ after s) 

Execution Order Axiom (EOA4): for sequential statements sl ;s2 
iv) (-,at s2'Uafter sl) 1\ (at s2 - O(-'at s2'Uafter sl) 

Execution Order Axiom (EOA5): for conditional statement if B then s 
v) (-,at s'Uafter B) 1\ (at s - O(-'at s'Uafter B) 

Execution Order Axiom (EOA6): for iterative statement loop B - send 
vi) (-'at s'Uafter B) 1\ (at s - 0( -'at sl 'UafterB) 

Execution Order Axiom (EOA7): for for program P::Plll ... 11 Pn 
vii) vPi E Proc «-,at Pi'Uat P) 1\ (at Pi - O(-,at Pi'Uat P))) 
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Primitive Statement Axiom (PSA): for any primitive statement s on processor p, t = 
mT(s,p), and T = MT(s,p) 
D(at s - [t,T] after s) 

Assignment Statement Axiom (ASA): for any assignment statement a: x: =e on 
processor p, t = mT(a,p), and T = MT(a,p) 
D«at a 1\ V[e/x]) - [t,T](after a 1\ V» 

Input Statement Axiom (lSA): for any input statement r:read_sensor(S_Name, X) on 
processor p, t = mT(r,p), and T = MT(r,p) 
D«at r 1\ D[',TlV[V(S_Name)/X]) - [t,T](after r 1\ V» 

No Message Creation Axiom (NMCA): DVm(-,out(m)Uin(m» 

Message Liveness Axiom (MIA): DO 3m io(m) - 0 3m out(m) 

Message Reliability Axiom (MRA): DVm (in(m) - OOout(m» 



Message Transmission Axiom (MTA): DVm (in(m) - [mr,MT] out(m» 

Message Uniqueness Axiom (MUA): 0 Vm (in(m) - ()[J,in(m» 

Sent Message Order Axiom(SMOA): 
OVs,d,m,m' «in(s.m.d) A 00 in(s.m'.d» - «'out(s.m'.d)'Uout(s.m.d» 

Available Message Order Axiom (AMOA): 
OVd,m,m' «avail(m.d) A 00 avail(m'.d» - (avail(m' .d)U 'avail(m.d») 

Message Availability Axiom (MAA): oVs,m,d (out(s.m.d) - avail(s.m.d» 

Message Execution Order Axiom (MEOAI): 
Let Send be the set of all execution instances of all send statements 

Vm, in(m) - (3 s E Send A ,in(m)Uafters) 

Message Execution Order Axiom (MEOA2): 
Let Rec(Pi) be the set of all execution instances of all receive statements 

occurring in process Pi. 
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Vm, avail(m) - (3 r E Rec(destination(m» A «at r A ,3 m', m'4=m, 
(avaiI(m') A avaiI(m)U ,avaiI(m'» - (avail(m)Uafter r» A (after T -

o ,avaiI(m» 

Send Message Axiom I (SMAI): for the statement s:send(Pl,oo.,Pn;Msg) executing 
on processor p, t = mT(s,p) and T == MT(s,p) 

03 m (at s - [t,T](after s A in(m.PI) A in(p.m.P2) A 00' A in(p.m.Pn») 

Send Message Axiom 2 (SMAl): for the statement s:send(Pl,oo.,Pn;Msg) executing 
on processor p, t = mT(s,p) and T = MT(s,p) 
o«at s A Msg = mO) - [t,T](after s A in(mO.PI) A 00. A in(mO.Pn») 

Receive Message Axiom (RMA): for the statement r:receive(X;*) on processor p, t = 
mT(r,p) and T = MT(r,p) 
O«[tl,Tllat r A [t2,T2](3 m avaiI(m) A ,3 m', m' 4=m (avail(m') A 

avail(m)U,avaiJ(m'))) A V[mlX]) - [max(tl,t2)+t.max(TI,T2)+T] 
(after r /\ O,avaiI(m) A V» 



Bounded Receive Message Axiom (BRMA): for the statement r:receive(X;bt) on 
processor p, t = mT(r,p) and T = MT(r,p) 
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a) D«[tl,Tl]at r A [t2,T2](3 m avail(s.m.p) A ,3 m', m' =l=m (avail(m') A 
avail(m)U,avail(m')))A (T2 ~ tl+bt) A V[mIX]) ~ [max(tl,t2)+t, 
max(Tl,T2)+T] (after r A D'avail(m) A V» 

b) D«[tl,Tl]at r A [t2,T2](3 m avail(s.m.p) A ,3 m', m' =l=m (avail(m') A 
avail(m)U ,avail(m'») A (t2 > Tl + bt) A V[ .1 IX)) ~ 
[tl +bt+t,Tl +bt+T](after r A V» 

Sequencing Rule (SR): for statement sl ;s2 
D(at sl ~ rtl,Tll after sl) 
DCat s2 ~ [t2. T2] after s2) 
D(at sl ~ [tl +t2,Tl +T2]after s2) 

Proof: 
1. D(at sl ~ [tl,Tl] after sl) 
2. 'at s2Uafter sl 
3. D(at sl ~ 0[0,11-1) 'at s2) 
4. D(at s2 ~ [t2'T2] after s2) 
5. 'after s2Uat s2 
6. D(at sl ~ 0[0,11+12-1) 'after s2) 
7. D(at sl ~ <> [11 + 12 ,T1+T2) after s2) 
8. D(at sl -+ [tl +t2,Tl +T2] after s2) 

Conditional Rule (CR): for the statement c: if B then Send 
D(at B ~ [t,T]after B) 

premise 
EOA4 
1, 2, T2 
premise 
EOAI 
3, 4, 5, T3 
l,4,T4 
6,7 

D«at c A B) ~ [t,T]at S) A D«at c A ,B) ~ [t,T]after c) 

Proof: 
1. D(at c -+ at B) 
2. D(at B ~ [t,T]after B) 
3. D(at c -+ [t,T]after B) 
4. D«after B A B) ~ at S) 
5. D«after B A ,B) -+ after c) 
6. D«at c A B) ~ [t,T]at S) 
7. D«at c A ,B) -+ [t,T]after c) 

AT2 
premise 
1,2, SR 
AF2 
AF2 
3,4, Transitivity 
3,5, Transitivity 



Iterative Rule (IR): for the statement 1:loop B ... Send 

Proof: 

D(at B - [t. Tlafter Bl 
D«at 1 " B)- [t,T]at S) " D«at 1 " ..,B) - [t,T]after 1) 

1. D(at 1 - at B) 
2. D(at B ... [t,T]after B) 
3. D(at 1 - [t,T]after B) 
4. D«after B " B) - at S) 
5. D«after B " ..,B) - after I) 
6. D«at 1 " B) - [t,T]at S) 
7. D«at 1 " ..,B) - [t,T]after 1) 

AT3 
premise 
1,2,SR 
AF3 
AF3 
3,4,SR 
3,5,SR 

Iterative Send Rule (lSRl): for some infinitely iterating send statement 
s:send(Pl, ... ,Pn;m) executing in P. 
DVn (n~O)(at P - [x+ny,X+nY]at s) 
03 m (at s - [z.Zlout(m)) 
DVn (n~O) 3 m (at 1 - [x+ny+z,X+nY +Z]out(m» 

Iterative Send Rule (ISR2): for some bounded iterating send statement 
s:send(pl, ... ,Pn;m) executing in P. 
DVn (O~n~i-l) (at P - [x+ny,X+nY]at s) 
03 m (at s ... [z.Zlout(m» 
DYn (O~n~i-l) 3 m (at P - [x+ny+z,X+nY+Z]out(m» 
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Iterative Send Rule (ISRJ): for some iterating send s:send(Pl, ••• ,Pn;m) executing 
in P, in which the number of iterations is bounded by the boolean B 
D[t2.T2)B 

Yn (O~n) D«at P " B)- [x+ny,X+nY]at s) 
o 3 m (at s - [z.Zlout(m)) 
DYn (t2~x and X+nY~T2) 3 m (at P - fx+ny+z,X+nY+Z]out(m» 

Iterative Receive Rule (IRR): for some receive statement r:receive(M;*) 
D(after r - [tr,TR] at r) 
Yn (n > Ol 3 m D(at P ... [x + ny + z.X + n Y + ZJavail(m)) 
Yn (n ~ 0) 3 m D(at P ... [prev(n),Prev(n)] after L4" 0 ..,avail(m) " M = m) 



Availability Frequency Rule (AFR): for some send statement s:send(p _List;m) 
DVn (0 :s; n) 3 m (at P - [x+ny+z,X+nY+Z] avail(m» 
D(at s - [y, Y]at s) 
D3 m (at s - [z,Z]avail(m» 
DVm 3 m' m =t!=m' (avail(m) - [max(O,y+z-Z),Y+Z-z]avail(m') 

Multiple Availability Frequency Rule (MAFR): 
Let SI, ... ,Sn E Proc, DE Proc 
DVm3 m' m=t!=m' (avail(Sl.m.D) - [tl,Tl]avai1(S1.m'.D) 
DVm3 m' m=t!=m' (avail(S2.m.D) - [t2,T2]avail(S2.m'.D) 

DVm3 m' m=t!=m' (avail(Sn.m.D)"-+ [tn,Tn]avail(Sn.m'.D) 
DVm3 m' m=t!=m' (avail(m.D) - [0, min(Tl, ... ,Tn)]avai1(m'.D) 

Receive Frequency Rule (RFR): for some receive statement r:receive(M, *) 
D(after r - [tr,TR]at r) 
DVm3 m' (avail(m) - [tl,Tl]avail(m') 
DVm3 m' «at rAM = om) - [max(O,tl- (MT(r)+TR»+mT(r)+tr, 

max(O,Tl-(mT(r)+tr» +MT(r)+TR] (at rAM = m') 
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APPENDIX D: PBTTL AXIOMS AND DERIVED RULES 

Execution Order Axiom (EOAl-3): for non-null atomic statement s 
1) (.after sUat s) 1\ D(after s - O(.after sU(at s V at fail» 
2) D(at s - O(.at sU(after s V at fail» 
3) D.(at s 1\ after s) 

Execution Order Axiom (EOA4): for sequential statements sl ;s2 
4) (.at s2Uafter sl) 1\ (at 52 - O(.at s2U(after 51 V at fail» 

Execution Order Axiom (EOA5): for conditional statement if B then s 
5) (.at sUafter B) 1\ (at s - 0( 'at sU(after B V at fail» 

Execution Order Axiom (EOA6): for iterative statement loop B - send 
6) (.at sUafter B) 1\ (at s - O(.at sU(afterB V at fail» 

Execution Order Axiom (EOA7): for program P::P111 ... 11 Pn 
7) vPi E Proc «.at PiUat P) 1\ (at Pi - O(.at PiU(at P V at fail»))) 
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Primitive Statement Axiom (PSA): for any primitive statement s on processor P, t = 
mT(s,P), T = MT(s,P), and probability of execution failure p = PF(s). 
D(at s - (\[p][O,T]at fail 1\ [l-p][t,T] after s» 

Assignment Statement Axiom (ASA): for any assignment statement a: x: =e on 
processor P, t = mT(a,P), T = MT(a,P), and probability of execution failure 
p = PF(a) 
D«at a 1\ V[e/x]) - (\[p][O,T]at fail 1\ [l-p][t,T] (after a 1\ V») 

Input Statement Axiom (lSA): for any input statement r:read_sensor(S_Name, X) on 
processor P, t = mT(r,P), T = MT(r,P), and probability of execution failure p 
= PF(r) 
D«at r 1\ D[I,l1V[V(S_Name)/X]) - (\[p][O,T]at fail 1\ [l-p][t,T](after r 1\ V))) 

Resume Action Axiom #l(RAAl): for any failure handling system action 
fail:resume(P). 
D«at fail 1\ restart.activep = failed) - Dat failed) 



Resume Action Axiom #2 (RAAl): for any failure handling system action 
fail:resume(p), t = mFD(p), T = MFD(p). 
D«at fail /\ restart.activep ¢ failed /\ V[restart.Vp/Vp]) - [t,T] (at re

start.activep A V))) 
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Send Message Axiom I (SMAI): for the statement s:send(Pl, ... ,Pn;Msg) executing 
on processor p, t = mT(s,p) and T = MT(s,p) and probability of failure p = 
PF(s). 
D 3 m (at s - (\Ip][O,T]at fail /\ [l-p][t,T](after s /\ in(m.Pl) /\ in(p.m.P2) 

/\ ... /\ in(p.m.Pn»))) 

Send Message Axiom 2 (SMAl): for the statement s:send(Pl, ... ,Pn;Msg) executing 
on processor p, t = mT(s,p) and T = MT(s,p) and probability of failure p = 
PF(s) 
D«at s /\ Msg = mO) - (\Ip][O,T]at fail /\ [l-p][t,Tj(after s /\ in(mO.Pl) /\ ... 

/\ in(mO.Pn))) 

Receive Message Axiom (RMA): for the statement r:receive(X; *) on processor p, t = 
mT(r,p) and T = MT(r,p) and probability of failure p = PF(r) 
D«[tl,Tl]at r " [t2,T2](3 m avail(m) /\ -'3 m', m' 4=m (avail(m') /\ 

avail(m)U-,avail(m'») /\ V[m/X]) - (\Ip][O,max(TI,T2)+T] at fail /\ 
[l-p][max(tl,t2)+t,max(Tl,T2)+T] (after r /\ C-'avail(m) /\ V))) 

Bounded Receive Message Axiom (BRMA): for the statement r:receive(X;bt) on 
processor p, t = mT(r,p) and T = MT(r,p) and probability of failure p = 
PF(r) 
a) D«[d,Tl]at r A (t2,T2](3 m avail(s.m.p) /\ -'3 m', m' 4=m (avail(m') /\ 

avail(m)U -'avail(m'») /\ (T2 ~ tl + bt) /\ V[mlX]) - [p][O, 
max(Tl,T2)+T]at fail /\ [l-p][max(tl,t2)+t, max(Tl,T2)+T](after r 
/\ D-'avail(m) /\ V» 

b) D«[tl,Tl]at r /\ [t2,T2](3 m avail(s.m.p) /\ -'3 m', m' 4=m (avail(m') /\ 
avail(m)U-,avail(m'»)/\ (t2] Tl+bt) /\ V[1.IX])-
(!Ip][O,Tl +bt+T] at fail /\ [l-p][tl +bt+t,Tl +bt+T] (after r /\ V») 

Sequencing Rule for Unrecoverable Statements (SRU): for unrecoverable statement 
sl;s2 
D(at sl - (\Ipl][O,Tl]at fail /\ [1-pt][tl,Tl] after sl» 
DCat s2 - ([p2][O. T2lat fail /\ [1-p2]ft2, T2l after s2)) 
D(at sl - (\I(I-pl )(1-p2)][tl + t2, Tl + T2]after s2 /\ [pI + (1-
pl)p2][O,Tl +T2]at fail» 



Conditional Rule for Unrecoverable Statements (CRU): for the unrecoverable 
statement c:if B then Send 

ClCat B - ([pb][O,Tb]at fail A [1-pbJIftb,Tb] after B)) 
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Cl(at c - [pb][O,TbJat fail) A Cl«at c A B) - [I-pb][tb,Tb] at S) A Cl«at c A 
,B) - [I-pb][tb,Tb] after c) 

Iterative Rule for Unrecoverable Statements (IRU): for the unrecoverable statement 
1:loop B- Send 

Cl(at B - ([pb][O,Tb]at fail A [l-pb][tb,Tb] after B)) 
Cl(at I - [pb][O, Tb lat fail) A Cl«at I A B) - [I-pb][tb, Tb] at S) A Cl«at I A 

,B) - [1-pb][tb,Tb] after 1) 

Iterative Send Rule for Unrecoverable Statements (ISRU): for some infinitely 
iterating send statement s:send(Pl, .. "Pn;m) executing in p, 

ClVn (n~O) (at P - [pI *p2D][x+ny,X+nY]at s) 
Cl3m (at s - [p3][z,Z1out(m» 
ClVn (n ~ 0) 3m (at P - [pI *p2D*p3][x + ny + z,X + n Y + Z]out(m» 

Iterative Receive Rule for Unrecoverable Statements (IRRU): for some receive 
statement r:receive(M; *) 
ClVn (n~O) 3m (at P - [pI *p2D*p3][x+ny+z,X+nY +Z]avail(m» 
Cl(at P - [p4][tl,TI] at r) 
Cl(after r - [pS][tr,TR] at r) 
ClVn (n~O) 3m (at P - [pID*p2(D(n-l)/2)*p3n*p4p5(D-l)][prev(n),Prev(n)](after r A 

Cl,avail(m) A M=m» 

Availability Frequency Rule for Unrecoverable Statements: for some send state
ment s:send(P _List;m) 
ClVn (n~O) 3m (at P -[pl*p2D*p3][x+ny+z,X+nY+Z]out(m» 
Cl(at s - [p2][y, Y] at s) 
Cl3m (at s - [P3][z,Z] avail(m)) 
ClVm3m' m =Fm' (avail(m) - [p2*p3][max(O,y+z-Z,Y +Z-z] avail(m'» 
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Receive Frequency Rule for Unrecoverable Statements (RFRU): for some receive 
statement r:receive(M, *) 

D(after r - [pl][tr,TR]at r) 
DVm3m'«avaiUm) - [p2][tl,TllavaiUm'» 
DVm3m'«at r " M=m) - [pI *p2][max(O,tl-(MT(r) +TR» + mT(r) + tr, 

max(O,Tl-(mT(r)+tr»+ MT(r)+TR](at r " M=m') 

Single Statement Recoverable Action Rule (SRAR): for a recoverable action 
save_state;s, executing on Pi, p = PF(sl), t = mT(sl), T = MT(sl), r = 
mFD(Pi), R = MFD(Pi) and CT is some allowable execution time, 

D(at sl ... ([p][O,T]at fail 1\ [1-p][t,T]after sl) 
D(at fail ... [r,R] at s1) 
D(at sl ... [1_p[(CT-Tl/Cf+Rll+l][t,CT]after sl) 

Two Statement Recoverable Action Rule (TRAR): for a recoverable action 
save_state;sl;s2, executing on Pi, pI = PF(sl), p2 = PF(s2), tl = mT(sl), 
Tl = MT(sl), t2 = mT($2), T2 = MT(s2), r = mFD(Pi), R = MFD(Pi) and 
CT is some allowable execution time. 

D(at sl - ([pl][O,TI]at fail" [1-pl][tl,Tl]after sl) 
D(at s2 ... ([p2][O,T2]at fail" [1-p2][t2,T2]after s2) 
D(at fail ... lr,R] at sll 

MFI = (CT-TI-T2)/(T+R) 
MF2 = (CT-nTI-Tl-nR-T2)/(T2+R+Tl) 



General Recoverable Action Rule (GRAR): for a recoverable action 
save_state;sl;s2; ... ;sj, executing on Pi, pI = PF(sl), p2 = 
PF(s2), ... ,pj=PF(sj), t1 = mT(sl), Tl = MT(sl), t2 = mT(s2), T2 = 
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MT(s2), ... ,~ = mT(sj), Tj = MT(sj), r = mFD(Pi), R = MFD(Pi) and CT is 
some allowable execution time. 

D(at sl -3> (iIpl][O,Tl]at fail 1\ [1-pl][tl,Tl ]after sl) 
D(at s2 - (iIp2][O, T2]at fail 1\ [1-p2][t2, T2]after s2) 

etc. 
D(at sj - ([pj][O,Tj]at fail 1\ [l-pj][tj,Tj]after s2) 
D(at fail - [r.R] at' sl) 
D(at sl - [L(OI=OIDMFI)L(n2=OIDMF2) ... L(oj=OIDMFJ) plnl(1_pl)02+n3+",+nj +lp2n2(1_ 

p2)n3+n4+ ... +nj +l ... pjoj (1_pj)][tl +t2,CTJafter sj) 

MFI = (CT - (T2+T3+ ... + Tj»/(Tl +R) 
MF2(nl) = (CT - (nl*Tl+Tl+T2+ ... +Tj+Nl*R»/(TI+T2+R) 
MFi(nl,n2, ... ,ni-l) = {CT-[(nl +n2+ ... +(ni-l)+ I)Tl + (n2+ ... +(ni-

1)+I)T2 + ... +«ni-l)+I)(Ti-l) + (nl+n2+ ... +(ni-l»R])/ 
(Tl +T2+ ... +Ti+R) 

Unrecoverable/Recoverable Sequencing Rule (URSR): for a sequence of unrecovar
able statements and a recoverable action, sl;save_state;s2;. 
D(at sl - (iIpl][O,TI]at fail 1\ [1-pl][tl,TI]after sl) 
D(at s2 - [P2(t)][t2,t]after s2) 
D(at sl - [(l-pl)*P2(CT-TI)][tl +t2,CT]after s2) 

Recoverable Action Sequencing Rule (RASR): for a sequence of recoverable actions, 

save_state; 
sl; 

save_state; 
s2; 

D(at sl -. [pi (t)][min_t(Pl),tl after sl) 
D(at s2 - [pI (t)][min t(P2).t] after s2) 
D(at sl - [PP(t)][min_t(Pl)+ min_t(P2),t] after s2) 
where PP(t) = L(tIEdiscoo(Pl)andtlSl-mint(P2»Pl(tl)*P2(t-tl) + L(t2Ediscoo(P2)andt2S1-

min_t(Pl»Pl (t-t2)*P2(t2) -



Probsbilistic Receive Statement Rule (PRSR): for a receive statement, 
r:receive(X;*') executing on processor P, with corresponding send statement 
sl:send(P,msg) 
D«at r A (3 m avail(m) A ""3 m', m' 4=m (avail(m') A 

avail(m)U""avail(m'»))) - (\[pr][O,TR]at fail A [1-pr][tr,TR]after r) 
D(at P - [Pl(t)][min_t(Pl),t] after sl) 
D(at P - [P2(t)][min t(pl),t] at r) 
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D(at P - [Pl(t-TR)*P2(t-TR)*(l-pr)][max(min_t(Pl),min_t(P2»+TR,t] after r) 

Alternate Execution Path Rule (AEPR): for some code including conditional, 
iterative or concurrent execution, P, with alternate or parallel execution paths 
epl, ep2, """' epn 
D(at epl - [PI (t)][min_t(pl),t]after epl) 
D(at ep2 - [P2(t)][min_t(P2),t]after ep2) 

D(at epn - [Pn(t)][min t(Pn),t]after epn) 
D(at P - [min(Pl(t),P2(t), ... ,Pn(t»] 

[max(min_t(Pl),min_t(P2), ... ,min_t(Pn»,t] after P) 
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